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The information employed for calculating demographic indicators corresponds to the adult population projection for 2013 taken from the National 
Council of Population (CONAPO, for its acronym in Spanish); subjects who are 15 years of age and older.
   
The figures for the construction of the indicators have been obtained as follows: access figures (branches, banking agents, ATMs, Point of Sale 
Terminals), and figures for deposit products and credit products were taken from reports 040-4A-R1, 26A-R8 of the National Banking and Securities 
Commission (CNBV for its acronym in Spanish) and from reports submitted directly to the CNBV by authorized EACP; core indicators regarding 
insurance were provided by the National Insurance and Surety Bonds Commission (CNSF, for its acronym in Spanish); figures related to retirement 
savings were provided by the National Commission for the Pension System (CONSAR for its acronym in Spanish); finally, data for the consumer 
protection indicator was provided by the CONDUSEF.  

Financial Inclusion Indicators for Mexico
December 2013

Access

Usage

Consumer Protection

Access points per 10,000 adults 9.92

68%

97%

11,783

Percentage of municipalities with at least 
one access point

Percentage of adults living in a 
municipality with at least one access point

Regulated cash-in and/or cash-out access points per 10,000 adults. They include branches, 
ATMs and banking agents.

Municipalities with at least one regulated cash-in and/or cash-out access point.

Proportion of the adult population living in a municipality with one regulated cash-in and/or 
cash-out access point.

Deposit products per 10,000 adults 
(Deposit Contracts)

Total number of banking sector contracts for savings, transactional accounts, and term deposits 
and Popular Savings and Credit Institutions (EACP, for its acronym in Spanish) savings, sight 
and term deposits per 10,000 adults.

12,958

5,682

Debit Cards per 10,000 adults Number of banking sector and EACP debit card contracts per 10,000 adults.

Credit products per 10,000 adults (Credit 
Contracts)

Total number of credit cards, group, mortgage, consumer and housing credits granted per 
10,000 adults. They include credit cards, personal, payroll, group, mortgage, housing and car 
loans.

173,458Transactions in ATMs per 10,000 adults Transactions carried out with bank cards in ATMs per 10,000 adults.

197,714Payments in stores through POS 
terminals per 10,000 adults

Number of payments with bank cards (credit and debit) through POS terminals inside stores per 
10,000 adults.

133,198Electronic fund transfers per 10,000 
adults

Money transfers sent from a bank account to other bank accounts at the same bank or at 
different banks per 10,000 adults.

258 USDAverage remittance income (USD) per 
adult

Average amount transferred from abroad, originated by a sender abroad, to be delivered to a 
beneficiary inside national territory.

 2,414 pesos Premium per capita in the total market Premium per capita in the insurance market (life, accident, medical and damages insurance) in 
Mexican pesos.

Retirement savings accounts per 10,000 
adults

Number of personal accounts from each worker managed by Pension Fund Administrators 
(known as AFORES) per 10,000 adults.

154Actions by CONDUSEF per 10,000 adults Number of claims, controversies, judgments, arbitration and advocacy requests attended by the 
National Commission for the Protection and Defense of Financial Users (CONDUSEF, for its 
acronym in Spanish) per 10,000 adults.

Indicator

6,001
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Acronyms

ABM Mexican Banks Association.
AFI  Alliance for Financial Inclusion.
AFORE  Pension Funds Administrator.
AMAFORE  Mexican Association of Pension Fund Administrators.
AMIPCI  Mexican Internet Association.
BANJÉRCITO  National Bank of the Army, Air Force and Navy.
BANSEFI  National Savings and Financial Services Bank.
BANXICO  Central Bank of Mexico (Banco de México).
BEF Financial Entities Bureau.
BIS Bank for International Settlements.
CECOBAN Banking Computing Center.
CEF Financial Education Committee.
CEMLA Center for Latin American Monetary Studies.
CLABE  Standardized Bank Code associated to bank account.
CNBV  National Banking and Securities Commission.
CNSF  National Insurance and Surety Bond Commission.
COFETEL  Federal Telecommunications Commission.
CONAIF  National Council for Financial Inclusion.
CONAPO  National Council of Population.
CONDUSEF  National Commission for the Protection and Defense of Financial Users.
CONEVAL  National Council for the Assessment of Social Development Policy.
CONSAR  National Commission for the Pension System.
CUT  Single Treasury Account.
DALÍ System for the Deposit, Management and Payment of Securities.
DICONSA  Federal agency responsible of the distribution system for the supply of commodities to rural localities of  
 high and very high marginalization.
EACP  Popular Savings and Credit Institutions.
ENIF  National Survey for Financial Inclusion.
ENIGH  National Survey on Household Income and Expenditure.
ENR  Non-Regulated Entities.
ER  Regulated Entities.
FOCOOP Auxiliary Supervision Fund for Savings and Credit Cooperatives and for the Protection of their Savers.
FOMIN Multilateral Investment Fund.
FOVISSSTE ISSSTE Workers’ Housing Fund.
FSAP Financial Sector Assessment Program.
GPFI  Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion.
IME Institute for Mexicans Abroad.
IMSS  Mexican Institute of Social Security.
INEGI  National Statistics and Geography Institute.
INFE International Network on Financial Education.
INFONACOT Institute for the National Fund for Employee Consumption.
INFONAVIT  Institute for the National Fund for Employee Housing.
IPAB  Bank Savings Protection Institute.
IRN Net Yield Indicator.
ISSSTE  Institute for Social Security and Services for State Workers.
LACP Popular Savings and Credit Law.
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LFIPAGO Management Trust Fund of the Fund for Strengthening Savings and Credit Associations and   
 Cooperatives and Support of their Savers Law.
LFT Federal Labor Law.
LIC Financial Institutions Law.
LISF National Insurance and Surety Bonds Law.
LJB Bank Court-Ordered Liquidation.
LPAB Bank Savings Protection Law.
LRASCAP Law to Regulate Activities of Savings and Loan Associations.
LTOSF Financial Services Transparency and Regulation Law.
LUC Credit Unions Law.
MDP Million Pesos.
MIPYMES Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises.
MMDP Thousands of Million Pesos.
MUTEC Technological Museum of the CFE.
PIN  Personal Identification Number.
OAAC Auxiliary Credit Organizations and Activities.
OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
OIFR Integration Organizations for Financiera Rural.
PAU Point of Service to Users.
GDP  Gross Domestic Product.
PND National Development Plan.
PRONAFIDE National Development Financing Program.
PYMES Small and Medium Enterprises.
RECA Registry of Adhesion Contracts.
RECO Registry of Fees.
RENAPO National Population and Personal Identification Registry.
RESBA Registry of Standardized Basic Insurance Rates.
RIF Financial Inclusion Report.
RMD Means of Withdrawal Networks.
SAR  Retirement Savings Fund System.
SB1 Basic Siefore 1.
SEDESOL Ministry of Social Development.
SHCP Ministry of Finance.
SIAC Account Holders Service System.
SIC  Credit Information Companies.
SIDV Interactive System for Securities Deposit.
SIEFORE  Investment Company Specialized in Retirement Funds.
SMS  Short Message Service.
SNEF  National Financial Education Week.
SOCAP Credit and Cooperative Savings Associations.
SOFIPO  Popular Finance Institution.
SOFINCO Community Financial Institution.
SOFOL  Limited Purpose Financial Institution.
SOFOM  Multiple Purpose Financial Institution.
SPEI  Interbank Electronic Payment System.
SPEUA Extended Use Electronic Payment System.
AGR Annual Growth Rate.
CC  Credit Cards.
DC Debit Cards.
ETF  Electronic Fund Transfer.
TELECOMM  Telecommunications of Mexico (Government Agency that forms part of the Public Communications and  
 Transportation sector).
TESOFE  Federal Treasury Office.
POS  Point of Sale Terminal.
UDI  Investment Unit.
UNAM National Autonomous University of Mexico.
UNE Specialized Units for Service to Users.
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The information used for creating the Financial Inclusion core 
indicators is taken from the Alliance for Finance Inclusion 
(AFI). The information on adult population used to calculate 
the indicators is based on the population forecasts by the 
National Council of Population (CONAPO, for its acronym in 
Spanish).

For Chapter 1, the information regarding bank branches, ATMs, 
point of sale terminals and accounts accessed through mobile 
phones is taken from the regulatory reports that the Supervised 
Entities Registry (PES, for its acronym in Spanish) provides 
to the CNBV, specifically from the R24 series (operating 
information catalog). The information for cooperatives is 
taken from the R30 series of the regulatory reports and the 
information for Popular Finance Institutions was provided to 
the CNBV by such Institutions. Studies are performed only of 
those institutions that have received authorization to operate 
from the Commission. The data for banking agents is taken 
from the R26 series (data by banking agents). The information 
regarding subscriptions to mobile phones has been obtained 
from the Telecommunications Markets Statistical Information 
System (SIEMT, for its acronym in Spanish) of the Federal 
Telecommunications Commission (COFETEL, for its acronym 
in Spanish). Moreover, the information on the number of 
Internet Banking users was provided by the Central Bank 
(Banco de México) and the figures on the usage of Internet 
Banking correspond to the studies named ‘Internet Banking’ 
and ‘Study on Habits of Internet Users in Mexico’, conducted 
by the Mexican Internet Association (AMIPCI, for its acronym 
in Spanish) in 2013. The case studies shown at the end of the 
section were developed based on interviews conducted to the 
representatives of such institutions and complemented with 
data also provided by them.

For Section 1 of the Chapter, international comparative 
analyses were obtained from the results of the Financial 
Access Survey of the International Monetary Fund. The 
information related to banking deposit products is taken from 
the R01 series (minimum catalog), and from the R24 series 
of the regulatory reports by the CNBV. The information of the 

reports was complemented with a request for data sent to the 
banks in order to separate active and inactive accounts. The 
information for cooperatives is taken from the R30 series of 
the regulatory reports and the information for Popular Finance 
Institutions was provided to the CNBV by such Institutions. 
Finally, data regarding deposit insurance were provided by 
the Bank Savings Protection Institute (IPAB, for its acronym 
in Spanish) and obtained by means of information published 
by the Trust of the Auxiliary Supervision Fund for Savings 
and Credit Cooperatives and for the Protection of their Savers 
(FOCOOP).

In Section 2 of Chapter 2, the information on banking credit 
products is taken from the R01 series and the R04 series of 
credit portfolio reported by the CNBV. Information on Popular 
Savings and Credit Institutions (EACP, for it’s acronym in 
Spanish) was reported by the Institutions themselves. The 
data related to group loans was provided by Compartamos 
Banco. The information on mortgage loans by the Institute 
for the National Fund for Employee Housing (INFONAVIT, for 
its acronym in Spanish) and information on loans from the 
Institute for the National Fund for Employee Consumption 
(FONACOT, for its acronym in Spanish) come from the 
website of each of such Institutes. The data related to the 
number of MSMEs was taken from the Economic Census 
conducted by the National Statistics and Geography Institute 
(INEGI, for its acronym in Spanish) in 2009.

For Section 3 of Chapter 2, i.e., the section on transactions 
and means of payment, the reports, press releases and 
statistics of the Banco de México were considered as main 
data sources. For family remittances, the studies performed 
by the CONAPO and studies performed by the Center for 
Latin American Monetary Studies (CEMLA, for its acronym 
in Spanish), as well as information from the Institute for 
Mexicans Abroad (IMA, for its acronym in Spanish) were 
taken into account. For international comparative analyses, 
the Red Book of the Bank of International Settlements (BIS) 
was taken into account.

Methodological 
Note
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In regards to the Section 4 of Chapter 2, the information 
used to create core indicators for the measurement and 
analysis related to the insurance market and micro-insurance 
behavior comes from the National Insurance and Surety 
Bonds Commission (CNSF, for its acronym in Spanish) and 
INEGI. Data from the 2012 National Survey on Household 
Income and Expenditure (ENIGH, for its acronym in Spanish) 
was also taken into account to define the potential of the 
micro-insurance market. The information of basic insurance 
comes from the webpage of the National Commission for 
the Protection and Defense of Financial Services Users 
(CONDUSEF, for its acronym in Spanish). 

In connection with Section 5 of Chapter 2, the main source 
was information coming from the National Commission for 
the Pension System (CONSAR, for its acronym in Spanish) 
and the Mexican Association of Pension Fund Administrators 

(Amafore, for its acronym in Spanish). For the international 
comparative analysis, information from the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) was taken 
into consideration.

Both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 were prepared entirely by the 
CONDUSEF. To prepare the indicators, information from the 
CNBV was taken into account.

The data of the info-graphics per federal entity in Annex 1 
derives from the sources for each sector.

The maps provided throughout the report were constructed 
with the System Integrated Geospatially Referenced 
Information tool (IRIS, for its acronym in Spanish) version 4.2, 
developed by the Information Systems Editing and Application 
Management Unit of the INEGI.
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The definition of financial inclusion highlights its 
multidimensional nature, as it clearly points out its four basic 
components:

•	 Access:	 It	 refers	 to	 the	 penetration	 of	 the	 financial	
system in terms of the infrastructure available for 
supplying financial products and services, i.e., points 
of contact between the financial institutions (access 
channels) and the population, from a supply standpoint.

•	 Usage:	 It	 refers	 to	 the	purchase	or	 contracting	of	 one	
or more financial products or services by the population 
and the frequency of use. This refers to the demand 
of financial services which, in turn, shows the behavior 
and needs of the population.

•	 Consumer	 Protection	 and	 Defense:	 This	 refers	 to	 the	
fact that new or existing financial products and services 
supplied to the population should be subject to a 
framework that guarantees, at least, the information 
transparency, fair treatment and effective mechanisms 
to handle complaints, and provide advice to clients 
against any unfair and abusive practices, as well as the 
effectiveness of the regulatory framework to promote 
the inclusion of the target population and the protection 
of the users’ personal data.

•	 Financial	 Education:	 It	 refers	 to	 the	 steps	 taken	 so	
that the population may acquire skills, capabilities and 
knowledge to properly handle and plan their personal 
finance, as well as to assess the supply of financial 
products and services; make decisions in accordance 
with their interests; select products that suit their needs; 
and understand the rights and obligations related to 
contracting such services.

Financial inclusion provides the possibility of improving the 
management of resources by using financial services. Thus, 
financial inclusion promotes the wealth growth of households, 
provides the possibility of facing unforeseen events and, in 
consequence, supports the increase of the living standard. 
Likewise, financial inclusion influences the growth of the 
financial sector and impacts the economic growth by mobilizing 
savings and investment toward the productive sectors of the 
economy. Due to all of the foregoing, during the past years, 
the authorities of the Mexican financial system have made 
legislative and regulatory efforts aimed at developing a more 
stable, solid and inclusive financial system. In turn, there has 
been an ongoing participation and commitment by the diverse 
stakeholders within the financial sector in our country.

Financial Reform

As part of the efforts to create a more stable, solid and 
inclusive financial system, the Financial Reform initiative 
was submitted in May 2013, which was reviewed, reinforced 
and approved by the Union Congress and finally enacted 
on January 9, 2014. The purpose of such comprehensive 
reform is to strengthen the regulatory framework of the 
financial system so that such sector may better contribute 
to an inclusive economic growth, particularly by means of an 
increase in the penetration of credit, for the benefit of families 
and of small and medium enterprises. The Reform is based 
on five pillars:

•	 Increase	competition	in	the	financial	sector;
•	 Foster	credit	through	state-owned	banking;
•	 Extend	credit	through	private	financial	institutions;
•	 Provide	more	soundness	and	prudence	to	the	financial	

system;
•	 Make	more	effective	 financial	 institutions	and	 financial	

authorities.
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The Financial Reform helps promoting financial inclusion 
through its five pillars. In order to increase competition in the 
financial sector and improve the conditions whereby financial 
services are supplied, the CONDUSEF is strengthened 
so that financial institutions are bound to comply with the 
determinations set forth by this Commission in defending 
the users. In addition, a Financial Entities Bureau has 
been created, which will help increase transparency and 
facilitate the decision-making by users of financial services 
by publishing relevant information on the performance of the 
diverse financial entities in the provision of their services. Also, 
the Reform allows Popular Savings and Credit Institutions 
to operate through banking agents and the use of mobile 
devices, which shall contribute to the expansion of their 
infrastructure and the supply of their products and services 
at a lower cost, especially any underserved areas. Finally, 
means of withdrawal networks are regulated for purposes 
of reducing the entry barriers to the sector, promoting 
transparency and security of the networks, expanding the 
financial infrastructure and reducing fees and charges passed 
on to the clients.

In order to promote credit through the state-owned banking, 
the mandate of its institutions was clearly defined and the 
strategic sectors to be served were identified, as they face 
major barriers for access to finance. Due to the Financial 
Reform, the National Savings and Financial Services Bank 
(Bansefi, for its acronym in Spanish) may now grant loans 
directly to low-income persons, mainly in those areas where 
banking institutions or other financial entities have no 
presence. Likewise, State-Owned Banking has the obligation 
to promote the financial inclusion of the population in general, 
and particularly of women, children and young people, as 
well as indigenous communities, creating specific financial 

programs and products with a gender perspective, programs 
for micro, small and medium enterprises, and programs for 
small rural producers, among others.

On the other hand, the Financial Reform seeks to extend 
credit through private financial institutions, thus making more 
flexible the schemes for guarantees, expediting bankruptcies, 
and fostering the dispute resolution at specialized courts, 
in such manner that creditors may more easily recover 
their resources in case of breach and therefore have 
better incentives to make loans. In addition, all financial 
intermediaries who grant loans, including Multiple Purpose 
Financial Institutions, shall provide information on their 
clients to at least one Credit Information Company, allowing 
the strengthening of credit histories.

The Financial Reform also establishes measures to provide 
a greater soundness and prudence to the financial system. 
As an example, the process for bank liquidation was 
strengthened for purposes of minimizing the negative impact 
for savers and creditors, as well as reducing the tax cost. 
Also, the Financial System Stability Council was converted 
into law, so that it may permanently look after the security of 
the financial system of the country.

Finally, as part of the standards established to make financial 
institutions and financial authorities more effective, the 
Financial Reform converted into law the National Council for 
Financial Inclusion and the Financial Education Committee. 
The Reform also simplified the processes for authorization 
of investment funds to improve the yields offered by these 
conduits and thus promote savings. Table I shows a summary 
of the main measures adopted.
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Table I. Main Measures Adopted by the Financial Reform

Source: Government of Mexico

Reform Pillars

Increase competition in the 
financial sector

Foster credit through 
state-owned banking

Extend credit through private 
financial institutions

Provide more soundness and 
prudence to the financial 
system 

Make more effective financial 
institutions and financial 
authorities

Key Measures

Strengthening of CONDUSEF.
Reinforcement of measures against tied sales.
Regulation of Means of Withdrawal Networks.
Facilitation of mobility of guarantees and mobility of transactions.
Greater number of banking agents of Popular Savings and Credit Institutions.
Creation of the Financial Entities Bureau.

Strengthening of State-Owned Banking by clearly defining the mandate of its institutions and 
thestrategic sectors facing restrictions for having access to finance. 
Obligation to create financial inclusion programs for micro, small and medium enterprises and 
small rural producers.
Obligation to provide technical assistance and training, especially in regards to innovative financial
products and services, creation of patents and other industrial property rights.
Mandate to provide financial inclusion to the general population, especially to women, children and 
young people, as well as indigenous communities.
Obligation to create specific financial programs and products with gender perspective.
Authorization to carry out social banking duties.

Improvement of the guarantee regime and the bankruptcy regime.
Dispute resolution in specialized courts.
Periodic assessment of banks.
Extension of obligations related to credit information.

Strengthening of prudential measures.
Strengthening of bank liquidation process.
Coordination of financial stability.
Granting of greater powers to the CNBV.

Flexibilization of the corporate regime of investment funds.
Strengthening of the Stock Market regime.
Convert into law the National Council for Financial Inclusion. 
Convert into law the Financial Education Committee.
Improvement and strengthening of penalty and self-correction schemes.
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Each chapter of this Financial Inclusion Report (RIF, for its 
acronym in Spanish) will further analyze how the Financial 
Reform has set the bases to achieve access by a larger 
number of Mexicans to financial services, such as savings 
and insurance and mainly, the opportunity for them to obtain 
more credit under better conditions.

Report Sections

This Sixth RIF reports the progress in regards to data and 
indicators published in previous versions, and highlights the 
relevant topics of financial inclusion, including:

•	 Aspects	 of	 the	 Financial	 Reform	 aimed	 at	 promoting	
financial inclusion;

•	 Incorporation	of	niche	banks	to	the	banking	system;
•	 Changes	in	law	and	status	of	the	authorization	process	

in the savings and loan cooperatives sector;

•	 Progress	and	challenges	of	banking	agents	and	mobile	
banking;

•	 Impact	of	the	simplified	account	scheme;	and
•	 Regulation	of	means	of	withdrawal	networks.

As in the last two versions of the RIF, we analyze statistical 
information on access and usage coming from the regulatory 
reports of the National Banking and Securities Commission, 
as well as the information on deposit insurance, transactions, 
insurance, retirement savings, consumer protection and 
financial education, in cooperation with the major financial 
authorities in Mexico.

The Report is divided in four key chapters, in line with the 
four components found in the definition of financial inclusion 
adopted by Mexico: access, usage, consumer protection and 
financial education. 

Table II. Structure of the Financial Inclusion Report

Access Usage Consumer
Protection

Financial Inclusion
Financial

Education 

Financial 
Institutions
Access
Channels 

Deposit
Credit
Transactions
Insurance
Retirement
Savings Accounts 

Strengthening of 
CONDUSEF
Financial Entities
Bureau
Actions by CONDUSEF 
and Reported Claims

National
Strategy
Actions by Public and 
Private Sectors

Sections

Chapters
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I.  Access

 The first chapter of this Report starts by analyzing the 
main supervised financial institutions that help in the 
promotion of financial inclusion in Mexico, by supplying 
financial products and services to the general public. 
Also, it shows the existing progress and challenges 
regarding the financial infrastructure, by means of 
indicators corresponding to the main access channels: 
branches, banking agents, ATMs and point of sale 
terminals at a national and municipal level. Finally, the 
progress of access to innovative channels, such as 
Internet banking and mobile banking is analyzed.

II.  Usage

 The second chapter starts by analyzing the usage 
of deposit and credit products and the coverage of 
deposit insurance. A case study on the impact of the 
simplified file account scheme is included. Likewise, 
the main payment systems are described and the 
main transactions carried out using such systems are 
studied, such as withdrawals at ATMs, payments at 
businesses and electronic funds transfers, including 
remittances. After, we address the penetration of 
insurance and microinsurance products and the impact 
of the Retirement Savings Fund System from a financial 

inclusion standpoint. Throughout this chapter we focus 
on analyzing changes provided by the Financial Reform 
to the supply and demand of such products.

 
III.  Consumer Protection

 This year, the consumer protection section is focused on 
those aspects of the Financial Reform that strengthen 
the CONDUSEF, including the creation of the Financial 
Entities Bureau, whose purpose is to provide information 
to the users on the performance of financial institutions. 
Also, the main actions carried out by the CONDUSEF to 
ensure consumer protection are reported and analyzed, 
as well as the claims received by supervised financial 
institutions from their clients.

IV.  Financial Education

 Finally, the Financial Education chapter shows the 
efforts, at a national level, to identify the main financial 
education challenges and opportunities. Likewise, a 
comparative analysis of financial education national 
strategies in Latin America is provided. To conclude, 
the chapter describes the main efforts, programs 
and materials provided by the CONDUSEF and other 
financial authorities or entities regarding financial 
education.
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Access to financial services refers to the 
penetration of the available infrastructure in 
order to offer financial products and services; in 
other words, it is about the spread of points of 
contact between the financial institutions (access 
channels) and the population, from the supply’s 
point of view. 

Chapter 1: Access to 
Financial Services

Access to
Financial
Services
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The first section of this chapter includes an analysis of the 
major financial institutions that contribute to the promotion of 
financial inclusion, expanding the financial infrastructure and 
services throughout the country. Two case studies that helped 
to increase the number of formal and regulated institutions 
are included: the regulation process of the cooperative 
savings and credit industry and the creation of niche bank.

Next, the evolution and coverage of the traditional access 
channels of such financial institutions is presented: branches, 
banking agents, ATMs and point of sale terminals. Also, there 
are included two examples of agent banking models which 
have contributed to taking financial services to unserved and 
underserved areas by bank branches and ATMs. Finally, the 
last part of this chapter describes the evolution of the most 
recent access channels: mobile banking and Internet banking.
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1.  Compound annual growth rate from 2010 to 2013.
Source: CNBV and CNSF, December 2013.

Graph 1.1 Number and Evolution of Entities per Type of Institution

Evolution

The National Banking and Securities Commission (CNBV) is 
the responsible of the supervision of entities that are part of 
several industries within the Mexican financial system. This 
report is focused on the analysis of the industries and entities 
that provide services to the general public, which help in the 
promotion of financial inclusion in Mexico.

The main sectors and entities that help reaching more users 
and contribute to the expansion and deepening of the financial 
system include:

•	 Commercial	banking;
•	 Development	banking;
•	 Credit	unions;
•	 Regulated	multiple	purpose	financial	institutions;

•	 Mutual	funds;
•	 Entities	of	the	popular	finance	sector:

— Savings and credit cooperatives (Socap, for its acronym 
in Spanish);

— Popular finance institutions (Sofipo, for its acronym in 
Spanish); and

— Community financial institutions (Sofinco, for its 
acronym in Spanish).

In addition, some information from the National Insurance 
and Safety Bonds Commission corresponding to insurance 
institutions is also introduced. 

Graph 1.1 shows a summary of the number of entities per 
type of institution, taken into consideration in this report.
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1.  Exhibit 1 shows a list of financial institutions taken into account for this study.

bnp: billion pesos.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

bnp: billion pesos.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Table 1.2 Commercial Banking Institutions

Graph 1.3 Assets and Portfolio of Commercial Banking

Commercial Banking

At the end of 2013, this sector was integrated by 46 institutions1 which were operating. During that year, five institutions started 
operations, three of them were specialized or niche banks. Later on, we will develop a more detailed explanation on this type 
of specialized banking intermediary.

From 2010 to 2013, the number of active commercial banking institutions went from 41 to 46, which represents a compound 
annual growth rate of 3.9% and, in that same period, the total assets went from $5,358billion Mexican pesos to $6,540 bn, with 
a real annual growth rate of 3% (see Table 1.2). 

78% of assets and 85% of the total portfolio of this sector are concentrated in seven banks (see Graph 1.3).

Concept 2010 2011 2012 2013
Number of operating entities 41 42 43 46
Total assets (bn) 5,358 6,019 6,021 6,540
Total portfolio (bn) 2,127 2,458 2,752 3,030
     Commercial 1,365 1,553 1,696 1,845
     Consumer 400 493 603 673
     Housing 362 412 453 513
Traditional deposits (bn) 2,516 2,743 2,984 3,172

BBVA Bancomer Banamex Santander Banorte 

OtherHSBC  Inbursa  Scotia
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Table 1.4 Niche Bank Models

Case Study: Niche Bank

The 3.9% raise in the number of commercial banking entities 
from 2010 to 2013 is mainly due to the start of operations 
of three niche banks. In February 2008 and December 
2009, the Law of Credit Institutions (LIC, for its acronym in 
Spanish) was amended to incorporate a new banking license 
and therefore allowing the entrance of new intermediaries, 
promoting the competition and increasing the penetration 
of credit. Commercial banking institutions with limited 
corporate purpose or niche banks are specialized bank 
intermediaries that may acquire funds from the public and 
have access to the payment system, but which have limited 
operations and serve specific segments. These institutions 
require a minimum capital stock that is lower than of the one 

required for commercial banking. The minimum capital stock 
requirements are determined by the CNBV depending on:

•	 the	 transactions	 expressly	 provided	 in	 their	 corporate	
bylaws; 

•	 the	infrastructure	needed	for	their	development;
•	 the	markets	where	they	intend	to	participate,	and
•	 the	risks	involved,	among	others.

The minimum capital sock subscribed and paid enforceable 
to a commercial banking institution, which carries out all 
activities allowed in article 46 of the LIC is 90 million Udis. 
On the other hand, for the niche bank, 3 different models 
with specific minimum capital stock requirements have been 
established (see Table 1.4).

2. Back office refers to management and support operations, such as: management of claims and complaints, regulatory 
compliance, creation and maintenance of data systems and management of accounting procedures.

The CNBV has the power to authorize additional transactions different from those originally established, subject to fulfilling 
certain requirements (minimum capital stock; governance structure; infrastructure and internal controls, among others).

Up to December 2013 there were seven authorized niche banks, four of which had already started operations (see Table 1.5).

Type of intermediary

1. Traditional bank

2. Bank of services

3. Issuing bank of means 
of payments

Description

Specialized savings and 
credit intermediary

Institutions specialized in 
providing corporate financial 
services

Institutions exclusively 
specialized in the issuance of 
cards or other means of 
payment.

Activities

Activities related to traditional 
savings and credit transactions.

Trustee, asset management, back 
office , financial consulting, 
investment banking services.

Issuance of prepaid means of 
payment, with restrictions regarding 
deposits, credit and services (only 
those indispensable are allowed to 
fulfill their corporate purpose).

Minimum capital stock 
(Udis)

54 million

36 million

36 million
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Table 1.5 Authorized niche banking institutions

Note: On July 23, 2014 the CNBV revoked the authorization to operate granted to Banco Bicentenario, because it showed 
capitalization and financial solvency issues.

Name

Bankaool

Banco 
Bicentenario

Banco
Forjadores

Banco
PagaTodo

Dondé 
Banco

Creation Process

Conversion from 
Agrofinanzas, a Sofol, 
engaged in supplying finance 
to producers and companies 
of the food and agriculture 
sector.

Transformation of Unión de 
Crédito Nuevo Laredo, which 
supplied credit services to 
medium-sized companies in 
Nuevo Laredo and the Federal 
District.

Change of regime of 
“Forjadores de Negocios”, 
Sofom ENR, which supplied 
group and joint loans.

Evolved from a company 
engaged in operation of 
means of payment, mainly for 
small and medium 
businesses.

Conversion of a social 
assistance firm that handled 
one of the major pledge loan 
companies in Mexico.

Authorization Start of 
Operations

Product 
Supply

Individual loans to 
fund working capital 
and capital 
expenditures.

Savings and credit 
financial services.

Group loan, personal 
loan and investment 
services.

Means of payment 
services.

Savings and credit 
services, emphasis 
on pledge loans.

Jul 2012

Jul 2012

Sep 2012

Sep 2012

Nov 2012

Dec 2012

Apr 2013

Feb 2013

Has not started 
operations

Oct 2013

Sector/
Segment

Food, agriculture 
and other sectors 
of the economy 
that are only 
partially served, 
such as Pymes.

Foreign trade and 
customs sector.

S m a l l 
e n t r e p r e n e u r s , 
women.

Families that 
constitute the 
bottom of the 
pyramid.

Popular and 
s e m i - p o p u l a r 
urban areas.
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Several niche banks were previously non-banking institutions, 
such as Sofol, Sofom and credit unions, which then decided to 
transform in order to be able to carry out more sophisticated 
transactions and/or have access to more economic financing 
sources (for example, issue debt in the Mexican Stock 
Exchange). The experience of specialized non-banking 
institutions in supplying financial services, as well as their 
infrastructure, facilitated the transformation process for many 
of them to niche banks.

Niche banking has allowed new bank intermediaries to 
focus on underserved segments by commercial banking, 

Graph 1.6 Distribution of number of loans and total 
balance of corporate portfolio per size of company

 Source: CNBV, December 2013.

such as micro, small and medium enterprises (mipymes), 
the agricultural sector and the population of rural areas. It 
also allowed them to supply banking products and services 
according to their needs. For example, when analyzing 
the corporate loan portfolio of Bankaool, we find that this 
institution is more focused on mipymes than the commercial 
banking portfolio, as it is its target market. 99% of Bankaool 
loans, as well as 74% of its portfolio are allocated to that 
sector. These figures are compared to 72% of loans and 24% 
of the portfolio value for the total commercial banking (see 
Graph 1.6).

However, niche banks still have a low market share compared to commercial banking, regarding their assets, loan portfolio 
and total deposits (less than 1% of the total banking for each indicator). Even if we compare the value of the assets and loan 
portfolio of niche banks with those of regulated Sofoms (Sofom ER) or of credit unions, we may observe that such indicators 
represent less than 6% of the total for Sofom and a little over 8% of the total for credit unions (see Graph 1.7).
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mp: Million pesos
Note: On July 23, 2014 the CNBV revoked the permit to operate granted to Banco Bicentenario, in view that it showed 
capitalization and financial solvency issues.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Graph 1.7 Size of niche bank market depending on its assets,
loan portfolio and total deposits

These banks have contributed to the supply of financial 
services to unserved or underserved segments; however, the 
sector still represents several challenges. One of them is the 
regulatory burden that banks must comply with. Except for the 
minimum capital requirements, niche banks are subject to the 
same regulation as commercial banking. In this topic there is 
a debate on whether such regulation should be differentiated.

On one hand, it is argued that having the same regulation 
represents disadvantages for niche banks in comparison to 
commercial banking and, thus, it inhibits the competition in 
the sector, as it is harder for specialized intermediaries to 
cover the administrative costs needed to fulfill the regulatory 
demands, because of their size. These additional costs 
and requirements may represent a significant challenge. 
Therefore, non-banking institutions in process of becoming 

niche banks sometimes decide to stop the process. On the 
other hand, those who question a change in regulation argue 
that niche banks must overcome their disadvantages by 
developing profitable business models, focused in satisfying 
the needs of unserved segments and not through regulatory 
changes. In addition, they state that the regulation must also 
consider the risk posed by each type of banking institution, 
particularly being less diversified. 

The CNBV is carrying out a review process of the applicable 
regulations, in order to determine whether it suits the 
characteristics of niche banks and evaluate if it is necessary 
to make adjustments depending on their risk structures and 
the transactions carried out by them, in order to ensure that 
the regulation is not a barrier for their development, without 
this putting at risk their sustainability.

Dondé

Total % Commercial 
Banking

Total % 
Sofom-ER

Total % Credit 
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5.1%
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In this context, regulatory topics have been defined where 
there may not be a differentiated treatment in order to 
safeguard the stability of the banking sector:

•	 accounting;
•	 portfolio	qualification	and	supply;
•	 capitalization	(market,	credit	and	operational	risk),	and
•	 valuation,	measurement,	control	and	surveillance	of	the	

diverse risks that banks are exposed to.

Also, it has been decided to maintain the same supervision 
standards for all bank intermediaries. However, it is being 
evaluated whether it is possible differentiation in prudential 

provisions according to the transactions carried out by each 
type of intermediary, including less regulatory and information 
requirements. For example, the regulatory reports and the 
requirements related to the corporate structure needed to 
comply with the rules and regulations could be adjusted.

Another option is to review the niche bank classifications 
and minimum capital stock requirements depending on the 
transactions that the niche banks perform or plan on carrying 
out. By authorizing less number of transactions per niche 
bank, part of the regulatory burden would be automatically 
reduced and the minimum capital stock requirements could 
be adjusted. 

Bankaool Bank

Corporate information:

“Agrofinanzas” was established in 2005 as a Sofol which offered funding for the producers in the agricultural sector. 
On July 20, 2012, the CNBV granted the authorization to operate as a private bank institution and in 2014, the bank 
changed its Business name to “Bankaool”.  The reason of this change was to maximize their supply of solutions and 
financial services. 

Target Market:

From the start, “Agrofinanzas” focused on serving the producers of several agricultural markets, which rarely had 
access to sources of formal credit. The Sofol established strategic alliances with important enterprises inside the 
sector, which allowed them to fund small rural producers that were part of their production chain.
 
With the change in the Official Company name, Bankaool has expanded its supply of products and financing services 
to other sector in the economy, always emphasizing in sectors that are underserved, like the Pymes sector. 

Main products:

Bankaool offers financing solutions for their clients through: 

•	 Products	for	the	agriculture	and	fishing	sector:	
  Short-term loans focused on the funding the working capital needed during the harvest cycle. 

  Medium-term loans granted for the funding of capital investment, as the purchase of a vehicle or process  
 equipment.  

•	 SME	Products:
  “Pymes Express” focuses on working capital loans. It has a pre-qualification of clients on its web page  

 that analyzes if a request is eligible for receiving funding.
 
  “Pymes Más”, it’s for personalized loans that adapt to the requirements of each enterprise. 
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Additionally, a business model to provide savings and investment services to its customers is being developing 
Bankaool is planning to provide these services for:  

	 	 •		granting	bank	accounts	with	their	own	debit	cards
	 	 •		developing	a	network	of	banking	agents	and,
	 	 •		offering	mobile	financial	services

Impact:
At the end of 2013, Bankaool had managed 20,000 credits and had offered its products and services to more than 
10,000 producers during the last 5 years. Of its total customers, 80% had not received a formal loan by a financial 
institution previously, thus they are now able to perform a credit score.

Forjadores Bank

Corporate information:

Forjadores Bank is a subsidiary of ACP group. It has a big role on microfinances in Peru and operates in a great 
part of Latin America. It was created in 2005 as a Sofom, and in 2012 it obtained the authorization from the 
CNBV to operate as a private bank institution. Forjadores Bank is a member of the “Prodesarrollo Finanzas y 
Microempresa A.C.” network. 

Target Market:

The bank is focused on the entrepreneurs’ micro and small enterprise in Mexico. Its goal is to help reduce the 
exclusion of the women who want to start their own businesses and don’t have access to financial services as 
microcredits.

Main Products:

Forjadores Bank offers mainly group loans that are given to “solidary groups” integrated by 6 to 50 women 
with scarce resources who don’t have access to financial services. Each woman receives a simple credit with 
a personal solidary pledge that has to be used for the development of economic, productive or legal business 
activities. The group loan must be covered by 16 weekly fees, each one of exactly the same amount, and for 
a term no longer than 4 months.The clients must maintain a minimum saving of 5% of the total loan during the 
term of the loan.  

Forjadores Bank, as a private banking institution recently started offering life insurance that cover the individual 
settlement of the debt in case of decease and investment products, as Forjadores promissory notes or Forjadores 
CEDE, which are deposit certificates that allow clients to access their generated interest each month.  

Impact:

At the end of 2013, Forjadores Bank had a credit portfolio of $312 million pesos and more than 85,000 clients. 
All the clients are women and an important part of their operations take place in rural areas in 9 states of the 
country:   Aguascalientes, Estado de México, Michoacán, Morelos, Oaxaca, Puebla, Querétaro, Tlaxcala and 
Veracruz.
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Development Banking Providing Services to the 
Public

The purpose of the institutions included in this sector is 
to promote the country’s development through financial 
activities. Their main duties include granting commercial 
loans and guarantees, providing technical council and other 
types of support, authorizing housing or consume loans to 
workers of the formal sector of the country, promoting savings 
and supporting the popular saving and credit sectors.

The institutions of this sector taken into account for preparing 
this report include: Banco del Ahorro Nacional y Servicios 
Financieros (Bansefi) and Banco Nacional del Ejército, Fuerza 
Aérea y Armada (Banjército), because the development 
Banks are the ones that provide direct service to the general 
public through branches, ATMs, terminals point of sale and 
banking agents.

Despite the fact that the number of development bank 
institutions has remained constant, their assets have grown 
from $48,818 million pesos (mp) in December 2010 to 
$83,030 mp at the end of December 2013, which represents 
a real annual growth rate of 15% (see Table 1.8).

The Development Bank has been a complementary 
alternative of the private financial sector but it must achieve a 
greater impact in the economy, by strengthening  its capacity 
to solve the main issues in the sectors considered, promoting 

the funding of small and medium enterprises, and supporting 
Mexican export companies and the opening of new markets.

For such reason, the main goal of the Financial Reform is to 
make the regulatory framework of the Development Banking 
more flexible, in order to contribute to the development of the 
financial system and strengthen the institutions. Some of the 
actions included in the Financial Reform:

•	 Redefinition	of	the	mandate	of	the	Development	Banking	
institutions. It is proposed that these institutions’ main 
goal consist in the promotion of access to credit, 
financial services, determine rates, terms, operation 
risks and types of businesses.

•	 The	 Law	 is	 reformed	 to	 expand	 financing	 options	
granted by the Development Bank to facilitate the 
extension of loans to companies where eventually it will 
be necessary to take control in unfortunate events such 
as the collection of securities, in order to safeguard the 
payment of a loan.

•	 For	 Banco	 Nacional	 del	 Ejército,	 Fuerza	 Aérea	 y	
Armada, medium-term loans are included. Powers were 
granted to the Board of Directors to authorize the terms 
and conditions for the authorization of loans, eliminate 
the maximum limit for short-term loans, as well as the 
prohibition to grant loans while a previous loan remains 
unpaid.

* Information of Bansefi and Banjército.
mp: Million pesos.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Table 1.8 Development Banking Institutions*

Concept 2010 2011 2012 2013
Number of operational entities 2 2 2 2
Total assets (mp) 48,818 62,374 63,591 83,030
Total portfolio (mp) 12,731 15,734 18,978 20,743
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Table 1.9 Credit Unions

Credit Unions

Credit Unions are Private Corporations subject to the regulation 
and supervision of the CNBV. Their corporate purpose is to 
supply financial resources to entities with limited access to 
traditional loans, with requirement options and more flexible 
financing margins, in other words, supporting and promoting 
the development of several industries in Mexico.

Credit unions receive funds only from their partners, which 
may be business entities, i.e., small and medium enterprises 
(pymes) and individuals with business activities. The funds 
obtained through their partners represent their main source 
of funding.

On August 20, 2008, the Credit Union Law (LUC, for its acronym 
in Spanish) was published in the Federal Official Gazette. 
The enactment of such law sought to modernize, strengthen, 
develop and promote credit unions as organizations with 
better corporate governance practices, greater disclosure 
of information obligations and with a comprehensive risk 
management to become a reliable source of financing. 

In August 2013 ended the transitory term of five years 
established in the Executive Order whereby the LUC was 
enacted. This term was given so that the institutions could 
comply with their capital requirements. With the LUC, the 
minimum capital stock required by credit unions to operate 
was modified, and it was determined that a fixed paid-in 
capital stock equivalent to two million investment units (Udis, 
for its acronym in Spanish)  should be maintained.

If credit unions failed to achieve the minimum capital stock 
within the five-year term, their authorization to operate would 
be revoked.  At the end of the year, the sector was formed by 
104 entities (see Table 1.9). The reduction of the number of 
institutions in comparison to 2012 is due to the fact that the 
authorizations to operate were revoked for 13 credit unions as 
they lacked the minimum capital stock required, one of them 
suspended activities, the authorization of another one was 
withdrew as a result of the decision of its shareholders, and 
an additional one requested authorization for its conversion 
into a bank. 

* Data corresponding to 97 credit unions with reported information.
mp: Million pesos.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

3.  Investment Units (Udis, for its acronym in Spanish) are value units based on the increase of prices and are used to pay 
for obligations of mortgages loans or any commercial act. The Banco de México publishes in the Federal Official Gazette 
(DOF) the value, in Mexican pesos, of the investment unit for each day of the month. 

Concept 2010 2011 2012 2013*
Number of operational entities 132 126 120 104
Total assets (mp) 32,903 35,698 40,579 44,394
Total portfolio (mp) 25,181 26,719 31,341 33,271
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mp: Million pesos.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

At the end of 2013, 83% of the assets in the sector were concentrated in 26 credit unions. Likewise, 82% of the total portfolio 
is concentrated in the same 26 credit unions (see Graph 1.10).
   

Graph 1.10. Credit Union’s Assets and portfolios

It is worth mentioning that the purpose of the Financial 
Reform is to update the regulatory framework applicable to 
credit unions from two perspectives: adjusting the legislation 
to the market reality and providing a legal framework that 
strengthens its development and competitiveness. Some 
of the actions that have been taken place as a result of the 
Financial Reform include:

•	 The	 universe	 of	 individuals	 and	 business	 entities	
that could be partners of credit unions is extended, 
incorporating economic activities not currently provided 
in the Law.

•	 The	 possibility	 for	 credit	 unions	 to	 receive	 financing	
from decentralized agencies of the government, such 
as Federal and local governments.

•	 The	 corporate	 governance	 of	 the	 credit	 unions	 is	
strengthened.

•	 The	 regulatory	 framework	 is	 adjusted	 to	 make	 public	
the penalties imposed on credit unions by the National 
Banking and Securities Commission within their 
faculties, in order to generate discipline in the market.
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Table 1.11 Regulated Multiple Purpose Financial Institutions*

Regulated Multiple Purpose Financial Institutions

Multiple Purpose Financial Institutions are business 
corporations whose purpose is to provide credit, as well as 
enable financial lease and financial factoring transactions.

These corporations must add to their corporate name the 
phrase “multiple purpose financial institution (sociedad 
financiera de objeto múltiple)” or its acronym “Sofom”, 
followed by the words “regulated entity (entidad regulada)” 
or its acronym “E.R.” (in Spanish), if they hold property 
relationships directly with credit institutions or with holding 
companies of financial groups which the credit institution 
belongs to.

At the end of 2013, the Sofomer sector was comprised of 27 
corporations, number that includes three entities that were 

* Entities that do not consolidate their information with a commercial banking institution.
mp: Million pesos.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

formerly Sofoles and that since their property was linked to 
a bank they changed their legal concept. In addition, there 
were two institutions in a merge process and a new entity that 
started operations at the end of the year.

Seven Sofomers consolidate their accounts with the accounts 
of the banks which they belong to, therefore, their information 
is not shown in this sector.

So, from 2010 to 2013, the number of this type of entities 
went from 18 to 20, which represents a growth rate of 3.6%. 
The assets of the sector have had a real annual growth rate of 
5.4%, going from $54,381 mp to $71,140 mp and the portfolio 
showed a real annual growth rate increase of 0.3%, going 
from $44,221 mp in 2010 to $49,834 mp at the end of 2013 
(see Table 1.11).

Entities of the Popular Finance Sector:

Entities that comprise the popular finance sector’s aim is to 
provide financial services, mainly savings and credit, to a 
population segment that is not servedby other sectors of the 
Mexican financial system. 

The main purpose of this sector is to facilitate access by 
medium and low-income population to intermediaries that 
satisfy their financial and social needs. These organizations 
seek to combine social promotion with self-sufficiency, by 
effective financial management of the credit, savings and 
investment transactions, as well as by expanding the supply 
of microfinance services to a larger part of the population.

Most of these entities arise from initiatives of the communities. 
Their development has been very dynamic and the sector is 
in process of regulating the entities that comprise it, always 

complying with the regulations and operating authorizations. 
As mentioned above, the institutions that comprise this 
sector are: savings and credit cooperatives (Socaps); 
popular finance institutions (Sofipos) and community financial 
institutions (Sofincos). Below there is a brief description of 
each one of them.

Savings and Credit Cooperatives

Savings and credit cooperatives (Socaps) are institutions 
incorporated and organized under the General Cooperatives 
Law whose purpose is to perform savings and credit 
transactions with their partners. These institutions are part 
of the Mexican financial system as members of the non-profit 
social sector.

Concept 2010 2011 2012 2013

Number of operational entities 18 21 23 20
Total assets (mp) 54,381 69,116 55,455 71,140
Total portfolio (mp) 44,221 59,733 46,569 49,834
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mp: Million pesos.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Socaps must be listed in the register kept by the Protection 
Fund through its Auxiliary Supervision Committee. There are 
five levels of Socaps according to the size of their assets, as 
described below:

•	 Socaps	 with	 Basic	 operation	 level:	 They	 have	 assets	
in an amount equal or lower than 2.5 million Udis. 
These Basic level Socaps must deliver to the Auxiliary 
Supervision Committee of the Protection Fund financial 
information on a quarterly or bi-annual basis, depending 
on the number of partners. These institutions do not 
require any authorization or supervision from the CNBV 
and they are not protected by the deposit insurance.

•	 Socaps	 with	 operation	 level	 from	 I	 to	 IV:	 Their	 total	
assets are higher than 2.5 million Udis and they need 
the authorization from the CNBV to perform savings and 

Table 1.12 Savings and Credit Cooperatives

loan transactions. Socaps with Level I to IV are subject to 
the supervision of the CNBV, as well as the supervision 
of the Auxiliary Supervision Committee of the Protection 
Fund. Also, they have the obligation of submitting their 
financial information on a monthly, quarterly and annual 
basis. These institutions participate and are protected 
with the deposit insurance, that covers up to 25,000 
Udis per partner.

From 2010 to 2013, the number of entities went from 57 to 
131, and the number of partners went from 3.5 to 4.7 million, 
which represents a growth rate of 32% and 10%, respectively. 
The assets of the sector have had a real annual growth rate of 
9.9%; going from $51,377 mp to $76,185 mp and the portfolio 
showed a real annual growth rate increase of 3.5%, going 
from $41,229 mp in 2010 to $51,145 mp at the end of 2013 
(see Table 1.12).
 

Concept 2010 2011 2012 2013
Number of operational entities 57 62 70 131
Number of partners 3,500,088 3,756,251 3,736,206 4,656,517
Total assets (mp) 51,377 56,834 61,580 76,185
Total portfolio (mp) 41,229 41,858 41,664 51,145
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Regulatory Process and Development of the Savings and Credit Cooperative Sector

The number of savings and credit cooperatives (Socap, for its acronym in Spanish) increased by 87% during 
2013, going from 70 authorized Socaps at the end of 2012 up to a total of 131 authorized entities at the end of 
2013. Considering that in early 2013 there were 69 authorized entities, major progress has been achieved in the 
sector, as reaching the authorization of 62 entities which represents the largest number of authorizations in one 
year since the regulatory process started (Graph 1.13).

Graph 1.13 Progress of the regularization process of Socaps 
 

Regulation of the Savings and Credit Cooperative Sector

Background

Before 2001, the main operations of the sector, savings and loan associations and savings and loan institutions 
(Sap, for its acronym in Spanish) were not regulated. In 2000 it was established the Law that creates the 
Management Trust of the Fund for the Strengthen of  Savings and Credit Cooperatives and Support to their 
Savers, known as FIPAGO Law. This law was created  to handle diverse liquidity and solvency problems in the 
sector.

1 During 2013 the authorization to Caja Cresencio A. Cruz S.C. de A.P. de R.L. de C.V. 
was revoked as it became insolvent.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.
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The regulation of the sector started on June 4, 2001 with the issuance of the Popular Savings and Credit Law 
(LACP, for its acronym in Spanish), that had the regulatory purpose of protecting the deposits of savers and 
promoting the development of the sector, by:

•	 Conferring powers to the National Banking and Securities Commission related to authorization, 
supervision, regulation and penalization.

•	 Establishing an auxiliary supervision scheme by the Associations, through their respective supervision 
committees.

•	 Establishing a deposit insurance scheme, through a protection fund.

The LACP set forth a common legal framework for two types of financial entities: popular finance institutions 
(Sofipo) and savings and credit cooperatives (Socap). A term of two years was determined, having June 2003 as 
deadline for this type of entities to become regularized. The LACP was modified on several occasions in order 
to adapt itself to the reality of the sector and to provide an updated set of rules consistent with the nature of the 
entities. 

After that, on August 13, 2009, the Law to Regulate the Activities of Savings and Credit Cooperatives (LRASCAP) 
was published in the Federal Official Gazette (DOF, for its acronym in Spanish). With the issuance of such new 
law, the regulations for Socaps and Sofipos were separated and, at the same time, the LCAP was adjusted to 
clear the references and provisions for Sofipos. It is worth mentioning that the concepts of Community Finance 
Institutions (Sofinco) and their Rural Finance Integration Organizations (OIFR) were also incorporated to the 
LCAP. 

Originally, the LRASCAP maintained December 31, 2012 as deadline for Socaps to become regularized. However, 
on January 4, 2013 the reform to the LRASCAP was published, which modified the terms for regularization, 
setting January 31, 2014 as deadline for all cooperatives, no matter  their level of assets, to register themselves 
in the Trust of the Auxiliary Supervision Fund for Savings and Credit Cooperatives and for the Protection of their 
Savers (Focoop). Also, the deadline for Socaps with assets over 2.5 million Udis was  set on January 31, 2014, 
so that they may be subject to an evaluation by the Auxiliary Supervision Committee (CSA, for its acronym in 
Spanish), and March 31, 2014 to request the authorization from the National Banking and Securities Commission.

Table 1.14 2009 Regulatory Change

Year of issuance Law Applicable to

June 4, 2001

August 13, 2009

Popular Savings and 
Credit Law (LACP)

Law to Regulate the 
Activities of Savings 
and Credit Cooperatives
(LRASCAP)

Popular Savings and 
Credit Law (LACP)

Socap
Sofipo

Socap

Regulatory 
change

Sofipo
Sofinco
OIFR
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2014 Reforms a result of some inconsistencies found in the law, which made it difficult for entities smoothly 
leaving the market, because they had to suspend their operations, and in order to strengthen the development of 
the sector and protect savers, in April 2014 the LRASCAP was reformed for:

A. Favoring the unauthorized entities to smoothly leaving the market;
B. Facilitating the provision of services to a larger number of savers;
C. Incorporating a regime with greater regulation and monitoring for the basic level entities;
D. Establishing measures to keep a better integral control of the operational institutions and facilitating the 

identification of irregular deposits.

In order to achieve these goals, it was modified the LRASCAP and the Management Trust of the Fund for 
Strengthening Savings and Credit Cooperatives and Support their Savers Law (LFIPAGO, for its acronym in 
Spanish). The purpose was to grant new powers to the CNBV and facilitate the development and implementation 
of mechanisms to leave the market, including an extension of the terms needed to suspend operations. The main 
changes to the law establish:

A. In order to favor the unauthorized entities to orderly leave the market, several modifications were made to 
the LRASCAP, in order to improve the period of time needed to process the assessments and authorization 
requests, as well as facilitate the implementation of the mechanisms to leave the market. In particular it was 
established:

−	 To	allow	Socaps	rated	with	an	A,	B	or	C	that	fail	to	request	or	fail	to	receive	the	authorization	from	the	CNBV,	
to continue receiving deposits (exclusively from the already existing partners), while they implement their 
mechanisms to leave the market through Fipago. The additional term may not exceed 12 months;

−	 To	allow	domestic	consultants	(before	they	were	allowed	only	international	consultants	with	resources	from	
the World Bank) to intervene in the consolidation tasks, as well as to be hired by Bansefi or other public 
institutions determined by the SHCP;

−	 To	eliminate	the	obligation	of	carrying	out	a	consolidation	work	for	institutions	classified	as	D,	so	that	savers	
receive payments directly;

−	 To	allow	not	only	Socaps	to	take	part	in	the	assignment	of	assets	and	liabilities	through	Fipago	subsidies,	
but also any other business entities;

−	 To	exempt	development	banks	from	the	obligation	to	stop	providing	financial	services	to	Socaps	that	do	not	
request for an authorization. The above is only for purposes of the dissolution and liquidation process and 
payment to savers; 

−	 To	authorize	 the	CNBV	to	 freeze	 the	 funds	of	 the	 institutions	deposited	or	under	 the	custody	of	 financial	
entities, as a provisional measure to avoid administrators from misusing the funds;

−	 To	grant	the	Auxiliary	Supervision	Committee	(CSA)	a	term	of	180	days	after	the	reception	of	the	request	for	
authorization from a Socap, to submit a favorable opinion to the CNBV. Honly if the request was received 
between December 31, 2013 and March 31, 2014. However, the term may be extended for 90 days by the 
CNBV as requested by the CSA, if the CNBV considers the reasons for such extension are justified.
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B.  In order to provide services to a larger number of savers in Socaps that fail to receive the authorization, 
the Management Trust of the Fund for Strengthening Savings and Credit Cooperatives and Support their 
Savers Law (LFIPAGO) was amended. The modification was carried out to allow, besides the savings and 
loan associations incorporated before December 31, 2002, those registered with the Focoop before February 
1, 2014 and those incorporated prior to August 13, 2009, that ceased having asset and liability transactions 
before December 31, 2012, to be subject to Fipago.

C. The CNBV shall issue regulations related to disclosure of financial information and capitalization requirements 
for basic level entities. In order to incorporate a regime with greater regulation and monitoring of basic entities, 
it was determined that these entities shall be registered with the CSA so that they may operate. Also, basic 
level entities shall be subject to regular assessment by the CSA under the regulations issued by the CNBV. In 
addition, the CNBV was authorized to order the dissolution and liquidation of basic level entities rated as D.

D. For having comprehensive control over operational entities, it was determined that Socaps shall ratify their 
incorporation before a public notary in order to be valid and shall request their registration with the Focoop 
within 5 calendar days after being incorporated. Likewise, the reform to the law obligates the public notary, 
who ratified the incorporation of the institution, to notify the CSA no later than 20 business days after the 
Socap’s incorporation. 

Finally, it is classified as a special offence the act of encouraging the breach of the provisions established in the 
LRASCAP, and operating without authorization is considered an offense contemplated and penalized thereby.

Outlook of the savings and credit cooperative sector at the end of 2013

At the end of 2013, a universe of 640 entities had been identified, which included 330 basic level entities and 131 
authorized Socaps with assets exceeding 2.5 million Udis. The remaining 179 Socaps include entities pending 
authorization and entities that have not been subject to an evaluation. Upon closing of the regulatory term in 2014, 
it is estimated the authorization of 30 additional Socaps.It is worth mentioning that, although the number of basic 
level entities is significantly higher, authorized Socaps with assets exceeding 2.5 million Udis represent 76% of the 
partners and 82% of the assets in the sector. On the other hand, basic level entities represent 3% of the partners 
and 2% of the assets in the sector (see Graph 1.15).

In general, authorized Socaps show a greater professional training in their operation, better internal control and 
more robust data systems, as well as personnel with a greater knowledge of the benefits of the regulation. The 
performance of the sector has also become stronger during the past years, including a reduction of the credit 
portfolio risk. A greater capacity is detected when undertaking investment commitments. Besides, the coverage 
index has increased from 90.1 at the end of 2009 to 113.0 at the end of 2013. Also, during such same period, the 
delinquency rate in the sector has been reduced from 8.8 to 6.1 (see Graph 1.16).
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Graph 1.15 Socap Universe
 

Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Graph 1.16 Evolution of Coverage and Delinquency Indexes for the Sector
 

Source: CNBV, December 2013.

It is important to highlight the importance of this sector in the promotion of financial inclusion and the provision of 
services in areas with less presence of commercial banking in general. We find that in rural municipalities where 
commercial banking has lower presence (19% of branches), Socaps represent the majority of branches (up to 
73%). Even in semi-urban municipalities, where commercial banking has more representativeness (between 59% 
and 74% of branches), Socaps have presence, although at a lower level (see Graph 1.24).
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Popular Finance Institutions

Popular finance institutions (Sofipos) are microfinance 
institutions incorporated as business corporations with 
variable capital that operate through an authorization 
granted to them by the CNBV. In their capacity as business 
corporations, they must also comply with the General 
Corporation and Partnership Law, as they are private 
companies and their capital is comprised by the contributions 
made by their shareholders.

From 2010 to 2013, the number of this type of entities went 
from 36 to 44, and the number of clients increased from 2.1 to 
2.7 million, which represents a growth rate of 6.9% and 9.0% 
respectively. The assets of the sector have had a real annual 
growth rate of 10.6%, going from $16,204 mp to $24,520 mp 
and the portfolio showed a real annual growth rate increase 
of 9.2%, going from $12,467 mp in 2010 to $18,167 mp at the 
end of 2013 (see Table 1.17).

Appendix 1 shows the list of savings and credit cooperatives authorized by the CNBV through December 2013. 

Table 1.17 Popular Finance Institutions

mp: Million pesos.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

At the end of 2013, 81% of the assets of the sector were concentrated in 8 popular finance institutions. Likewise, 87% of the 
total portfolio was concentrated in those same 8 popular finance institutions. (see Graph 1.18).

Concept 2010 2011 2012 2013*
Number of operational entities 36 43 43 44
Number of clients 2,116,711 2,348,043 2,621,591 2,743,054
Total assets (mp) 16,204 17,797 20,323 24,520
Total portfolio (mp) 12,467 14,066 16,643 18,167
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Graph 1.18 Assets and Portfolio of Popular Finance Institutions

mp: Million pesos.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Community Finance Institutions

The purpose of community finance institutions (Sofincos) is to 
promote savings and credit support to develop the productive 
activities of the rural sector, for which they may receive 
donations and subsidies from the federal, state and municipal 
government.

Those Sofincos whose amount of total assets does not 
exceed the limit equal in Mexican currency to 2.5 million 
Udis shall have a basic operation level and shall not require 
the authorization from the CNBV to carry out transactions 
included in their corporate purpose. Such institutions may 
only operate with partners. If the total amount of assets of 
the Sofinco exceeds the equivalent in Mexican currency 

to 2.5 million Udis, the CNBV must grant the respective 
authorization as Sofinco level I, II, III or IV, prior favorable 
opinion from an Association.

In June, 2013 the operation of the first Sofinco in Mexico, 
SMB Rural, S.A. de C.V., S.F.C. was authorized.

Insurance Institutions

From 2010 to 2013, the number of operational insurance 
institutions went from 99 to 103, which represents a compound 
annual growth rate of 1.3% and, in the same period, the 
primes issued went from $247 billion pesos (bmp) to $347 
bnp, with a real annual growth rate of 7.9% (see Table 1.19). 
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85% of the assets in the sector and 82% of the total issued premiums are concentrated in 18 insurance companies                            
(see Graph 1.20).

Table 1.19 Insurance Institutions

bnp: billion pesos.
Source: CNSF, December 2013

Graph 1.20 Assets and Issued Premium of Insurance Institutions

bnp: billion pesos.
Source: CNSF, December 2013 

Concept 2010 2011 2012 2013
Number of operational entities 99 102 104 103
Total issued premium (bnp) 247 283 315 347
Assets (bnp) 655 762 837 927
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Graph 1.21 Access Channels

1.  Compound annual growth rate from 4Q10 to 4Q13.
Source: CNBV, December 2013.

   
Increasingly, there is a growing recognition at an international 
level of the social and economic benefits of having a greater 
access to financial services, particularly, its effects on poverty 
reduction. In this sense, a greater financial inclusion may not 
be considered without first having a sufficiently safe and 
sound financial infrastructure suited to the geographical 
conditions of each region of the country.

Access channels or points, through which financial services 

are supplied in Mexico, are branches, ATMs, banking agents, 
point of sale terminals and, the most recent channels, Internet 
banking and mobile banking, which are limited to having a 
bank deposit account to carry out transactions by means of 
a mobile phone. 

Currently, there is at least one branch of a financial institution 
in 50% of the municipalities where 92% of the adults in the 
country live and one ATM in 54% of the municipalities where 
93% of the adult population lives (see Graph 1.21). 

From 2010 to 2013, these two traditional access points have shown a growth of 5.5% and 4.5%, respectively. However, the 
number of modules of banking agents shows a growth rate of 40.7% within the same period, and terminals point of sale (POS) 
show 9.1%. 

With these four access channels it is achieved the presence of financial in 1,796 municipalities in the country, where 98% of 
the adult population lives (see Diagram 1.22).
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Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Diagram 1.22 Coverage of the Diverse Access Channels

 

Basic Access Indicators

Indicators are a set of measurements used to define a baseline that allows measuring and understanding the level of financial 
inclusion at different levels, whether it is national, state, local and even international. Therefore, the CNBV has adopted the 
basic indicators proposed by the Alliance for Financial Inclusion (AFI), where Mexico has an active participation in its different 
Working Groups.

Therefore, indicators are a tool to formulate and follow up public policies related to this matters (see Table 1.23).

Table 1.23 Core Access Indicators

Source: CNBV

Municipalities with any access point (Number): 

Municipalities with any access point (%): 

Adults living in municipalities 
with any access channel (Millions): 

Adults who live in municipalities 
with any access channel (%) 91.8% 95.5% 96.9% 97.5%

77.8 81.0 82.2 82.7

50.0% 61.2% 69.0% 73.1%

1,228 1,503 1,696 1,796 

Branches Branches Branches Branches

ATMs ATMs ATMs

POS POS

Banking 
agents

Access points

Coverage

Number of access points per 10,000 adults

Percentage of municipalities with at least one access point to financial services

Percentage of adult population livings in municipalities with any access channel
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Branches

A branch is the most known access point for the supply of 
financial products and services. The largest branch network 
belongs to the banking sector, mainly to commercial banking. 
Banks with the greatest number of branches are: Banco 
Azteca (2,154), BBVA Bancomer (1,793) and Banamex 
(1,683)4.

From 2010 to 2013, the growth rate in this channel was 5.6%, 
thanks to the savings and credit cooperatives greatest branch 
growth (CAGR of 18%), mainly due to the authorization and 
regularization process that took place during 2013. 

In Mexico, 50% of the municipalities have at least one branch. 
Although commercial banking provides the largest branch 
network in the country, in rural municipalities (less than 5,000 
inhabitants) and municipalities in transition (from 5,001 to 
15,000 inhabitants), savings and credit cooperatives have the 
greatest number of branches, 73% and 46%, respectively (see 
Graph 1.24). Their presence in less populated municipalities 
supports their main purpose of fostering popular savings and 
expanding access to credit to the underserved and unserved 
sectors by the supply of bank services. 

 

Graph 1.24 Presence of Branches per Type of Institution

Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Given the geographical complexity of the country, it is expensive for financial institutions to establish access points in 
order to provide their services in all municipalities, especially in rural communities. However, both development banks and 
popular finance institutions and cooperatives have succeeded in establishing branches in municipalities where there were no 
commercial banking branches. Development banking has established at least one branch in 85 municipalities with no presence 
of commercial banking, and popular savings and credit entities (EACP, for its acronym in Spanish) (including popular finance 
institutions and cooperatives) provide one access point in 199 municipalities with no presence of bank branches.

 

4.  Exhibit 1 provides thea list of financial institutions taken into account for this study.
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Despite the progress regarding the coverage by such financial intermediaries, 81% of rural municipalities and 41% of 
municipalities in transition still have no presence of a branch of any financial institution. In addition, there are still eight urban 
municipalities5, with more than 30 thousand adults living in, which have no branches (see Table 1.26).

Graph 1.25 Municipal Coverage of Branches per Type of Institution

Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Table 1.26 Urban Municipalities with no Branch Coverage

Source: CNBV, December 2013.

5.  From 50,000 to 300,000 inhabitants.
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 Chiapas Chamula 81,787 48,669
 Chiapas Salto de Agua 59,988 38,860
 Chiapas Tila 75,871 48,348
 Chihuahua Guadalupe y Calvo 56,070 35,977
 San Luis Potosí Mexquitic de Carmona 56,544 38,607
 Veracruz Atzalan 50,387 34,770
 Veracruz Emiliano Zapata 67,277 49,239
 Veracruz Ixhuatlán de Madero 50,298 35,805
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Even though the branch network has continued growing, in terms of the international demographic index6, there are only 1.5 
branches per 10,000 adults in Mexico, which represents a level below countries with a similar GDP per capita7, for example, 
Chile, Turkey, Brazil, and even below Guatemala’s whose GDP per capita is lower than Mexico’s (see Graph 1.27).

Graph 1.27 International Comparison of Number of Bank
Branches per 10,000 adults

 Source: Financial Access Survey, International Monetary Fund, 2012.

Banking Agents

In order to expand the financial infrastructure, mainly in 
rural municipalities, in June 2009, the CNBV issued new 
rules so that the banks could hire third parties to carry out 
deposit transactions on their behalf. This concept is known as 
commission agent or banking agent. The banking agent acts 
as a low-cost channel8 to carry out financial transactions with 
a banking institution. Its purpose is to supply the services and 
transactions most frequently carried out within a bank branch, 
in more convenient places for users and in a secure manner. 
In fact, transactions are carried out in real time, which gives 
confidence both to the client and the banking agent and allows 
establishing monitoring systems by the financial institution.

On the other hand, businesses acting as banking agents 

also receive benefits such as having more inflow of clients 
to their establishments and being able to carry out other 
types of transactions, besides the income they received 
by commissions collected from the financial institution for 
carrying out transactions on its behalf. Likewise, clients are 
benefitted by reducing their transportation costs and time 
involved in going to a branch, especially in localities with no 
presence or low presence of branches.

With the banking agent network that is currently operating 
in Mexico, the access infrastructure is expanded from 1.97 
to 5.03 access points per 10,000 adults, with presence of 
at least one branch or banking agent in 1,574 municipalities 
(64% of the total), where the number of adults living in 
such municipalities is 79.6 million (96% of the total adult 
population).

6. The International Monetary Fund considers another Source for the number of inhabitants, thus, the index may vary in 
regards to what is reported at a domestic level. The source for total and adult population taken into account for the national 
index is taken from forecasts made by the National Council of Population (CONAPO, for its acronym in Spanish).

7. Global Financial Development, World Bank, 2012.
8. The estimate cost for opening a branch varies from $3.5 and $8 million pesos, while the cost for opening a banking agent 

varies from $10,000 and $15,000 pesos.
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According to the existing interaction between the bank and its banking agents, the business model may be executed directly, 
i.e., either the bank has its own staff to perform the ID activities and evaluation of the potential banking agents and also the 
hiring and handling processes of those agents, or, the bank does it indirectly, where it hires an external management company 
to carry out the complete or part of the process. This last concept is known as manager or aggregator (see Diagram 1.29). 

Graph 1.28 Impact of the Banking Agent Network on 
the Coverage of Financial Services

Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Diagram 1.29 Operation Models of Banking Agents
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The concept of manager has been very important so that 
small businesses, such as grocery stores, stationery stores 
and construction material stores, among others, may 
provide financial services and consequently, have the same 
competitive advantages of other stakeholders, such as big 
convenience store chains.

From the 15 banks that supply their services through banking 
agents, BBVA Bancomer (with 16 banking agents), American 
Express (eight banking agents), Banamex (five banking 
agents and its Banamex Aquí program, which group nearly 
one thousand establishments) and HSBC (six banking 
agents) stand out.

Out of the 41 banking agents and aggregators in the country, 

those who operate with more banks are “Telecomunicaciones 
de México” (carries out transactions for seven banks), Soriana 
Stores (six banks), Oxxo (five banks), Chedraui Stores (five 
banks) and Wal Mart de México (four banks).

Table 1.30 contains the list of participants that integrate the 
banking agent network. Managers are those that have more 
than one banking agent, as Blackhawk Network, Guga 21, 
Red Efectiva, Red Yastás and Servicios Caseteros SAPI. 
Banamex Aquí and Pequeños Comercios Afirme show a 
different business model because it is not an external manager 
who processes the operation of the businesses, but the bank 
itself through a third party (for example, the E-Global switch 
in case of Banamex) hired by the bank to carry out back office 
operations. These third parties act as stationery suppliers, 
counseling and maintenance to the system providers used by 
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Table 1.30 Authorized Managers and Banking Agents

Source: CNBV, December 2013.

Manager / Banking Agent
(Authorized)

Number of 
banking agents

Number 
of modules % of Modules

 CADENA COMERCIAL OXXO 1 11,909 41.8%
 NUEVA WAL-MART DE MEXICO 1 2,231 7.8%
 7 ELEVEN MEXICO 1 1,767 6.2%
 TELECOMUNICACIONES DE MEXICO 1 1,609 5.7%
 FARMACIAS GUADALAJARA 1 1,257 4.4%
 FARMACIAS BENAVIDES 1 1,174 4.1%
 BANAMEX AQUÍ* 457 1,172 4.1%
 COPPEL 1 1,075 3.8%
 GUGA 21 - TIENDAS EXTRA 1 880 3.1%
 TIENDAS SORIANA 1 679 2.4%
 PROMOCIÓN Y OPERACIÓN 1 628 2.2%
 RED YASTAS 567 580 2.0%
 BLACKHAWK NETWORK MEXICO 2 499 1.8%
 RADIOMOVIL DIPSA 1 441 1.5%
 OPERADORA VIPS 1 373 1.3%
 RADIO SHACK DE MEXICO 1 279 1.0%
 DICONSA 1 229 0.8%
 TIENDAS CHEDRAUI 1 213 0.7%
 TIENDAS COMERCIAL MEXICANA 1 210 0.7%
 SANBORN HERMANOS 1 181 0.6%
 CASA LEY 1 173 0.6%
 FARMACIAS ABC DE MEXICO 1 169 0.6%
 IMPULSORA CIRCULO CCK 1 153 0.5%
 SUBURBIA 1 111 0.4%
 SERVICIOS CASETEROS SAPI 107 110 0.4%
 SEARS OPERADORA MEXICO 1 87 0.3%
 FARMACIAS ESQUIVAR 1 78 0.3%
 PRODUCTOS DE CONSUMO Z 1 54 0.2%
 PEQUEÑOS COMERCIOS AFIRME* 47 50 0.2%
 CREDITO FIRME 1 49 0.2%
 OPERADORA MERCO 1 22 0.1%
 RED EFECTIVA 5 7 0.0%
 SURTIFIRME 1 3 0.0%
 AGROCOMBUSTIBLES DE HIDALGO 1 1 0.0%
 ENERGÉTICOS DE CORDOBA 1 1 0.0%
 ENERGÉTICOS DE TECOMAXTLAHUACÁN 1 1 0.0%
 ENERGÉTICOS SANTA MARÍA DEL MONTE 1 1 0.0%
 GASOLINERÍA CHAPULCO 1 1 0.0%
 GÓMEZ ROMAN RAÚL  ROMAN 1 1 0.0%
 GRUPO EMPRESARIAL 3 MIXTECAS 1 1 0.0%
 SERVICIO DOMART 1 1 0.0%
 TOTAL 1,220 28,460 100%
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them to operate. 
In Mexico, banking agents have the feature of being 
interoperable, i.e., the same banking agent may carry out 
different financial transactions for different banks. The type of 
transaction will depend on the type of commercial agreement 
between the banking institution and the respective business 
establishment. Transactions authorized for each banking 
agent are shown in Table 1.31. The non-exclusivity feature of 
banking agents gives them the advantage of supplying more 
services. Also, users of financial services are benefitted as 
they may carry out transactions of more than one bank in the 
same access point.

The following transactions may be carried out through 
banking agents:

•	 payment	of	utilities;
•	 cash	withdrawal;
•	 cash	or	check	deposits;
•	 loan	 payments	 (in	 cash,	 with	 debit	 to	 cards	 or	 with	

check);

•	 fund	placements;
•	 transfers	 between	 accounts	 of	 the	 same	 bank	 or	 to	

other banks;
•	 check	cashing;
•	 balance	inquiry;
•	 opening	of	low	risk	accounts	(level		1,	2	and	3	accounts)	

and,
•	 Issuance	 of	 means	 of	 payment	 (including	 prepaid	

cards).

In order to guarantee the users’ safety and avoid the use of 
this new channel for illegal transactions, applicable limits 
were determined for deposit transactions that may be carried 
out through banking agents. The transaction limit for cash 
withdrawal and cashing of checks per banking agent may not 
exceed a daily amount equivalent in Mexican pesos to 1,500 
investment units (Udis, for its acronym in Spanish) per type of 
investment and account. Cash or check deposits, per banking 
agent, may not exceed a daily amount equivalent in Mexican 
pesos to 4,000 Udis per account.

9.  The definition of this type of accounts is found in the deposits section of Chapter 2.

Table 1.31 Transactions Authorized by Each Bank to its Banking Agents

  Crédito Firme
 Afirme Pequeños Comercios Afirme
  Surtifirme
  Farmacias Guadalajara
  Nueva Wal Mart de México
  Sanborn Hermanos
 American Sears Operadora de México
 Express Suburbia
  Tiendas Chedraui
  Tiendas Comercial Mexicana
  Tiendas Soriana
  7 Eleven México
  Banamex Aquí
 Banamex Cadena Comercial Oxxo
  Servicios Caseteros SAPI
  Telecomunicaciones de México
  Tiendas Soriana
  Nueva Wal Mart de México
 Banco Wal-Mart Operadora Vips
  Suburbia
 BanCoppel Coppel

5
5
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
6
3
3
3
2
4
4
4
2

Bank Banking Agent
Opening

 of Level 1 
Accounts

Opening 
of Level 2 
Accounts

Cashing 
of Checks

Recepción
de

depósitos

Receiving 
Deposits

Receiving 
Loan 

Payments

Receiving 
Payment 
of Utilities

Cash 
Withdrawal

Placement 
of Funds
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  7 Eleven México
 Banorte /Ixe Telecomunicaciones de México
  Tiendas Extra
  Tiendas Soriana
  Diconsa
  Pequeños Comercios Bansefi
  7 Eleven México
  Cadena Comercial Oxxo
  Casa Ley
  Farmacias ABC de México
  Farmacias Benavides
  Farmacias Esquivar
  Farmacias Guadalajara
 BBVA Bancomer Impulsora Círculo CCK
  Nueva Wal Mart de México
  Operadora Merco
  Productos de Consumo Z
  Suburbia
  Telecomunicaciones de México
  Tiendas Chedraui
  Tiendas Extra
  Tiendas Soriana
  Cadena Comercial Oxxo
 Compartamos Red Yastas
  Tiendas Chedraui
  Farmacias ABC de México
  Farmacias Benavides
 HSBC Radio Shack de México
  Telecomunicaciones de México
  Tiendas Chedraui
  Tiendas Soriana
  Radiomóvil Dipsa
 Inbursa Sanborn Hermanos
  Telecomunicaciones de México
  Nueva Wal Mart de México
 Invex Tiendas Chedraui
  Tiendas Comercial Mexicana
  Tiendas Soriana
 Monex Blackhawk Network México
  Cadena Comercial Oxxo
  Telecomunicaciones de México
  Cadena Comercial Oxxo
  Promoción y Operación
  Red Efectiva
  Telecomunicaciones de México

3
5
2
1
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
1
1
3
1
1
2
3
2
1
3
1
2
2
1
4
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
2

Bank Banking Agent
Opening

 of Level 1 
Accounts

Opening 
of Level 2 
Accounts

Cashing 
of Checks

Recepción
de

depósitos

Receiving 
Deposits

Receiving 
Loan 

Payments

Receiving 
Payment 
of Utilities

Cash 
Withdrawal

Placement 
of Funds

Bansefi

Santander

Scotiabank

Source: CNBV, December 2013.
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Regarding the operations of banking agents, from data reported by them, during 2013, 70% received payments of loans and 
40% received cash deposits. However, only 37% reported cash withdrawals and 33% reported payment of utilities, which does 
not support the percentage of banking agents authorized to carry out each type of transaction (Graph 1.32). 

Graph 1.32 Transactions Authorized and Performed per Banking Agent

Source: CNBV, December 2013.

 
It is worth mentioning that the two banking agents that 
launched the prepaid cards service (level 1) are Blockbuster 
and Chedraui Stores, both managed by Blackhawk Network, 
on behalf of Monex. Banks that reported the launching of 
level 2 accounts were Banamex, through Oxxo; and Afirme, 
through its manager network. This result shows that there is 
a major chance by using this channel to increase opening of 
accounts.

At a municipal level, the network of banking agent modules 
has significantly increased the percentage of municipalities 
with less than 50,000 inhabitants with one access point to 
financial services. Even if these new channels are located 
mainly in urban areas, they also allow the provision of 

financial services to 346 municipalities in addition to those 
covered only by branches, most of which have less than 
50,000 inhabitants (see Graph 1.33).

Out of the 346 municipalities that only have presence of 
banking agents, almost 94% reported transactions during the 
month of December 2013. The most common transactions 
in these municipalities were deposits, payment of loans, 
cash withdrawal and payment of utilities. The most popular 
banking agents in such 324 municipalities, in terms of number 
of establishments, are Telecomunicaciones de México, 
Banamex Aquí, Oxxo and Diconsa. It is important to note 
that Telecomunicaciones, Banamex Aquí and Diconsa have 
focused their efforts in establishing points of service in rural 
municipalities (see section on business models that promote 
financial inclusion).

Transactions performed

Percentage of banking agents that 
authorized/ performed the transaction

Number of 
operational 

banking agents 

Transactions authorized

Bank: Monex
Manager: Blackhawk Network
Banking agents: Blockbuster and
                           Tiendas Chedraui

Bank: Banamex
Banking agent: Oxxo

Bank: Afirme
Managers: Afirme small businesses
                                   Crédito Firme
                                   Surtifirme
Banking agents: 32 (Individuals)

Account opening -  
Level 1 (Prepaid Card)

Account opening -  
Level 2

Cashing of checks

Placement of funds

Payment of utilities

Cash withdrawal

Receiving of deposits

Payment of loans

25

Total: 1,043

229

137

344

388

414

731

0.3%

6.7%

68%

68%

76%

92%

94%

97%

0.1%

2.4%

22%

13%

33%

37%

40%

70%
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Graph 1.33 Municipal Coverage of Banking Agents

1. Considering only those municipalities with access to banking agents, with no access to branches
Source: CNBV, December 2013.
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2,457
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67
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71

151

116
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540

264
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98% of urban 
municipalities have 
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Table 1.34 Usage of Banking Agents in Urban Municipalities 
with no Presence of Branches

Source: CNBV, December 2013.

   
It is worth mentioning the fact that banking agents have presence in the eight urban municipalities with no presence of any 
branch. Table 1.34 shows in detail the banking agents that report transactions in such municipalities, as well as the banks 

State

Chiapas

Chiapas

Chihuahua

San Luis Potosí

Veracruz

Veracruz

Veracruz

BankBanking Agent

Banamex Aquí
Telecomunicaciones de México

Telecomunicaciones de México

Banamex Aquí
Telecomunicaciones de México

Cadena Comercial Oxxo

Red Yastás
Telecomunicaciones de México

Cadena Comercial Oxxo
Farmacias Guadalajara

Nueva Wal-Mart de México
Red Yastas

Red Yastás
Telecomunicaciones de México

Banamex

Banamex
Banorte/Ixe

BBVA Bancomer
HSBC

Inbursa
Santander
Scotiabank

Banamex
Banorte/Ixe

BBVA Bancomer
Inbursa

Santander
Scotiabank

Banamex
BBVA Bancomer

Compartamos
Santander
Scotiabank

Compartamos

American Express
Banamex

Banco Wal-Mart
BBVA Bancomer

Compartamos
Invex

Santander
Scotiabank

Banamex
Banorte/Ixe

BBVA Bancomer
Compartamos

HSBC
Inbursa

Santander
Scotiabank

Municipalities

Chamula

Salto de Agua y Tila

Guadalupe y Calvo

Mexquitic de 
Carmona

Atzalan

Emiliano Zapata

Ixhuatlán de Madero
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which the transactions belong to.
ATMs

Financial institutions extend their services and provide 
transaction channels through electronic mechanisms, such 
as ATMs and terminals point of sale (POS). 

ATMs presented a growth of 4.5% in the past three years 
and, like branches, cooperatives have shown the greatest 
growth (54%), even if they only have a total of 223 ATMs. The 
reasons for such growth include the regularization process of 

this sector.
54% of municipalities in the country have at least one ATM. 
Commercial banking provides 98% of the ATM network. 
These ATMs are mainly located in municipalities with more 
than 50,000 inhabitants, with coverage of 99%. However, 
only 8% of rural municipalities and 41% of municipalities in 
transition have one commercial bank ATM.

Graph 1.35 Municipal Coverage of ATMs per Type of Institution

Source: CNBV, December 2013.
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100%

100%

580
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11

Municipalities with CB ATMsMunicipalities with no ATMs Municipalities with EACP branches (and no bank branches)
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Graph 1.36 International Comparison of Number of ATMs
per 10,000 adults

Source: Financial Access Survey, International Monetary Fund, 2012.

Terminals Point of Sale (POS)

Terminals POS have shown a growth rate of 9.1% during the same period (from 4Q10 to 4Q13). In relative terms of the adult 
population of the country, there are 74 terminals POS per 10,000 adults.

61% of the municipalities of the country have access to at least one POS terminal. In urban municipalities (with over 50,000 
inhabitants), there are only two municipalities where no POS terminals are reported:

Table 1.37 Urban Municipalities with no POS Terminals Coverage

Source: CNBV, December 2013.
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Latin America
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 Chiapas Chamula 81,787 48,669
 Veracruz Atzalan 50,387 34,770

 
In terms of the demographic indicator, there are almost five ATMs per 10,000 adults, fact that places Mexico above Peru and 
Colombia. However, it is still below the infrastructure level for this channel in countries such as Brazil, Chile, Turkey and South 
Africa (see Graph 1.36).
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Graph 1.38 Municipal Coverage of Terminals Point of Sale 

It is important to highlight that there are 478,000 business establishments that have a POS terminal so that people may use 
their cards when paying for the goods and services consumed by them, thus, in average, each establishment has 1.26 POS 
terminal. The number of businesses or establishments that acquire a POS terminal showed a growth of 4.9% during the past 
three years (see Graph 1.39). We need to promote the use of this channel because it is an economic instrument for people to 
make payments easily and safely, with no need of cash.

Source: CNBV, December 2013

Graph 1.39 Evolution of Establishments with Point of Sale Terminals
 

1. Compound annual growth rate from 4Q2011 to 4Q2013 
Source: CNBV, December 2013.
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Graph 1.40 Historical Evolution of Accounts Using Mobile Banking

Mobile Banking

Mexico has sought to increase the supply of financial services 
through innovative channels. Mobile phones have been 
an attractive option, as they have high penetration in the 
population. 

Deposit accounts that are linked to mobile banking services 
have shown a compound annual growth rate of 230% from 
4Q11 to 4Q13, reaching 2.7 million accounts. Although the 

level of growth has been significant, it is still necessary to 
continue promoting this type of products, as they are far 
below their potential. 

The Federal Telecommunications Commission (COFETEL, 
for its acronym in Spanish) reported 105 million subscriptions 
to mobile phones at the end of 2013, which means that almost 
the 2.7 million mobile banking contracts barely represent 2.6% 
of the total subscriptions to mobile phones in the country (see 
Graph 1.40) and 1.9% of the transactional deposit accounts.

Source: CNBV and COFETEL, December 2013

 

At the end of 2013, there were three main mobile banking products in the market, led by four banks (see Table 1.41).

Represent 2.6%  
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Table 1.41 Mobile Banking Products in the Mexican Market
 

 
In 2013, several reforms were issued to promote the development of mobile banking:

Provisions Issued by the CNBV

After an internal analysis by the CNBV, it was proposed to 
make more flexible some of the requirements applicable to 
the mechanisms and procedures that credit institutions are 
subject to during the provision of electronic banking services, 
preserving the safety in handling the account information, as 
well as the means used to access such information, in order 
to avoid the misuse of data and means by people who are not 
the holders of the accounts. 

As a result of such analysis, the “General Provisions 
Applicable to Credit Institutions”  were issued, which allowed 
that, when operating electronic banking, credit institutions 
may: 

•	 omit	 the	 notification	 mechanisms	 and	 procedures	 for	

transactions, when dealing with level 1 bank accounts;
•	 make	charges	 to	another	account	 linked	 to	 the	mobile	

payment service, with prior authorization from the 
holder client;

•	 include	 in	 the	 authentication	 elements,	 the	 signature	
captured in digital devices, and 

•	 usage	 of	 terminals	 point	 of	 sale	 that	 do	 not	 have	
integrated circuit readers, prior authorization from the 
CNBV, in order to to assess the security scheme used.

Provisions Issued by the Banco de México

The Central Bank of Mexico (Banco de México) issued the 
reform named “Transfers through mobile devices” for purposes 

10.  Published in the Federal Official Gazette on June 3, 2013.

Bank

BBVA Bancomer

Banamex – Inbursa

Banorte

TransactionsSigning Up

At the branch, with official ID 
and a deposit of $100

Calling from a mobile phone, 
with official ID

At Telecomm offices with 
official ID

Account linked to mobile phone, debit 
card, withdrawal at ATM and payment 
at business establishment.

Account linked to mobile phone, 
optional debit card, withdrawal at ATM, 
branch and banking agent, payment at 
business establishment and transfers.

Account linked to mobile phone, 
optional debit card, withdrawal at ATM 
and banking agents, payment at 
business establishment, transfers.

Product

Cuenta Express

Transfer

Mifon
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of fostering financial inclusion so that a greater segment of the 
population may have access to banking services and, also, 
innovation of financial services, through efficient means of 
withdrawal and payment that are secure and expedite, using 
the technology developed to that end. In this sense, in order 
to allow the use of mobile devices to carry out electronic fund 
transfers, the terms and conditions for the credit institutions 
were established, as well as the limits regarding fees charged 
for such service by those institutions.11

 

In addition, considering the convenience of strengthening 
competition among financial entities that give their clients 
the possibility of making electronic fund transfers to accounts  
by using the last ten digits of a mobile phone line, there 
were established the terms and conditions applicable to the 
operation of clearing houses, whose purpose is to process 
such transfers, as well as the requirements that such clearing 
houses must fulfill and the procedure to be followed by them 
in order to become incorporated and operate as such.12

Likewise, the Financial Reform seeks to promote the popular 

finance sector entities, by means of mechanisms that allow 
them to extend their coverage and contribute to the financial 
inclusion efforts, mainly through the banking agent and 
electronic means regimes. 

Such modifications seek to increase the availability and 
convenience of financial services provided by the entities of 
the popular finance sector, increasing the competition in the 
provision of financial services, for the benefit of its partners 
and clients.

Internet Banking

Internet banking is another innovative channel whereby 
Mexico has sought to increase the supply of financial 
services. At the end of 2012, Mexico had 13.5 million fixed 
Internet subscriptions13 and 51.2 million Internet users.

Through December 2013, the number of Internet banking 
users raised to 21.4 million, which represents a growth of 

11.   Circular 2/2013, aimed at credit institutions and Financiera Rural, as well as Circular 5/2013, aimed at credit institutions 
and regulated multiple purpose financial institutions, both dated December 4, 2013, published in the Federal Official 
Gazette on December 6, 2013.

12.  Circular 3/2013, dated December 4, 2013, published in the Federal Official Gazette on December 6, 2013.
13.  COFETEL, 2012, http://siemt.cft.gob.mx/SIEM/#!prettyPhoto/83/

Graph 1.42 Historical Evolution of Users Making Transfers 
through the Internet

Source: CNBV and Banco de México, December 2013, cumulative figures.
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14% during the past three years (see Graph 1.42).
The Mexican Internet Association (AMIPCI, for its acronym in 
Spanish), made an online survey on the usage and habits of 
Internet banking products. The survey was applied to 2,475 
Mexican internet users of legal age, who represent 64% of 
the sample universe of the total internet users in Mexico, 
considering all socioeconomic levels.

According to the study “2013 Electronic Banking” prepared by 

AMIPCI in 2013:
•	 While	 the	 number	 of	 internet	 users	 with	 any	 type	 of	

banking product raised only by 1%, the number of users 
of bank websites surveyed went from 74% in 2012 to 
78% in 2013. 

•	 From	the	78%	of	the	users	of	bank	websites	mentioned,	
all of them carry out transactions using Internet banking 

Graph 1.43 Internet Users who have Banking Products or Services

(see Graph 1.43).
 
In Graph 1.44 we find activities made by users through Internet banking. Services Payments continue as the most frequent 
transaction among users (55%), followed by transfers between personal accounts with 54% and transfers to third parties within 
the same bank and to other banks with 52%, respectively.

Source: Electronic banking, AMIPCI, 2013
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 Graph 1.44 Transactions Carried Out by Users 
through Internet Banking

Source: Electronic banking, AMIPCI, 2013.
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Bimbo – Qiubo

Bimbo
Grupo Bimbo is the major bread making manufacturing company in the country, which has a distribution network that 
reaches every single locality in the country. Also, due to its business model, it has detailed knowledge of its strategic 
partners (grocery storekeepers).

 In an effort to contribute to the strengthening of the traditional channel (grocery stores), it conducted several market 
studies created by specialists in the retail sales sector, where the characteristics of the traditional channel versus the 
modern channel are notorious (large convenience store chains).

Despite its significant participation in the organized trade of the country, grocery stores have been severely affected 
as a result of modernization of the commercial sector and the sustained and accelerated growth of other type of 
stores, such as convenience stores. There are approximately 700,000 grocery points of sale, i.e., the traditional 
channel represents 96% (6,720 small stores) of grocery establishments in the country; however, these only have a 
42% share in the grocery billing in the country ($1.25 trillion pesos).

Without doubt, one of the characteristics of the traditional channel is its impact on the generation of employment 
for the country. Approximately 3.4 million people depend on these businesses. In average, a small store gives 
employment to two persons. In 59% of the cases a woman is in charge of these businesses, due to the fact that 
they may place the establishment in their own households, which allows them to have a source of income without 
neglecting their families, thus, if this type of establishments continues decreasing, the economy of many families 
could be jeopardized.

Average monthly sales of a traditional channel business are $95,000 pesos and, although the average ticket is similar 
to the one of the convenience store, these have 6 times more traffic. While a traditional store daily serves an average 
of 131 consumers, a convenience store generates 770 tickets per day. This indicator is the most relevant regarding 
the differences between both channels. According to another study conducted to identify the impact of airtime sales 
on the traffic in stores, it was found that the stores that reported sales in that category over $8,000 pesos per month 
generated in average 220 tickets per day, almost twice in comparison with the 106 tickets of stores that do not report 
sales for that service. It was confirmed that there is a close correlation between the level of airtime sales and the 
generation of traffic in the stores. The same occurs when the small store provides the payment of utilities service, as 
in the case of bills of the CFE, TELMEX, etc. Another characteristic of traditional stores is that the clients usually pay 
in cash, thus, there is low banking use in the sector, as only 10% of the businesses use banking services.

Ultimately, the purpose of these studies was to design a business model that could contribute to increase productivity 
and competition for the traditional channel. Driven by the concern of generating competitive advantages for the 
owners of small grocery stores, whose direct competition are convenience stores, in early 2011, Grupo Bimbo became 
partner with Blue Label (South African telecommunications company) and Visa to create the Qiubo Network.

Qiubo*

The Qiubo Network brings the opportunity to support local stores to be modernized and compete efficiently, using the 
Visa payment processing technology as well as the benefits from the added value services provided by Blue Label 
México. 

It was sought that this business model would be sustainable, that it generated value for the small businesses and 
that it would give a sense of ownership to the company, as these small businesses are a basic motor for the country’s 
growth. It was also pursued that the model would comply with a basic element: simplicity. Thus, the functionality, 
processes and tools must be simple.

It is worth mentioning that not all clients are at the same stage of the process towards digital inclusion, and therefore, 
it was created an evolution process where the client is introduced to new products and services depending on their 
capabilities and areas of interest.
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The purposes of the Qiubo Network are as follows:

•	 To	 create	 a	 network	 aimed	 at	 providing	 to	 the	micro-entrepreneurial	 population	 of	 the	 traditional	 channel	 a	
different form of generating income and, at the same time, providing benefits for their community through the 
supply of electronic (financial and non-financial) services traditionally supplied in other types of businesses.

•	 To	support	the	modernization	of	small	businesses	to	increase	their	productivity	and	competitiveness.

•	 To	financially	strengthen	the	traditional	channel	by	implementing	alternate	mechanisms	for	generating	income.

•	 To	contribute	to	technological	and	financial	inclusion	as		means	to	achieve	productivity	and	competitiveness.

In October 2013, Qiubo started the bancarisation of 65,000 grocery stores, establishing point of sale terminals in 
such businesses to carry out financial and non-financial transactions, such as service payments, cash withdrawal 
and purchase of airtime for mobile phones. At such terminals the store products may be paid using debit cards linked 
to government subsidies, such as the case of the “Oportunidades” Program or the government subsidies distributed 
through Bansefi, or cards used as electronic food vouchers.

The Qiubo Network project includes two large stages of approach and monitoring of businesses: i) affiliation of stores 
to the network and ii) permanent training and counseling.

The first stage of the process, i.e., the affiliation or incorporation to the Network included the provision to the 
businesses of a Point of Sale (POS) Terminal connected in real time to the central platform through GPRS. During the 
first effort the micro-entrepreneurs had the chance of selling the following products:

•	 Electronic	Airtime	(TAE,	for	its	acronym	in	Spanish).

•	 Receiving	payment	of	utilities	(CFE,	TELMEX,	SKY,	VeTV,	Dish,	Televía).

•	 Receiving	payments	of	microloans	(FinComún).

Besides, they were allowed to use an automatic “Overdraft Line” in such manner that businesses may have available 
credit, with no need of any request, for those cases where their terminal runs out of money so that they may continue 
providing services to their clients. During this stage three main tasks are performed:

•	 Training	for	the	micro-entrepreneur.

The Qiubo Network has a training force to develop micro-entrepreneurs of the traditional channel who are clients of 
Grupo Bimbo.

They receive the adequate technological tools to supply electronic services, thus making the traditional channel take 
part in the fundamental role played by technology in society.

•	 Inclusion.

The Qiubo Network involves technological and financial inclusion for micro-entrepreneurs of the traditional channel 
that leads to their bancarisation. This is also a way to influence in the bancarisation of their community, given the trust 
that the storekeeper represents for his/her community.

•	 Advertising	support.

Businesses belonging to the Qiubo Network are equipped with diverse point of sale materials for signaling and 
differentiation from other businesses.
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Incentives are given to promote the use of the diverse functionalities aimed both, the micro-entrepreneur and his/her 
clients.

The second stage of the plan included the extension of the business baseline with the supply of the following services:

•	 Accepting	payments	with	debit	and	credit	cards.

•	 Accepting	electronic	food	vouchers.

This stage involves the following activities:

•	 Consulting.

Permanent aid from a group of counsels in charge of reinforcing the initial training and boost the abilities of micro-
entrepreneurs.

Given that electronic services belong to an evolving market, the Qiubo Network has put in place a development area 
for new products and services. While the tool is used intuitively, introducing new products implies training the micro-
entrepreneurs, and therefore, training is visualized as a permanent effort.

•	 Maintenance	and	support.

Telephone assistance for solving technical and training problems as well as to foster the operation of the technological tool.

•	 Monitoring.

Given that all point of sale terminals are connected to a central platform, it is feasible to monitor the use of each one 
of them and therefore to measure and generate individual transactional reports.

The Qiubo Network uses as technological tool a GPRS point of sale terminal that works under a prepayment scheme 
to supply the following services:

•	 Accepting	credit	and	debit	cards.

•	 Accepting	electronic	food	vouchers.

•	 	Service		Payments	Loan	Payments.

•	 Airtime	sale.

The supply is permanently complemented by new products, services, social programs and promotions.

Advantages and Opportunities

•	 Bimbo	has	detailed	knowledge	of	grocery	stores	and	makes	two	to	three	visits	per	week,	depending	on	the	sales	
flow of each store. With this, stores may have a better cash flow in their establishments.

•	 By	supplying	 the	sale	of	 airtime,	more	 traffic	of	 clients	 is	generated	within	business	establishments	and	 the	
average purchase ticket increases.

•	 To	foster	and	promote	the	use	of	mobile	payments	and	new	technologies	to	allow	access	to	financial	services,	
creating a larger financial infrastructure.
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•	 To	reduce	the	gender	gap,	given	that	60%	of	these	businesses	are	managed	by	women.

•	 To	generate	economic	benefits	at	each	community	due	to	local	consumption.

Challenges

•	 To	migrate	the	business	model	one	step	at	a	time	to	turn	them	into	banking	agents.

•	 To	benefit	from	the	service	supplied	by	Transfer	to	carry	out	transactions	through	mobile	banking.

•	 To	have	a	broader	diffusion	on	how	to	operate	the	system	among	beneficiaries	of	government	subsidies.

•	 To	reduce	the	high	costs	of	training	and	managing	sales.

•	 To	negotiate	a	better	discount	rate	for	carrying	out	financial	transactions,	as	it	is	above	the	one	offered	to	other	
competitors.

* Translator’s Note: The name Qiubo is an abbreviation of two words in Spanish, Qué hubo, which means something similar 
to What’s up or What’s the deal. It provides small businesses with the necessary technology to accept digital payments in 
their operations.
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Banamex Aquí

In 2004, Banamex launched its first banking agent project, affiliating small businesses exclusively to receive 
remittances. In 2010, the CNBV issued the regulations for the operation of banking correspondence and Banamex 
migrated its network of small businesses to banking agents, supplying financial services, such as: cash withdrawal; 
services payments (such as electric power, telephone, cable TV and water fees); loan payments (both of Banamex 
and of other banks); deposits to debit, payroll or checking accounts; and collection of family remittances from Western 
Union and Citibank Global Transfers, among others.

In February 2010, Banamex made an alliance with Telcel to provide “Banca Móvil”, a service that allows making 
bank transactions from a mobile phone linked to Telcel through SMS messages, with no need of having Internet 
service. The transactions available for this service are: inquiry on balances and transactions; transfers between the 
owner accounts, accounts of third parties and interbanking transfers; services payments (telephone, electric power 
and cable TV, among others) and purchase of Telcel airtime through the mobile phone or other mobile number. It is 
important to mention that in order to obtain this service it is necessary to have a deposit account at Banamex.

In October 2011, América Móvil, Banamex, Citrigroup and Inbursa came together to create Transfer, a mobile payment 
operator in charge of processing, storing and managing the bank accounts linked to a mobile phone number in real 
time. This service facilitates access to the financial system, favoring and promoting a greater financial inclusion 
between the low-income population, as now individuals may open an account with no need to be a Banamex user and 
no need of visiting a Banamex branch to obtain the service.

In order to operate under the concept of Banamex Aquí, a small business is authorized to operate by means of 
a commission agency agreement under a franchise model which allows them to provide the financial services of 
Banamex. The business provides a service to the client in exchange of the collection of a commission. The operation 
is made with the advice, training and certification of the bank.

This model provides added value to small businesses by allowing them to supply financial services to their clients 
in exchange of commissions, generating a greater flow of clients in their stores and allowing them to handle the 
business’ cash flow through banking transactions. Also, the benefits for the clients are: carrying out their banking 
transactions in a safer manner and having more accessibility in the hours and days of service; having more points 
of service and closeness to the bank through places where they shop, where they reside or near their jobs, without 
having to travel long distances to reach a branch.

The technical requirements for becoming a banking agent for Banamex Aquí are having a PC, a printer and Internet 
connection. The bank opens a deposit account for its banking agents and provides them a token to carry out online 
banking transactions. In addition, it requests businesses to have moral and economic solvency, to be registered 
with the Tax Administration Service (SAT, for its acronym in Spanish) under the Enterprise Regime or other regime 
that allows billing with itemized VAT, having a minimum of two years in operation, having average balances of cash 
greater than $15,000 pesos per day, and operating on weekends or holidays with broader service hours than those 
of branches. The signaling of the business and the materials to publicize those services are provided by the bank.

The cost to become a banking agent is quite accessible and the authorization time is in average 15 business days.

Benefits
										•	 Most	banking	agents	are	located	in	rural	communities,	allowing	to	significantly	extending	the	bank’s	access	
points.
										•	 It	contributes	to	the	development	and	growth	of	affiliated	small	businesses	by	generating	a	greater	flow	of	
clients and competitive advantages regarding their direct competitors.

Future Actions
										•	 Reducing	the	cost	of	providing	financial	education	and	training	on	business	matters	to	its	affiliates.
										•	 To	promote	an	operation	model	that	does	not	depend	on	Internet	connectivity	to	serve	more	rural	areas.
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Compartamos – Yastás

Compartamos

On September 1, 1990 the Compartamos Program Association arises as a private assistance institution (NGO) 
with an influence over low-income sectors of the population, providing food, health and microfinance programs. 
In 2000, Financiera Compartamos, a regulated Limited Purpose Financial Institution (Sofol, for its acronym in 
Spanish) was authorized to be in charge of operating the microfinance program. This allowed having access 
to other financing sources and engaging in the stock markets with its first issue of stock exchange certificates, 
evidencing the soundness and trust of the institution. Compartamos was the first institution of the microfinance 
industry that achieves the issue of debt in the country’s stock market.

In 2010, the Compartamos Group (nowadays Gentera) was incorporated and, one year later, it acquired 2.6 million 
clients in its portfolio. In 2013, there were 543 service offices which, unlike branches, these are establishments 
where the executives gather to coordinate their activities and provide information to the public.

In such context, Compartamos Banco is an institution with over 24 years of experience in microfinance, which 
supplies credit, savings, insurance and means of payment products. It is a Gentera subsidiary whose purpose is 
to eradicate financial exclusion from the bottom of the population pyramid. Also, it has presence in all 32 states 
of Mexico, serving over 2.6 million clients, as well as in Guatemala and Peru.

The credit products supplied include, among others, the following:

Product

Crédito Mujer 
(Woman Loan)

Portfolio
(million pesos) ClientsCredit 

Amount

$3,500 to $40,000 
pesos

55.0% 68.4%

Product Features

Crédito Comerciante 
(Retailer Loan)

Individual Loan

Crédito Crece y 
Mejora (Grow and 
Improve Loan)

$6,000 a $40,000 
pesos

$10,000 a 
$100,000 pesos

$8,000 a $30,000 
pesos

20.6%

3.9%

15.2% for 
Crédito Mujer 

(Woman Loan)
1.3% for Crédito 

Comerciante 
(Retailer Loan

26.7%

4.1%

12.7% for 
Crédito Mujer 

(Woman Loan)
0.9% for Crédito 

Comerciante 
(Retailer Loan)

Groups from 10 to 50 women.
Personal loan with joint and several guarantee.
Term of 16 weeks.
One free life insurance module in the amount of $10,000 
pesos.
Option to purchase additional insurance modules in the 
amount of $57 pesos each.
Possibility to acquire an additional working capital loan.
Possibility to acquire a simultaneous loan for housing 
improvements.

Group from 4 to 20 members (men and women).
Personal loan with joint and several guarantee.
Term from 5 to 8 months.
Mainly offered at urban areas with lesser social cohesion.

Working capital, fixed asset or investment loan for men and 
women with personal guarantee (vehicles, house property or 
business fixed assets).
Term from 6 to 24 months.
Mainly offered at urban areas with lesser social cohesion.

Loan aimed at Crédito Mujer (Woman Loan) clients that 
allows them to finance their business and/or make housing 
improvements.
Term from 6 to 24 months.
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In regards to savings, a savings pilot is currently in process, with over 120,000 accounts that allow clients to receive 
deposits from other banks (Interbank Electronic Payment System or SPEI, for its acronym in Spanish, transfers) and 
withdraw cash using its own channels, at RED ATMs and at several affiliated businesses. Such pilot has coverage 
in the municipalities of Minatitlán, Coatzacoalcos, Cosoleacaque and Acayucan, in the State of Veracruz, providing 
convenient transaction points to the clients.

It currently has 2,611,843 clients, 543 service offices, 16,248 collaborators, a portfolio of 1.885 billion pesos, 27,203 
distribution channels that cover banking network, convenience stores, supermarkets and banking agents.

Yastás

The purpose of Yastás is to create a convenient, reliable and relevant network to carry out financial transactions, 
remittances, payment of utilities and purchases of airtime. Its coverage includes areas where there are no other 
channels, also known as last mile and rural areas, mainly by affiliating individual businesses (grocery store “traditional 
channel”, drugstores, stationery stores, etc.) and local commercial chains. It is a subsidiary of Gentera, whose 
purpose is to eradicate financial exclusion, improve the quality of life of people living in low-income segments of the 
population, by advancing social, economic and human development, through the use of technology. Its efforts are 
aimed at the users being able to carry out financial transactions or payment of non-financial utilities in an easy way 
and saving time and money.

On January 17, 2013 it received the first authorization from the CNBV to operate as network manager.

Services provided, among others, are payment of water, payment of multilevel companies (such as Avon and Arabela), 
payment of telephone bill, cable or satellite TV, payment of electric power bill, purchase of airtime and payment of 
credits from Compartamos Banco and Infonavit, collection of credits from Compartamos Banco, as well as account 
deposit, change of PIN, balance inquiry and withdrawal transactions where such bank provides such services. It 
currently has over 1700 banking agents with significant presence in the States of Chiapas, State of Mexico, Puebla 
and Veracruz, and it is starting operations in other 9 States of Mexico, such as Tabasco, Hidalgo, Tlaxcala, Oaxaca, 
among others. To date, Yastás carries out more than one million transactions per month and is gradually increasing 
the number of financial transactions.

Yastás is profiling potential businesses to offer them the possibility of providing services as banking agents. If the 
business owner agrees, he/she must make a previous investment for purposes of having the money required to 
be available so as to carry out the financial and non-financial payment transactions requested by the clients. The 
operating model is based on installing a service module (POS terminal, SCANNER, PIN PAD and information on the 
services and fees for the users) at the business, provide training and technical assistance, permanent follow-up, 
regular supervision and solution of incidents, so that the clients may directly carry out the transaction. The business 
operator confirms the transactions, issues the corresponding receipts and receives or pays the cash from or to the 
client, an online clearance is made and the agent’s earnings are determined.

Benefits

•	 For	clients	of	Compartamos	Banco,	the	payment	limit	is	$2,500	and	such	limit	is	in	the	process	of	being	raised	
up to $10,000 for those banking agents of Yastás with a greater operating capacity. Yastás stands as a network 
of great importance in those communities lacking infrastructure to carry out financial transactions in the name 
and on behalf of Compartamos Banco, payment of utilities and purchase of airtime, which has allowed the 
inhabitants of such communities to save time and money when travelling to make their transactions.
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•	 Yastás	contributes	with	the	development	of	affiliate	retailers,	as	it	promotes	their	competitive	advantages	and	
boosts the flow of clients for each of them. These benefits are also reflected in micro-entrepreneurs, who, in 
addition to receiving their fees and profits for the transactions carried out, they also receive counseling from 
Yastás counsels, financial and business education, in order to manage and grow their business; many of them 
have already received a life and accident insurance as part of such benefits.

Future Actions

•	 To	 continue	working	 to	 fulfill	 its	 purpose	 by	 expanding	 the	 banking	 agents	 network	 throughout	 the	 country,	
especially in those communities with clients of Compartamos Banco and with insufficient proper channels for 
its clients.

•	 Yastás	appears	as	a	strategic	ally	of	Compartamos	Banco	to	provide	more	convenience	to	its	clients	and	cover	
a relevant portion of its operations in time.
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Usage, the second element of financial 
inclusion, refers to the purchase or contracting 
of one or more financial products or services 
by the population and the frequency of use. 
This refers to the demand of financial services 
which, in turn, shows the behavior and needs 
of the population.

Usage of Financial 
Services

Usage of 
Financial 
Services 2
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In this chapter five sections are included, which correspond to the five main financial products and services:

To start, deposit and credit products are analyzed based 
on the account information obtained through the regulatory 
reports from financial institutions. The number of accounts is 
not an ideal indicator to measure the usage of these financial 
services, in view that an adult may have more than one 
deposit and credit account; however, it is considered a good 
proxy to measure the evolution of usage of these products 
year after year, understand the type of products supplied by 
financial institutions and measure the municipal coverage, 
among others. In addition, every three years this information 
shall be complemented with the results of the National Survey 
for Financial Inclusion (ENIF, for its acronym in Spanish), 
conducted by the CNBV in coordination with the INEGI. The 
next ENIF shall be conducted in 2015.

Likewise, the main transactions carried out through means 
of payment are presented, analyzing in particular the trends 
in the usage of electronic means and the evolution of income 
from remittances.

Also, an analysis is carried out on the usage of insurance, 
to measure the degree of protection for inhabitants and 
entities in our country, as well as to show the manner how 
these products help them mitigate the impact that contingent 
events may cause. Finally, the last section shows a study on 
the Retirement Savings Fund System (SAR, for its acronym 
in Spanish), that allows individuals to avail from a source of 
income once they are retired from the labor force.

Sections Contents

Section 1: Deposits •  Main deposit products.
 •  Simplified file accounts.
 •  Deposit insurance.
Section 2: Credit •  Credit products for individuals.

•  Credit products for companies.
Section 3: Transactions               •  Payment systems.

 •  

Section 4: Insurance  •  Main insurance products.
  •  Basic insurance.
  •  Regulatory reforms of the insurance sector.
Section 5: Retirement Savings  •  Retirement savings fund system.
  •  Afores and Siefores.
  •  Composition of savings accounts.

Main transactions: cash withdrawals, 
payments at businesses, electronic 
transfers, income from remittances and 
government payments.
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Deposit products are of great significance for financial 
inclusion and for the development of the financial system. 
On one hand, they bring the population the opportunity of 
keeping, saving and investing their funds in a safe manner, 
which in many occasions contributes to an increase of their 
purchasing power and their net worth, and also help them to 
pay for emergencies. On the other hand, deposit products 
increase the deposits of financial institutions and, these, by 
moving savings to productive sectors of the economy, boost 
the economic growth.

In this section we analyze the evolution of supply and 
geographical coverage of deposit products, both for different 
types of institutions and different types of products. The 
simplified file account scheme is described, which has 

allowed more population segments to open deposit accounts 
so that they may carry out transactions without depending on 
the use of cash. Finally, we show the operation of the deposit 
insurance granted by the Bank Savings Protection Institute 
(IPAB, for its acronym in Spanish), itemizing the changes 
provided in the Financial Reform, as well as the creation of 
the protection fund for savings and credit institutions (SACP, 
for its acronym in Spanish).

Deposit Products

Deposit products are classified according to the type of 
financial institution supplying them. Table 2.1.1 shows the 
classification of deposit products in Mexico. 

Table 2.1.1 Deposit products per type of institution

Source: CNBV

Section 1: Deposits

Sections Contents

Banks

EACP

Commercial 
Banking

State-Owned 
Banking

SOFIPOS
Cooperatives

Savings accounts
Simplified file transactional accounts
      Level 1 accounts
      Level 2 accounts
      Level 3 accounts
Traditional transactional accounts 
(level 4)
Term deposits
Debit cards

On demand deposits
Term deposits
Debit cards
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For the banking sector, savings accounts refer to account that pay interest, but that do not have a checkbook or debit card as 
means of withdrawal or transaction; also, the depositor may demand and dispose of his/her funds at any time. Transactional 
accounts level 1, 2 and 3 are simplified file accounts that allow opening deposit accounts in a more effective and expedite 
manner, with lesser information requirements, allowing remote opening (see also case study at the end of this Section). 
Traditional accounts are transactional accounts that must be contracted at branches and demand complete files, including 
hard copies of documents. Term deposit accounts are subject to a period in which the funds remain in the bank and payment 
of interest previously agreed upon. Finally, debit card accounts1 refer to the number of accounts that granted debit cards as 
means of payment and cash withdrawal.

For popular savings and credit institutions (EACPs for its acronym in Spanish), on demand deposits include those deposits 
where the depositor may demand and dispose of his/her funds at any time, including sight deposits, saving deposits and 
current account deposits, among others. Term deposits are accounts subject to a period equal to or larger than one day in 
which the funds remain in the institution before being available for their withdrawal and payment of interest previously agreed 
upon.

Deposit Indicators at a National Level

Core Deposit Indicators

Based on the indicators established by the Alliance for Financial Inclusion (AFI), the coverage of deposit products is analyzed 
through two core indicators: the number of deposit accounts per 10,000 adults and the number of accounts with debit cards per 
10,000 adults (as shown in Table 2.1.2).

Table 2.1.2 Core Deposit Indicators

As of June 2013, the Information Analysis Bureau of the 
CNBV established new criteria for regulatory reports, so as 
to standardize the information of deposit accounts reported 
by banking institutions, since, prior to that date it was difficult 
to identify whether the institutions were reporting active or 
inactive accounts2. Following such change, in the RIF, the 
deposit accounts analysis mainly focuses on those accounts 
being actually used by their holders, i.e., active accounts. 
Given that, to date, a mix of active and inactive accounts was 

reported, it is important to mention that the indicators and 
data for this year that correspond to the banking sector are 
not comparable to those of previous years and the evolution 
reported in the number of accounts is lower than the actual 
growth. 

The core deposit indicator at a national level and the 
information itemized per sector are shown in Table 2.1.3. Up 
to end of 2013, there were 166.4 million deposit accounts, 

1  Accounts granting debit cards are not mutually exclusive of the rest of the deposit products.
2 According to the definition used by the CNBV, active accounts are those that had an average balance higher than $1,000 

pesos during the month prior to the date of the report and that showed at least one transaction in the 3 months prior to 
the date of the report.

Deposit product per 10,000 
adults

DC per 10,000 adults

Total number of savings accounts, term 
deposits and transactional accounts of the 
Banking sector, as well as on demand 
deposits and term deposits of EACP per 
10,000 adults.

Number of debit card accounts of the 
Banking sector and of EACP per 10,000 
adults.
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Table 2.1.3 Core Deposit Indicators per Type of Institution1

99.9 million (60%) of which were active accounts. This is equal to a demographic indicator of 11,783 active deposit products 
per 10,000 adults. 

The banking sector provides most of the deposit products (90%), and the commercial banking sector registers 92% of bank 
accounts. On the other hand, EACPs distribute 10% of the deposit accounts and cooperatives concentrate 75%.

At the end of 2013, there was at least one commercial banking deposit product in almost all municipalities of the country. It is 
worth mentioning that, in turn, EACPs cover 86% of the municipalities.

1 The increase in the number of banking accounts is lower than the actual growth due to changes in the regulatory reports 
requirements.
Source: CNBV, December 2013

Graph 2.1.4 International comparison of the Core Deposit Indicator 

1.  Compound annual growth rate from 2010 to 2013.
Source: Financial Access Survey, International Monetary Fund, 2013

 
International Comparison

According to data of the International Monetary Fund, in 2013 Mexico had 1,257 commercial banking deposit accounts per 
1,000 inhabitants, above Brazil (1,154) and Peru (1,043), but below Chile (2,449), Colombia (1,414) and Argentina (1,411). In 
addition, according to such source, Mexico has shown a lower annual growth rate than those countries during the past three 
years (3.2% compared to 13.3% for Argentina).

Sector
Active deposit 

accounts CAGR CAGR Municipal 
coverage

Deposit indicator 
per 10,000 adults

Commercial banking 82,347,058 3% 9,712 1% 100%
State-owned banking 7,266,496 23% 857 21% 16%
Total Banking 89,613,554 4% 10,569 2% 100%
  Cooperatives 7,726,465 1% 911 -1% 69%
  SOFIPOS 2,565,193 8% 303 6% 69%
Total EACP 10,291,658 3% 1,214 1% 86%
Total 99,905,212 4% 11,783 2% 100%
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These data suggest that it is still necessary to promote the usage of deposit products, in view of their benefits by safeguarding 
the personal net worth and, thus, fostering the country’s economic growth.

Banking Deposit Products

When individually analyzing deposit indicators per type of institution and type of product, we find out that for commercial 
banking, the most used product is traditional transactional account, which represent 90% of the active deposit accounts. 
Simplified file accounts represent only 7% of the active accounts; this may be explained for multiple reasons, including their 
recent creation and a poor promotion of these accounts by the financial institutions supplying them, as it is harder for these 
institutions to create profitable simplified file models3. Usually, the operating costs of these accounts are higher than the income 
that the bank may generate through them, due to their low average balances and limited fees that banks may charge for the 
transactions carried out by their clients4. It is also important to point out that only 48% of the total 12.2 million simplified file 
accounts are active accounts, thus, it is necessary to promote not only their opening, but also their usage (see Graph 2.1.5).

Five banks hold 80% of the active deposit accounts: Banamex, BBVA Bancomer, BanCoppel, Banorte/Ixe and Santander, in 
that order. Except for BanCoppel, the other four banks mentioned above hold 99% of the simplified file accounts. These banks 
have major initiatives related to financial inclusion; the opening of simplified accounts is an example of their effort to increase 
the country’s bancarization.

 

Graph 2.1.5 Commercial Banking Deposit Products

Source: CNBV, December 2013
Note: Through December 2013, commercial banks reported 142,774,993 total accounts (127,459,860 traditional transactional 
accounts; 12,235,057 million simplified file accounts; 2,482,184 term deposit accounts and 57,752 savings accounts).

3. Some of such reasons are analyzed in the case study at the end of this section.
4. Especially if we take into consideration that the bank may not charge fees for a large number of transactions carried out  

through its access channels.
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For development banking, the products of two banks are 
included, Bansefi, which distributes funds coming from 
social programs, as the Oportunidades program, known 
as the Prospera Social Inclusion Program5 since 2014, 
and Banjército, which supplies financial services mainly to 
members of the Mexican Army, Air Force and Navy. Bansefi 
holds 94% of the deposit accounts in such sector. The 
simplified file accounts represent the most important part 
of the products (51%). The focus of state-owned banking in 
the opening of simplified file is explained by their mandate 
of serving population sectors that face limitations for having 
access to financial services. In this case, Bansefi has focused 
on opening deposit accounts in semi-urban and rural areas 
to distribute social grants; the simplified file scheme, which 
requires less information requirements and allows remote 
opening, has facilitated the process.

Source: CNBV, December 2013
Note: Through December 2013, state-owned banks reported 13,856,358 total accounts (6,314,319 traditional transactional 
accounts; 6,891,325 million simplified file accounts; 649,608 term deposit accounts and 1,106 savings accounts).

Deposit Products of Popular Credit and Savings Entities

EACPs include Sofipos and Socaps. More than 90% of the deposit accounts of this sector corresponds to on demand deposits 
and are accounts with an average balance of less than $4,000 pesos. Socaps hold 76% of the deposit accounts in the sector. 
Caja Popular Mexicana has 43% of the deposit accounts of Socaps and Libertad Servicios Financieros 46% of the deposit 
accounts of SOFIPOs.

While the number of simplified file accounts is significant 
(6.8 millions), only 53% are active accounts and the 
average balance per active account is $132 pesos. These 
figures highlight that a high percentage of beneficiaries of 
social grants use these accounts and the cards distributed 
to them to withdraw the funds they receive, and carry out 
cash transactions, continue keeping money at home and/or 
use informal savings mechanisms. Therefore, it is important 
to promote the usage of these simplified accounts through 
financial education programs and other initiatives that drive a 
greater number of beneficiaries to take advantage of having 
a formal deposit product to safely save money and carry out 
transactions.  

 

Graph 2.1.6 State-Owned Banking Deposit Products

5. In September 2014, the Oportunidades program became Prospera by including new financial education, savings, credit 
and insurance components, among others, to extend financial inclusion of beneficiaries of social grants, as well as its 
production capacity.
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Graph 2.1.7 Deposit Products of EACPs

Source: CNBV, December 2013

Debit Cards 

Through December 2013, there were more than 109 million debit card accounts. More than 90% of these accounts were 
issued by the commercial banking sector. It is worth highlighting that for every commercial banking deposit account there were 
approximately 0.70 debit card accounts, compared to 0.68 for state-owned banking and 0.02 for EACPs. The high percentage 
of state-owned banking accounts above the total deposit accounts is partly explained by the government’s effort to distribute 
social grants through electronic means. For example, families beneficiaries of the Oportunidades Program, known as from 
2014 as Prospera Social Inclusion Program, receive a debit card linked to a deposit account that contains a chip capable of 
storing digital prints; these mechanisms help improve the security and transparency of the dispersion of grants.

Graph 2.1.8 Number of Debit Card Accounts per Institution

Source: CNBV, December 2013
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Deposit Indicators at a State and Municipal Level

State Coverage

We may observe that the concentration across the country of 
deposit accounts per 10,000 adults is different for commercial 
banking than for state-owned banking and EACPs. In fact, 
those States with a low demographic concentration of 
commercial banking deposit accounts, such as Chiapas, 
Oaxaca, Puebla, Tlaxcala and Guerrero (with less than 
6,500 deposit accounts per 10,000 adults, in comparison 
to the national average of 9,712), have a high demographic 
concentration of EACPs deposit accounts (Oaxaca has 2,723 

accounts per 10,000 adults, in comparison to the national 
average of 1,214) or a high concentration of beneficiaries of 
the Oportunidades Program of grants disbursed by Bansefi.6  
Oaxaca is the state with the highest number of beneficiaries 
per 10,000 adults, with 1,781, and Guerrero, Oaxaca and 
Puebla are far above the average with 1,779, 1,549 and 1,093 
beneficiaries versus the national average of 649 (see Graph 
2.1.9).

The efforts made by EACPs and state-owned banks to 
expand access points in regions unserved or underserved by 
commercial banking have contributed to increase the supply 
and usage of deposit products in such regions.
 

Graphs 2.1.9 Concentration of Deposit Accounts per State

Commercial Banking: Deposit Accounts per 10,000 Adults

6. For state-owned banking, the number of beneficiaries of the Oportunidades program of grants disbursed by Bansefi is used, in 
view that the opening of accounts used to disburse such grants is made massively. Therefore, the distribution of such programs’ 
beneficiaries is a better proxy to analyze state coverage.
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EACPs: Deposit Accounts per 10,000 Adults

State-Owned Banking: Beneficiaries of Oportunidades Grants Distributed by BANSEFI 
per 10,000 Adults
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For more information on deposits demographic indicators per 
type of account of the banking sector and of EACPs for each 
state see the annexes.
 
Municipal Coverage

At the end of 2013, 99.7% of the municipalities (2,450) had 
at least one deposit product of the banking sector or of 

EACPs. When analyzing the percentage of municipalities 
with any deposit product per sector, we find that commercial 
banking has the highest coverage, as it has deposit products 
in 99.6% (2,447) of municipalities, followed by Sofipos with 
68.7% (1,689), Cooperatives with 68.6% (1,685) and finally 
state-owned banking with 16.4% (403) of the country’s 
municipalities. (See Graph 2.1.10).

Graph 2.1.10 Coverage of number of municipalities with Deposit 
Accounts per type of Institution

Source: CNBV, December 2013.
Note: coverage of state-owned banking is underestimated. A large portion of its deposit accounts is opened massively and it 
is difficult to identify the location of the person using the products. However, we know that the Oportunidades program has 
at least one beneficiary in 2,421 municipalities (98.7% of the total), which may be a better proxy for coverage in this sector.
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Although the EACP sector only represents 10% of the deposit accounts at a national level, it has played a very important role 
in the promotion of access and usage of these financial services in areas excluded or underserved by the banking sector. In 
fact, it has 59% of the number of deposit accounts at rural areas and 41% of the number of accounts at areas in transition (see 
Graph 2.1.11).

Graph 2.1.11 Distribution of the number of Deposit 
Accounts per type of municipality

Source: CNBV, December 2013
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Simplified File Accounts (CES, for its acronym in Spanish)

Background:

For purposes of increasing bancarization in Mexico, in 2009, the government established a simplified identification and 
monitoring system for low transactionality accounts. During 2010 and 2011, the CNBV, the Ministry of Finance and the Central 
Bank amended the regulatory framework applicable to credit institutions1 to create a new classification of deposit accounts, so 
as to simplify, to a greater extent, the opening processes for such type of accounts.

Four levels of accounts were established, three of them with simplified opening requirements and special restrictions, including 
limits to control the level of transactionality, as well as control in regards to the channels and geographical areas where they 
may be used (see Table 2.1.12). Thus, a proportionate regulation was put in place, where the opening requirements are 
reduced depending on the risk of each account level. This allows a greater bancarization, without posing an additional risk to 
the integrity of the financial system.

The characteristics of the account levels were determined according to an analysis of several parameters, which included:

	 •			The	income	levels	and	transactional	needs	of	different	population	segments.
	 •			The	value	of	government	grants	distributed	to	beneficiaries	of	social	programs.
	 •			The	history	of	products	and	channels	used	to	carry	out	illegal	activities.

In addition, the use of independent and reliable databases was allowed to verify the identity of clients, including: the National 
Population and Personal ID Registry (RENAPO, for its acronym in Spanish), through the Resident Registration Number (CURP, 
for its acronym in Spanish) and the National Mobile Phone Service Users Registry through the mobile phone number.

Table 2.1.12 Characteristics of Deposit Accounts according to their level

1. Data must be verified by means of an official ID for opening in person or through a data verification system for remote opening 
(RENAPO using the CURP). If the accounts linked to a mobile phone or other equivalent communication device, the Entities must validate 
the CURP and the mobile phone number furnished.
2. Must be activated by the bank or banking agents even if distributed through other means.
3. If the account is used to receive funds from grant programs the limit raises to 6,000 UDIS.

Account level

ID requirements

Opening 
requirements

Opening 
channels

Monthly limits
(in UDIS)

Usage channels

Withdrawal of 
funds via mobile 
phone

Coverage

2

Full name, date of birth, 
address, gender and 

federal state.

In person and remote.
Individuals.

Data, no copies.

Branches, banking 
agents and electronic 

media

3,000 in deposits3

3

In person.
Individuals and 

business entities.
Data, no copies.

Branches, banking 
agents and business 

entities

10,000 in deposits

4

In person.
Individuals and business 

entities.
Data and copies.

Branches.

Determined by the banking 
institution

The same as level 3 plus 
checks

1

None

In person and remote.
Individuals.

No data.

Branches, businesses, 
banking agents and 

electronic media

750 in deposits
1,000 in balance.

Branches, ATMs, POS 
terminals and banking 

agents

No

National

Full name, federal state and date of birth, address, gender, 
nationality, occupation, activity or line of business, telephone 

number and/or email, official ID data, CURP, Federal Taxpayer ID 
Number (RFC, for its acronym in Spanish), Electronic Signature 

(FIEL, for its acronym in Spanish) series.

The same as level 1 plus electronic banking and mobile 
phone

Yes, subject to limits per transaction as set forth in electronic banking regulations.

National and international

1

2
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Financial institutions must establish additional monitoring systems to reduce the risk of using simplified file accounts for illegal 
activities, such as money laundering or financing of terrorism, including:

•	 Analyzing	the	statistical	information	per	geographical	areas,	such	as	activation	of	accounts	and	amounts	transacted	(for	
deposits and withdrawals), to detect situations deviating from the commercial profile of this type of products.

•	 Notifying	any	irregularity	to	the	Financial	Intelligence	Unit	through	the	CNBV.
•	 Evaluating	whether	 it	 is	admissible	 to	submit	 the	case	to	 the	communications	and	control	committee	of	 the	respective	

institution, for purposes of deactivating the means of withdrawal and cancel the corresponding accounts.

Each credit institution may establish additional monitoring plans, taking into account the market each of them is aimed at.

Account Evolution:

Through December 2013, there were 19.1 million simplified file accounts, half of which (9.5 million) were active accounts. 
These accounts correspond to 11.0% of the banking sector transactional accounts, but correspond to less than 0.2% of the 
total balance of the accounts through December 2013. 61% of active accounts belong to commercial banking and the remaining 
39% to state-owned banking.

Graph 2.1.13 Simplified file accounts per level
 

Source: CNBV, December 2013

Level 1 accounts, 22% of active simplified file accounts, correspond to prepaid cards supplied by the banks to employees 
of their corporate clients and beneficiaries of social grants, as well as anonymous wallets linked to a debit card used by 
individuals to carry out transactions. Through December 2013, the main banks supplying level 1 accounts were Banorte/Ixe 
with 1.3 million active accounts (56% of which were active level 1 accounts) and Santander with 0.9 million accounts (42%).

Level 2 accounts hold the greatest number of active simplified file accounts (73%). These are low transactionality accounts 
that may be opened remotely and may be linked to mobile devices. Through December 2013, the main products that stand 
out in this category are accounts opened by Bansefi for the distribution of social subsidies (3.7 million active accounts), the 
accounts of BBVA Bancomer (1.9 million) that correspond overall to Express Accounts, and the Transfer accounts of Banamex 
(1.3 million).
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Level 3 accounts are low risk accounts whose original purpose was to increase the bancarization of small businesses. Through 
December 2013, there were 0.4 million active accounts, almost 100% issued by Santander.

Impact Achieved:

After over two years of having been created, we may state that the simplified file account scheme has positive effects within 
the financial system; in fact, the regulatory framework has served, among others, to the following:

•	 Manage	 to	 frame	 deposit	 products	 in	 a	 comprehensive	 scheme	 that	 has	 brought	 clarity	 to	 the	 supply	 of	 products	 by	
banking institutions.

•	 Allow	the	development	of	business	models	focused	on	low-income	segments	and	unbanked	clients.

•	 Facilitate	 the	 use	 of	 non-traditional	 channels	 such	 as	 banking	 agents	 and	 mobile	 financial	 services,	 as	 well	 as	 the	
participation of non-financial entities (for example, Telcel and TELECOMM) in the supply of deposit products.

•	 Provide	 flexibility	 so	 that	 the	banking	 sector	may	participate	 in	 the	distribution	 of	 social	 grants,	 promoting	 the	use	of	
financial products in populations frequently excluded from the banking system.

•	 Set	an	example	for	proportionate	regulations,	that	has	served	as	a	model	to	create	other	schemes,	thus	contributing	to	
the promotion of financial inclusion, not only in Mexico, but also in other countries that face similar barriers to the access 
to and usage of financial products and services.

It is important to mention that the financial authorities have not yet identified any case where simplified file accounts have been 
used to carry out illegal activities such as money laundering.

Challenges and Opportunities:

At the same time, simplified file accounts provide some opportunity areas to achieve a greater reach:

•	 The	simplified	account	scheme	only	exists	for	the	banking	sector,	therefore,	the	authorities	are	working	on	issuing	similar	
regulations for the savings and credit cooperative sector.

•	 The	three	account	levels	have	not	had	the	same	usage,	thus,	it	is	important	to	review	the	requirements	determined	for	
each level depending on the population needs.

•	 Clients	 using	 these	 products	 prefer	 paying	 per	 transaction	 instead	 of	 having	 a	 fixed	 fee;	 however,	 given	 that	 banks	
may not charge commissions for some of the services provided by them using their own infrastructure (for example, 
withdrawals at ATMs), for some of them it is difficult to create profitable products highly accepted by the clients.

•	 Although	many	banks	have	created	products	using	the	simplified	file	scheme,	there	is	not	always	a	significant	diffusion	
and promotion of such products, therefore, they are still unknown to the majority of the population.
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Deposit Insurance

Bank Deposit Insurance

The Bank Savings Protection Institute (IPAB, for its acronym 
in Spanish) offers to the savers insurance for bank deposits, in 
order to promote the trust in banks and boost savings through 
deposit accounts. This insurance is a free and automatic 
guarantee that protects bank deposits of individuals and 
entities in the light of the potential insolvency of a bank, thus 
contributing to the stability of the financial system and the 
safeguard of the national payment system.

The transactions protected by the IPAB, according to the 
Bank Savings Protection Law (LPAB), are all money deposits 
carried out at commercial banking institutions, regardless of 
their investment term and means of withdrawal, such as sight 
deposits in checking accounts, payroll accounts, deposits 
in savings accounts, term deposits and deposits in current 

At the end of 2013, the number of accounts guaranteed by the IPAB raised to 9.1%, in comparison to the end of 2012, to reach 
over 130 million accounts. It is worth pointing out that, during the past 3 years, the proportion of accounts fully covered in 
regards to the total guaranteed accounts has remained constant, around 99.9%. This means that the coverage limit offered by 
the IPAB is efficient in protecting most holders of products guaranteed under the LPAB.
 

Table 2.1.14 Core Indicators of the Deposit Insurance

accounts linked to debit cards. Although investments by 
other entities, such as insurance companies, savings and 
loan associations and mutual funds are available at bank 
branches, the IPAB does not protect these investments.

One of the main missions of the IPAB is to guarantee bank 
deposits of small and medium savers, therefore, there is a 
coverage limit for deposits of up to the equivalent in Mexican 
pesos of 400 thousand Udis per individual or business entity, 
whatever the number and class of guaranteed obligations 
of the saver and payable by the same commercial banking 
institution. Through December 31, 2013, the IPAB coverage 
was equal to $2,023,492 pesos.

Indicators at a National Level for Bank Deposit 
Insurance7

This subsection analyzes the coverage of deposit insurance 
of the IPAB through two core indicators shown in Table 2.1.14.
 

7.  Core indicators for the deposit insurance are defined in the “Fourth Inclusion Financial Report”, National Council for Financial 
Inclusion, 2011.

Percentage of guaranteed 
accounts that are fully covered

Percentage of guaranteed 
obligations  that are fully covered

Percentage of guaranteed accounts that 
are fully covered according to the limit in 
effect.

Percentage of the total balance of accounts 
covered by the deposit insurance of the 
IPAB according to the limit in effect.
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Graph 2.1.15 Number of accounts fully and partially guaranteed per year

Source: IPAB with information of Banco de México

On the other hand, even when the balance of Guaranteed Obligations grew at a slower pace during 2013 until reaching $2.8 
trillion pesos, the distribution between Covered Guaranteed Obligations and Not Covered Guaranteed Obligations (products 
protected in terms of the LPAB with balances higher than the coverage limit of 400 thousand UDIs), has also remained 
relatively constant.
 

Table 2.1.16 Total Amount of Guaranteed Obligations

* Figures expressed in million pesos
1. GDP at current prices, 2008 basis. Source: INEGI
Source: IPAB with information of Banxico and CNBV

99.9% 99.9% 99.9%

0.1% 0.1% 0.1%

4Q11 4Q12 4Q13

Partially guaranteed accountsFully guaranteed accounts

Fully guranteed 
accounts: 104,973,065 119,385,589 130,275,282

Concept 4Q12 2Q13 4Q131Q13 3Q13
Total amount of Guaranteed Obligations (OG) * 2,618,421 2,529,766 2,611,194 2,706,381 2,821,955
Amount of Covered Guaranteed Obligations (OGC) * 1,477,779 1,456,187 1,485,342 1,470,242 1,596,248
Amount of Not Covered Guaranteed Obligations * 1,140,643 1,073,579 1,125,852 1,236,140 1,225,708
OGC as % of OG 56.44% 57.56% 56.88% 54.32% 56.57%
OGC as % of total liabilities 27.50% 26.85% 26.68% 26.19% 27.24%
OGC as % of GDP 9.13% 9.30% 9.33% 9.13% 9.54%
Coverage limit (pesos)  1,949,850   1,976,605   1,980,702   1,987,508   2,023,492
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Please note that even though partially covered accounts 
represent approximately 0.1% of guaranteed accounts, the 
balance of these accounts represents 56.6% of the balance of 
Guaranteed Obligations. This is due to the fact that the deposit 
insurance offered by the IPAB is designed mainly to protect 
small and medium savers. In this sense, it is considered that 
the IPAB coverage is appropriate, considering that it protects 
in fact the savings of depositors with a lower level of financial 
sophistication.

Implications of the Financial Reform Concerning 
the Deposit Insurance and Bank Resolutions

The entry into force of the so called Financial Reform 
strengthened the IPAB by making several amendments to the 
deposit insurance and bank resolutions and grant to it new 
authority and prefect its tools and processes. These changes 
include a specific liquidation scheme for insolvent banks, 
an improvement to the bank resolution framework and new 
powers granted to the IPAB.

One of the main innovations of the Financial Reform consists 
of incorporating a liquidation scheme for insolvent banks, 
known as Bank Court-Ordered Liquidation (LJB, for its 
acronym in Spanish). This is a specific liquidation scheme 
triggered when the assets of the institution are insufficient 
to pay for their liabilities. This procedure makes liquidation 
more efficient by establishing defined terms at each stage 
of the process, allowing the expedition of the liquidation, 
maximizing the recovery value of the assets of the bank 
subject to liquidation and, in consequence, reducing the 
possible associated tax cost.
 
In addition to the LJB procedure for insolvent banks, 
enhancements were incorporated to the Bank Resolutions. 
These include a greater efficiency in the Payment of 
Guaranteed Obligations, in benefit of the savers, by 
eliminating the requirement to submit a request for payment, 
and the payment shall be made using information of the 
bank system. Likewise, as part of the reforms, the concept of 
Resolution Plans was incorporated, which may be carried out 
by the IPAB using information of the institutions and whose 
purpose consists of detailing the manner and terms for a bank 
to become liquidated in an expedite and orderly way. 

In addition, the Financial Reform granted new powers to the 
IPAB, strengthening it to contribute to the soundness of the 
financial system. Particularly, its power to make inspection 
visits to the institutions. Such visits are no longer limited to the 
verification of information related to Guaranteed Obligations 
and their holders, but also may be conducted to verify 
information regarding fee collection; information related to the 
classification of active and passive transactions; information 
needed to carry out the technical study; and information 

required to prepare the Resolution Plans and to implement 
the resolution methods. Conversely, within the scope of its 
competence, the IPAB may impose penalties related to the 
LPAB or the Credit Institutions Law.

In conclusion, the Financial Reform improved the legal 
framework of the savings protection system and places 
Mexico at the forefront of bank resolutions and, through such 
last reform, the IPAB managed to consolidate itself not only 
as the manager and operator of the deposit insurance, but as 
the main stakeholder of the procedures for the liquidation and 
orderly leaving of the Mexican financial system for banks that 
have not been able to resolve their financial issues.
 
Trust of the Auxiliary Supervision Fund for 
Savings and Credit Cooperatives and for the 
Protection of their Savers 

The Law to Regulate the Activities of Savings and Credit 
Cooperatives (LRASCAP) published in the Federal Official 
Gazette on August 13, 2009, sets forth the creation of a 
protection fund (Trust of the Auxiliary Supervision Fund for 
Savings and Credit Cooperatives and for the Protection of 
their Savers, FOCOOP, for its acronym in Spanish), whose 
purpose is to carry out the auxiliary supervision of SOCAPs 
with operation levels from I to IV; carry out preventive 
operations tending to avoid financial problems faced by 
such cooperatives, as well as achieve the compliance with 
obligations related to the savings deposits of their partners.

The net worth of the protection fund is comprised by 
contributions of the Federal Government and mainly by the 
fees that SOCAPs are obligated to make every month to the 
deposit insurance account. These fees are defined based on 
the value of the deposit balances of the SOCAP and taking 
into account the risk they are exposed to, based on their 
capitalization level and the amount of liabilities subject to 
protection.

Through December 2013, the insurance account showed a 
total balance of $617 million pesos, representing an increase 
of 18% in comparison to December 2012.

The main purpose of the deposit insurance account is to 
strengthen the savings protection system of the sector, 
by trying to cover the deposits of money of the savers 
partners. The protection of savings provided by the fund is 
for an amount equivalent to 25,000 UDIS (or $126,468 pesos 
through December 2013), per individual or business entity, 
whichever the number and class of transactions in their favor, 
and held by the same authorized SOCAP (with operation 
levels I to IV), in case it has financial problems, its dissolution 
or liquidation is declared, or its bankruptcy is declared. 
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Protection Fund for Popular Finance Institutions 
for the Protection of their Savers 

As set forth in Article 99 of the Popular Savings and Credit 
Law, the Federal Government, through the Ministry of Treasury 
and Public Credit (SHCP, for its acronym in Spanish) created 
the Protection Fund for Popular Finance Institutions for the 
Protection of their Savers (PROSOFIPO, for its acronym in 
Spanish) to establish mechanisms that allow detecting and 
preventing financial problems that could be faced by the 
SOFIPOs and  SOFINCOs and thus protecting the savings of 
depositors of such financial institutions if they face solvency 
and liquidity problems. PROSOFIPO covers money deposits 
of each saver up to an amount equivalent to 25,000 UDIS (or 
$126,468 pesos through December 2013) per person by the 
same popular finance institution, regardless of the number or 
class of transactions in their favor.

Through December 2013, PROSOFIPO had a net worth of 
$226 million pesos, 79% more than in December 2012. The 
net worth of the protection fund is comprised of contributions 

made by the Federal Government ($83 million pesos through 
December 2013) and the monthly fees contributed by popular 
finance institutions ($144 millions); these fees are defined 
taking into account the risk they are exposed to depending on 
the level of capitalization and liabilities.
 
A technical committee has been created, formed by 
representatives of the popular finance institutions, in charge 
of establishing the objectives, guidelines and policies to 
regulate the operation of the fund. The technical committee 
designates the members of the savings protection committee, 
which provides information to the entities on the services 
supplied by the fund and its characteristics, and determines 
the fees depending on the information delivered by the 
supervision committees.

The net worth of the protection fund must be invested 
in government securities with broad liquidity or shares 
representing the capital stock of mutual funds in debt 
instruments.
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Section 2: Credit

Access to credit is vital for the development of an economy, 
as it allows making investments and facing unforeseen 
situations, such as diseases, unemployment, climate events, 
among others. The benefits of this access to credit favor all 
population segments, from large corporations and high socio-
economic strata, to small businesses and population with 
scarce economic resources.

Credit represents one of the basic financial services from a 
financial inclusion standpoint, as it allows both households 
and companies to distribute the income and expense flows in 
time, as well as obtain goods and services at the right time 
within economic cycles, thus promoting a greater economic 
productivity.

In this section we will analyze the evolution of supply and 
geographical coverage of credit products, both for different 

types of institutions and different types of products. Likewise, 
we will describe the core credit indicators of micro, small, 
medium and large companies in Mexico. Lastly, we will show 
the changes provided in the Financial Reform for the granting 
of credit.

Following are the main credit products supplied in Mexico.

Credit Products

Credit products are classified according to the type of 
financial institution supplying them. Table 2.2.1 shows the 
classification of credit products in Mexico. 

Table 2.2.1 Credit Products per Type of Institution

Source: CNBV

Banking 
Sector

EACP

Commercial 
Banking     

State-Owned 
Banking

Sofipo             
Cooperatives

Credit card
Personal loan
Payroll loan
Group lending
Auto loan
Mortgage loan

Consumer loan
Housing loan
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Following is a brief description of each product of the banking 
sector:

•	 Credit	 cards1 are granted when opening a credit 
account and serve as means of payment in some 
establishments. The amount spent using the cards is a 
loan that must be paid on a date previously established. 

•	 Personal	 loan	 is	 a	 fixed	 amount	 loan	 granted	 to	 an	
individual that requires a guarantee, pledge and/or 
promissory note, whose payment may be set from 3 to 
60 months (five years), and whose payments may be 
weekly, biweekly or monthly. 

•	 Payroll	loan	is	a	simple,	fixed	amount	loan	that	may	be	
obtained by an employee who receives his/her salary on 
a regular basis, by means of a deposit to his/her payroll 
account, where the employee’s salary constitutes the 
collateral. The term may be from 3 to 30 months (two 
and a half years) with automatic debit to the payroll 
account.

•	 Group	lending	is	the	one	usually	granted	to	groups	from	
three to six persons - in some cases up to 20 persons 
- formed by members who previously know each other, 
organize voluntarily and have a person responsible 
for the group. The main collateral is that the members 
act as guarantors for each other in a joint, several and 
indivisible manner.

•	 Auto	loans	are	loans	in	which	banks	deliver	to	the	clients	
an amount of money for the acquisition of automobiles 

and vans with financing periods that may range from 6 
to 60 months (five years). This is a type of pledge loan, 
i.e., the legal title to the good operates as collateral. 

•	 Mortgage	loan	is	a	 long	term	loan,	from	5	to	30	years,	
intended for construction, acquisition, enlargement or 
remodeling of real estate property, such as a house, 
apartment or piece of land. 

Credit products of popular savings and credit institutions 
(EACP) include:

•	 Consumer	 loan,	granted	 through	credit	 cards	or	 fixed-
amount loans to individuals, with similar characteristics 
than those of credit cards and personal bank loans.

•	 Housing	loans	have	the	same	characteristics	than	those	
of the bank mortgage loan, but in this case, it is granted 
by an EACP to its partners or clients.

Credit Indicators at a National Level

Core Credit Indicators

Based on the indicators established by the Alliance for 
Financial Inclusion (AFI), the coverage of credit products is 
analyzed through two core indicators: the number of credit 
contracts per 10,000 adults and the percentage of adults 
having at least one type of regulated credit account (see 
Table 2.2.2).

 

1.  Credit cards and personal loans are the financial channels to consumer loans granted by banks.

Table 2.2.2 Core Credit Indicators

Source: AFI and GPFI

Credit contracts per 10,000 
adults

CC per 10,000 adults

Total number of credit cards, personal loans, payroll loans, group lending, auto 
loans and mortgage loans granted per 10,000 adults.

Number of credit card contracts per 10,000 adults.
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The core credit indicator at a national level and the information itemized per sector are shown in Table 2.2.3. At the end of 2013, 
there were 51.1 million credit contracts, which is equal to 6,024 credit products per 10,000 adults. 

Commercial banking provides most of credit products, constituting 94% of the total credits. The number of commercial banking 
credit products has grown 14% from December 2012 to December 2013. In case of the EACP, cooperatives supply 5% of the 
current products in the market and, by the end of 2013, they had an annual growth of 6%.

By the end of 2013, there was at least one credit product in almost all municipalities of the country (see Table 2.2.3).
  

Table 2.2.3 Core Credit Indicators

Source: CNBV, December 2013

International Comparison

According to data reported by the World Bank, domestic credit to the private sector in Mexico at the end of 2013 represented 
30.6% of the Gross Domestic Product, above countries such as Uruguay with 26.8% and Argentina with 15.8%. However, in 
other countries such as Colombia, it was placed in 50.2%, Brazil 70.7%, Chile 105.9%; the United States 192.3%, while in 
Spain it is 172.0% (see Graph 2.2.4).

Graph 2.2.4 Domestic Credit Provided by Banking Sector in % of the GDP

Source: World Bank, December 2013

Sector Credit 
Contracts

Credit Indicator 
per 10,000 

adults
CAGR 

2012-2013
CAGR 

2012-2013
Municipal 
Coverage

Commercial banking  48,160,496  14%  5,680  12% 99.8%
State-owned banking  14,881  -1%  2  -3% 2.2%
Total Banking  48,175,377  14%  5,682  12% 99.8%
Cooperatives  2,303,596  6%  272  4% 60.4%
Sofipo  598,385  4%  71  2% 62.0%
Total EACP  2,901,981  6%  342  4% 78.1%
Total  51,077,358  13%  6,024  11% 99.8%
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Graph 2.2.5 Banking Credit Products 

Following, we will individually analyze each of the banking credit products:

Credit Cards 

Through December 2013, there were near 27 million credit card contracts mainly issued by commercial banks. Credit cards 
represent 53% of the total credit contracts and their demographic indicator grew by 2% during the past year (see Graph 2.2.6). 

Banking Credit Products

Banking credit products presented in this section are credit cards, personal loans, payroll loans, group lending, mortgage loans 
and auto loans. It is worth mentioning that state-owned banking only provides credit cards supplied by Banjército to members 
of the Mexican Army, Air Force and Navy. Credit card contracts of state-owned banking represent a very small portion of credit 
products (0.03%).
 
If we individually analyze credit indicators per type of institution and type of product, we may observe that out of the total credit 
contracts, 56% corresponds to credit cards, 25% to personal loans, 9% to payroll loans, 5% to group lending, 3% to mortgage 
loans and 1% to auto loans (see Graph 2.2.5).

 

Source: CNBV, December 2013

Number of credit contracts 
per 10,000 adults

12%

2%

49%

10%

Change 
vs. 2012

 48,175

 26,917

 11,933

 4,498

-1%

25%

-1%

 2,768

 1,386

 673

# of contracts
(thousands)

 79 

 164 

 326 

 530 

 1,407 

 3,175 

 5,682 

Auto loan

Mortgage loan

Group lending

Payroll loan

Personal loan

Credit card

Total credit contracts
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Graph 2.2.6 Historical Evolution of Credit Cards 

Source: CNBV, December 2013

A moderate growth of this product continues, due to the 
sustained implementation of measures to avoid the population 
from becoming over-indebted. In regards to the suppliers of 
this product, five banks hold 92% of credit cards: Banamex, 
BBVA Bancomer, BanCoppel, Santander and HSBC, in that 
order of relevance. 

Personal Loans

Personal loans have shown a significant growth vis-à-vis 
other credit products, which is due mainly for being a product 
easy to obtain and aimed at persons who, despite not having 
a formal employment, may prove their income level with bank 
statements or proof of ownership, among others. 

At the end of 2013, there were near 12 million personal 
loans representing 25% of the total credit contracts issued 
by 34 banks (both commercial and state-owned banks). The 
number of personal loans per 10,000 adults has grown at a 
rate of 49% during the past year, mainly due to the increase 
of loans granted by Banco Azteca and Banco Ahorro Famsa 
(these two banks hold 81% of the personal loan portfolio), 
followed by Banamex, Banjército and BBVA Bancomer; 13% 
of the personal loan portfolio is held by these three banks.

Payroll Loans

Payroll loan is an easily accessible product, as it is linked to 
the payroll account of the client, whose salary is the collateral 
of the loan. The amount of the loan is granted depending on 
the monthly income earned by the client, payments are made 
automatically, prior authorization from the client to deduct it 
from the account within the term agreed upon. 

Through December 2013, 15 commercial banking institutions 
reported having placed a total of 4.5 million payroll loans with 
an indicator of 530 contracts per 10,000 adults. The total 
payroll loan portfolio is over 122 thousand million pesos, 
where three banks hold 86% of the payroll loan portfolio: 
BBVA Bancomer, Banamex and Banorte/IXE in order of 
relevance.

Group Lending

In general, these credits are aimed at women and their 
purpose is to promote the development of microbusinesses. 
This type of credits allows providing this service to persons 
who lack a prior credit history, since the credit collateral is 
joint among the members of the same group. Even when 
loans are assigned to a group, each member receives an 
individualized loan in accordance with his/her expertise and 
time in the group, which allows clients to build a credit history, 
which may be used afterwards to apply for larger individual 
or personal loans.

At the end of 2013, there were near 2.8 million group loans with 
an indicator of 326 contracts per 10,000 adults. The number 
of group loans per 10,000 adults showed a decrease of -1% 
during the past year (see Graph 2.2.7), mainly because only 
one commercial banking institution (Banco Compartamos) 
places such kind of loans. With new institutions supplying 
this type of loan (Banco Forjadores) entering the market, 
the volume of group lending is expected to increase and the 
credit conditions are expected to improve.

23.9 24.1 26.2 26.8 27.6 27.8 25.2 26.0 25.9 26.0 27.0 26.4 26.9 

3,068 3,093 3,286 3,361 3,456 
3,337 

3,020 3,121 3,108 3,065 3,189 3,113 3,175 

4Q10 1Q11 2Q11 3Q11 4Q11 1Q12 2Q12 3Q12 4Q12 1Q13 2Q13 3Q13 4Q13
Credit Cards (millions) Demographic Indicator
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Mortgage Loans

At the end of December 2013, 23 commercial banking institutions reported a total of 1.4 million mortgage loans with an 
indicator of 164 contracts per 10,000 adults. The number of mortgage loans per 10,000 adults showed an increase of 25% 
during the past year (see Graph 2.2.8). The institutions that placed the most mortgage loans in the market are BBVA Bancomer, 
Banamex, Banorte/IXE and Santander.

Graph 2.2.7 Historical Evolution of Group Lending 

Source: CNBV, December 2013

Graph 2.2.8 Historical Evolution of Mortgage Loans 

Source: CNBV, December 2013
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The Institute for the National Fund for Employee Housing (Infonavit, for its acronym in Spanish) contributes to the 
comprehensive welfare of the country’s employees by supplying accessible credit solutions to satisfy their housing 
needs in sustainable environments and competitive communities. 

It is one of the largest mortgage institutions in the world: the top financial entity in terms of portfolio management 
and the fourth largest in origination of loans. Its share in the national mortgage market makes it the most important 
stakeholder, as it holds 70% of the market assets (loan portfolio).

The Infonavit has a share of 68% of the national mortgage market and is the financial institution that serves the 
most number of active employees: 18 million beneficiaries at the end of 2013. Consistent with the social nature of 
the Infonavit, 68.5% of loans granted in 2013 were aimed at employees with minimum income, which means an 
increase by 24% for such segment in comparison to 2012.

Loans granted by the Infonavit showed a growth of 15.3% from 2012 to 2013, going from 4.4 to 5 million mortgage 
loans. In 2013, more than 650 thousand loans were granted at a national level. The following table shows the 
accrued number of loans signed at a state level during the past two years.

Mortgage Loans of the Institute for the National Fund for 
Employee Housing (Infonavit)

Federal State 2012 2013

Aguascalientes  76,569 88,255
Baja California  219,111 253,575
Baja California Sur   67,045 75,887
Campeche  21,280 25,223
Coahuila  89,833 121,317
Colima  207,061 211,532
Chiapas  174,897 180,939
Chihuahua  110,545 162,387
Federal District 272,324 304,535
Durango  65,513 80,865
State of Mexico   341,494 393,370
Guanajuato  204,643 231,506
Guerrero  32,727 38,766
Hidalgo  85,163 98,057
Jalisco  329,794 380,820
Michoacán   89,150 100,694
Morelos  49,353 58,108
Nayarit  39,970 46,293
Nuevo León   486,530 570,107
Oaxaca  21,622 24,752
Puebla  129,795 146,437
Querétaro  108,269 124,518
Quintana Roo  111,216 127,012
San Luis Potosí  89,552 105,164
Sinaloa  129,189 148,901
Sonora  185,750 214,940
Tabasco  45,057 53,730
Tamaulipas  258,174 291,966
Tlaxcala  24,078 27,763
Veracruz  164,566 191,319
Yucatán  103,426 118,967
Zacatecas  25,483 29,103
Total  4,359,179 5,026,808

Accrued number of loans
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Nuevo León is the State with the greatest accrued number of loans and number of loans exercised in 2013, followed 
by the State of Mexico. Oaxaca is the State with the lowest accrued number of loans and also the State that 
exercised the lowest number of loans during 2013.

Graph 2.2.9 EACP Credit Products

Credit Indicators at a State and Municipal Level

State Coverage

Like the concentration per States of deposit accounts, the concentration of credit contracts per 10,000 adults is different for the 
banking sector than for EACP. States having a low demographic concentration of commercial banking credit contracts, such 
as Guanajuato, Durango, San Luis Potosí, Oaxaca, Chiapas and Zacatecas (with 3,826, 3,569, 3,449, 3,148, 3,002 and 2,812 
credit contracts per 10,000 adults, respectively versus the national average of 5,682), have a high demographic concentration 
of credit accounts of EACP (Guanajuato has 1,461 contracts per 10,000 adults and San Luis Potosí has 694 contracts vis-à-vis 
the national average of 342) (see Graph 2.2.10).

Source: CNBV, December 2013

Auto loans

The intended use of this type of loan is to acquire a durable 
good, i.e., a means of transportation for personal or business 
use. This market is served by the banking sector, multiple 
purpose financial institutions or directly through auto loan 
financing companies.

Through December 2013, it can be found an indicator of 79 
contracts per 10,000 adults, and over 672 thousand contracts 
placed. 

The number of auto loans per 10,000 adults showed a 
decrease of -1% during the past year, mainly due to persons 

contracting this type of loan directly with financing entities of 
auto dealers and not with banks.

Credit Products of Popular Savings and Credit 
Entities

We have included Sofipo and Cooperatives within EACP. 97% 
of credit contracts of this sector corresponds to consumer 
loans, which have an average balance of less than $19,500 
pesos. Cooperatives hold 79% of the credit contracts of the 
sector. Caja Popular Mexicana holds the highest portfolio 
concentration in effect of consumer loans (42%) and Caja 
de Ahorro de los Telefonistas holds the portfolio in effect of 
housing credits (40%).

 

Number of credit contracts 
per 10,000 adults
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Change 
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# of contracts 
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Graph 2.2.10 Concentration of Credit Contracts per State

Banca múltiple: contratos de crédito por cada 10,000 adultos

EACP: Credit Contracts per 10,000 Adults

Municipal Coverage

At the end of 2013, 99.8% of the municipalities (2,452) had at least one credit product of the banking sector or of EACP. When 
analyzing the percentage of municipalities with any credit product per sector, we find that commercial banking has the highest 
coverage, as it has credit products in 99.8% (2,452) of municipalities, followed by Sofipo with 62% (1,524), Cooperatives with 
60.4% (1,484) and finally state-owned banking with 2.2% (55) of the country’s municipalities (see Graph 2.2.11).
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Graph 2.2.11 Coverage of Number of Municipalities with Credit 
Contracts per Type of Institution

Even though the EACP sector only represents 6% of credit contracts, it has played a major role in promoting access and usage 
of financial services in areas excluded or underserved by the banking sector, as it has 22% of credit contracts in rural areas 
and 19% in in-transition areas (see Graph 2.2.12).

Source: CNBV, December 2013

Graph 2.2.12 Distribution of the Number of Credit Contracts per 
Type of Municipality

 Source: CNBV, December 2013
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Institute for the National Fund for Employee Consumption (Infonacot)

Background:

The mission of the Fonacot Institute is to support employees of private and public affiliated work centers 
by guaranteeing access to loans, granting financing and promoting savings, to improve the social welfare 
of the employees and their families. In order to obtain a Fonacot loan it is required to be an employee over 
18 years of age, with seniority from one to three years as minimum in the current job and the company to 
be affiliated to the Fonacot Institute.

The Fonacot loan grants the worker a line of credit that may be used to purchase a wide variety of goods 
and services at business establishments located throughout the country. A loan may be obtained in the 
amount of up to four months’ salary of the worker, which may be repaid in installments that go through 6 
up to 36 months; the repayment of the loan is made by payroll discounts.

On November 30, 2013 the term expired whereby Article 132 (XXVI bis) of the Federal Labor Law (LFT, 
for its acronym in Spanish), sets forth the employers’ obligation to affiliate the work center to the Fonacot 
Institute, so that employees may be subject to credit provided by such entity. 

With the new LFT, Fonacot has the opportunity of extending the loan benefit to a greater number of 
applicants for the granting of Fonacot loans and it stops being a labor offer to become a constitutional right 
for workers. With the reform, the potential market of the Fonacot Institute raised to more than eighteen 
million workers at a national level, including temporary workers. 

With the institutional transformation of the Fonacot, several improvements have been promoted, such as:

•	 Greater number of affiliated work centers, going from 59,864 in December 2012 to 210,766 in 
December 2013, which represents an increase of 252%.

Work Centers Affiliated to the Fonacot Institute

Source: Fonacot Institute

 51,356  52,464  55,048  58,012  59,864 

 210,766 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
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	•	 In	addition	to	launching	of	the	Fonacot-MasterCard	card	in	2012,	in	November	2013,	the	Institute	launched	
to the market the Fonacot-MasterCard card with security chip, offering a greater reliability in transactions 
carried out using such means. 

•	 With	 the	entry	 into	 force	of	 the	Fonacot-MasterCard	card,	 the	number	of	business	establishments	 that	
accept Fonacot loan as payment was extended from over 30 thousand establishments to more than 500 
thousand.

•	 Increase	of	 loans	granted	 to	workers,	 since	 in	2013,	2.1	million	 loans	were	granted	 for	 the	amount	of	
$10,523 million pesos, in comparison to 1.5 million credits for the amount of $8,550 million pesos in 2012.

Source: Fonacot Institute

Through its credit products, the Fonacot allows workers to acquire products and services at any business 
establishment with the Fonacot-MasterCard card, as well as to cover unforeseen events using the credit in 
cash. With this, a greater total coverage is provided, thus aiding the country’s workers.

1,538,399

2,106,912

2012 2013

37%

Number of credits placed 
(thousands)

Amount placed 
(millions)

8,551

10,523

2012 2013

23%
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Credit Indicators for the Business Sector

Classification of Enterprises in Mexico

Micro, small and medium enterprises are a fundamental 
element for the economic development of countries, both due 
to their contribution to employment, and their contribution to 
the Gross Domestic Product.

In the case of Mexico, over 99% of the total economic units 
in the country are micro, small or medium enterprises, which 
represent near 52% of the Gross Domestic Product and 
contribute in generating over 70% of formal jobs.

On June 30, 2009 the Order Setting Forth the Stratification 
of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises was published in the 
Federal Official Gazette.

In order to know the number of establishments in the country 
that carry out any economic activity, from February to July 
2014 the 2014 Economic Census was carried out by the 
INEGI. There is still no information related to 2013, thus, we 
used the information on the number of enterprises reported in 
the 2009 Economic Census (see Table 2.2.13).

Table 2.2.13 Classification of Enterprises in Mexico

Source: INEGI, 2009 Economic Census 

Credit Indicators for Enterprises at a National Level

Next, we analyze the coverage of credit products for enterprises using two indicators: the percentage of enterprises that hold 
loans over the total number of enterprises reported in the Economic Census and the number of loans aimed at enterprises per 
10,000 enterprises (see Table 2.2.14).
 

Table 2.2.14 Credit Indicators for Enterprises

Source: CNBV

Size Sector PercentageNumber of 
workers

Number 
of enterprises

Micro

Small

Medium

Large
Total

All
Commerce
Industry and Services
Commerce
Services
Industry
All

From 1 to 10
From 11 to 30
From 11 to 50
From 31 to 100
From 51 to 100
From 51 to 250
More than 250

3,537,818

 148,961 

 29,792 

7,448
3,724,019

95.0%

4.0%

0.8%

0.2%
100.0%

Enterprises having any credit 
contract

Credit contracts per 10,000 
enterprises

Percentage of enterprises having a credit contract.

Total number of credit contracts granted per 10,000 
enterprises.
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The itemized number of enterprises that have a credit contract at a national level may be observed in Graph 2.2.15. After, we 
show an itemized classification of such indicator per sector (commercial banking, state-owned banking and popular savings 
and credit entities).

Graph 2.2.15 Enterprises Having Credit Contracts

Source: CNBV, December 2013

The number of companies having a credit contract is only available for commercial banking and state-owned banking. Due to 
the above, the indicator for enterprises having any credit contract only makes reference to the banking sector.

The percentage of companies that have a banking credit contract is 8.5% of the total enterprises in the country (see Table 
2.2.16).

Table 2.2.16 Enterprises Having Banking Credit Contracts

Source: INEGI and CNBV, December 2013

 4,268 Credit contracts 
for enterprises 

Number of credit contracts 
per 10,000  enterprises

Change 
vs. 2012

# of contracts 
(millions)

16%  1.6 

Institution 
granting 
the credit

Number of 
enterprises

Proportion 
of enterprises 
having credit

Number of 
borrowers

Commercial banking  3,724,019   316,453  8.5%
State-owned banking  3,724,019   416  0.01%
Total National  3,724,019   316,869  8.5%
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Indicators Per Sector

Commercial Banking

The indicator of credit contracts granted to enterprises at a national level by commercial banks is shown in Graph 2.2.17. 

Graph 2.2.17 Number of Credits to Enterprises Granted by Commercial Banks

Source: CNBV, December 2013

  
Although the segment of micro, small and medium enterprises holds 72% of the number of credits granted to enterprises, only 
8% of the enterprises in this segment has a credit.

If we analyze the proportion per size of enterprise having a credit, only 6.7% of micro enterprises have any credit in comparison 
to the large enterprises segment, in which 66% have credit.

Banks that grant the most credit contracts to enterprises are BBVA Bancomer (386,749), HSBC (190,897), Santander (75,230), 
Banorte/Ixe (63,155) and Banamex (54,451). It is worth highlighting the share of Bankaool in the number of credits granted, 
given that at the end of 2013, it reported 21,303 credit contracts granted to enterprises, thus placing itself number seven out 
of a total of 36 banks that grant credit to enterprises.

The average credit granted by commercial banks per contract is 1.3 million pesos. In the case of Bankaool the average credit 
granted to enterprises is 64 thousand pesos, the lowest in the sector.

State-Owned Banking

The indicator of credit contracts granted to enterprises at a national level by state-owned banks is shown in Graph 2.2.18. 

Number of credits by commercial banks 
per 10,000  enterprises

24%
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Change 
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905
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41

202

-2% 409
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8.5%

65.6%

16.2%

46.1%

6.7%

% of enterprises 
having credit

1,156

13,577

13,776

338,532

2,429
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Total commercial banks
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Graph 2.2.18 Number of Credits to Enterprises Granted by State-Owned Banks

The Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior (Bancomext) grants 
the highest number of credits to enterprises in the country, as 
its purpose is to contribute to the development and creation of 
jobs in Mexico, by financing Mexican foreign trade, granting 
credits either directly or through commercial banks and non-
banking financial intermediaries, so that Mexican enterprises 
may increase their productivity and competitiveness.

It is followed by Nacional Financiera (Nafinsa), whose 
mission is to contribute to the economic development of the 
country, by facilitating access for micro, small and medium 
enterprises, entrepreneurs and priority investment projects 
to finance and other entrepreneurial development services, 
as well as to contribute the creation of financial markets 
and acting as trustee and financial agent for the Federal 

Source: CNBV, December 2013

Government, in order to allow the fostering of innovation, 
improving productivity, competitiveness, creation of jobs and 
the regional growth.

Finally, the purpose of the Banco Nacional de Obras y 
Servicios Públicos (Banobras) is to finance or refinance 
public or private investment projects in public infrastructure 
and utilities, as well as aid in the institutional strengthening of 
the Federal, State and Municipal Governments.

Popular Savings and Credit Entities

The indicator of credit contracts granted to enterprises at a 
national level by popular savings and credit entities is shown 
in Graph 2.2.19. 

Graph 2.2.19 Number of Credits to Enterprises Granted by EACPs

Source: CNBV, December 2013
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Popular finance institutions grant a greater number of credits 
to enterprises in the country, since, as mentioned in Chapter 
1, their purpose is to foster the economic and social self 
improvement and the wellbeing of their members and of the 
communities where they operate.

Savings and credit cooperatives provide a lesser amount of 
credits, since, being organized under the General Corporation 
and Partnership Law, they may only carry out transactions 
with their partners.

From the above information, we may highlight the following 
data: 

•	 Commercial	 banks	 provide	 the	 highest	 part	 of	 credit	
contracts, representing 57% of the total credits to 
enterprises. The number of commercial banking credit 
products has grown 24% from December 2012 through 
December 2013. 

•	 State-owned	banks	contribute	only	1%	of	credit	products	
to enterprises and the number of credit products has 
grown by 11% in contrast with 2012. 

•	 Popular	 savings	 and	 credit	 entities	 provide	 the	
remaining 42% of credit contracts to enterprises and, 
from December 2012 to December 2013, they showed 
a growth of 8%.

Implications of the Financial Reform on Credits

The Financial Reform seeks to extend credit through financial 
institutions, both public and private. 

In order to foster credit through state-owned banks, their 
regulatory framework shall be made more flexible, so as to 
contribute to the development of the financial system and the 

strengthening of such institutions. Some of the main actions 
to be taken in order to promote credit granted by state-owned 
banks shall be that institutions have as a basic mandate 
to facilitate access to credit and to financial services, by 
determining the rates, terms and risks of transactions and 
types of businesses.

In addition, financing options granted by state-owned banks 
are expanded to facilitate the extension of loans to enterprises 
in which it would be eventually necessary to take control 
under unfortunate events, such as collection of a security 
interest, in order to safeguard the payment of the loan.

Deriving from the Financial Reform, Bansefi may now grant 
loans directly to low-income persons, mainly in those areas 
where banking institutions or other financial entities have no 
presence.

Likewise, state-owned banking has the obligation to promote 
the financial inclusion of the population in general, and 
particularly of women, children and young people, as well as 
indigenous communities, creating specific financial programs 
and products with a gender perspective, programs for micro, 
small and medium enterprises, and programs for small rural 
producers, among others. 

In order to foster credit granted by private financial 
institutions, the schemes for guarantees are made more 
flexible, expediting bankruptcies, and fostering the dispute 
resolution at specialized courts, in such manner that creditors 
may more easily recover their resources in case of breach 
and therefore have better incentives to make loans. 

Finally, in order to strengthen the information of the clients’ 
credit histories, all financial intermediaries granting credit 
shall provide data on their clients at least to one credit 
information company.
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Introduction

The banking sector in Mexico has three main functions: i) 
manage savings, ii) transform savings into loans to support 
production projects, and iii) manage the payment system.

On December 12, 2002, the Payment Systems Law was 
published in the Federal Official Gazette, granting the 
Banco de México the authority to carry out supervision 
and surveillance duties on the Systems Managers and the 
Payment Systems, so as to ensure their correct operation. 

The purpose of supervising the payment systems is to assess 
the risks they are subject to, the control systems and the 
mechanisms adopted in case of breach, as well as the quality 
of their management. The foregoing, so that payment systems 
adhere to the usage and healthy practices determined for 
such systems and, in general, for financial markets.

Payment System.

The payment system consists of facilitating the settlement 
of obligations created among economic agents. Financial 
institutions play a strategic role by allowing the flow of 
financial resources throughout the country, by distributing 
bills and coins, issuing checks and cards, taking payments 
through these products, processing electronic funds transfers 
and extending the distribution of cash through ATMs, among 
others.

Payment systems are formed by a set of instruments, 
procedures and regulations for the transfer of financial 
resources among its participants. Such systems are 
indispensable for the financial system to efficiently work, 

Section 3: Transactions

because, if they fail to have an adequate design, some of 
them could cause liquidity problems that could be transmitted 
from one participant to the other, disturbing the stability of 
the financial system and creating distrust in the financial 
system. For such reasons, one of the purposes of the Banco 
de México is to foster the proper operation of the country’s 
payment systems. Likewise, the Mexican Banks Association 
(ABM, for its acronym in Spanish) has worked in improving 
the operation of means of payment and redirecting the 
development thereof toward the use of electronic means, 
whose processing is less expensive, more efficient and safer 
than physical means. That is, it is sought to promote the use 
of debit and credit cards, electronic payment by direct debit 
and electronic transfers in lieu of checks and transactions at 
branches.

To this regard, we find that the number of transactions with 
checks has decreased by 6.3% for same bank check deposits 
and 7.6% for checks coming from other banks from 2010 
to 2013 (see Graph 2.3.1). On the other hand, the number 
of bank cards increased during the same period; however, 
both the number and growth of cards have centered on debit 
cards. Through December 2013, there were 103 million debit 
cards, which grew at a pace of 9.4% since 2011, but there 
were only 26 million credit cards, which grew at a pace of 
2.5%. With this, the need of further promoting the usage 
of diverse means of payment becomes more evident, i.e., 
stimulating the dispersion of more ATMs and POS terminals 
to extensively promote the usage of cards. Also, the need to 
democratize credit among the country’s population becomes 
evident, since, bearing in mind that most users generally 
have more than one credit card, the number of adults using 
this product is below 30% of the adult population.
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Traditionally, payment systems are classified in two groups: 
high value (see Table 2.3.2) and low value (see Table 2.3.3). 
The first ones are used by financial intermediaries to fulfill 
their obligations. The second ones are used by individuals to 
carry out transactions. Physical means related to low value 
systems are bank cards, checks and electronic transfers.

There is a broad consensus for transactions in high value 
payment systems to be paid on the same day, and the general 
practice is to make the payment as soon as possible, given the 
impact of such amounts on the financial system. At first, these 
systems were developed to settle transactions of financial 
markets, obligations originated in other payment systems 
(described below) and obligations of financial intermediaries, 
thus, the average payment amounts were very high. However, 

Graph 2.3.1 Historical Evolution of Means of Payment

Source: Banco de México, December 2013.

technological and financial advances have made it possible 
for financial intermediaries to supply such systems’ services 
to their clients for low amount payments.

On the other hand, a great number of payments are settled 
in systems with differed payment schemes, which are low 
value payment systems. Companies use such systems 
for commercial and payroll payments, as well as for other 
payments that are not urgent or that may be previously 
scheduled. The average amount of these payments is low. 
These systems play a crucial role in the functioning of the 
economy by facilitating payments for goods and services 
among the relevant economic agents, as well as the transfer 
of resources among savers, investors and consumers. 
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Table 2.3.2 High Value Payment Systems

Source: Banco de México.

System

Interbank Electronic 
Payment System 
(SPEI)

Banco de México 
Account Holders 
Service System 
(SIAC)

System for the 
Deposit, Management 
and Payment of 
Securities (DALÍ)

Extended Use 
Electronic Payment 
System (SPEUA)

Interactive System for 
Securities Deposit 
(SIDV)

Pension Fund Administrators, 
brokerage firms, foreign 
exchange dealers, credit 
institutions, insurance 
companies, limited purpose 
financial institutions and 
mutual funds (distributors and 
carriers).

Banks, brokerage firms and 
some entities of the public 
sector, such as the Federal 
Treasury Office and the trusts 
managed by the Banco de 
México.

Banks, brokerage firms and 
other domestic and foreign 
financial institutions.

Only banks may be 
participants in the system.

Banks, brokerage firms, 
insurance companies, foreign 
banks, mutual fund operators 
and others.

Each month, the Banco de 
México charges each 
participant an amount 
estimated based on:
- The number of transfer 
orders and transfer requests 
sent.
- The number of refunds 
received.
- The amount of information 
retransmitted requested by 
the institution.

Each participanting 
institution must pay an 
annual fee for using the 
system, at the beginning of 
the year. The fee is 
estimated based on installed 
terminals.

Indeval charges each month 
to its depositors for the 
services provided by it. Such 
services include the custody 
of securities, "delivery 
versus payment" settlement, 
transfer of securities and 
computer services.

Indeval charges each month 
to its depositors for the 
services provided by it. Such 
services include securities 
deposit, management, 
custody, setoff and 
settlement, transfer and 
computer services.

19:00 - Start 
of transaction 
(previous 
day).
17:35 - End of 
transaction.

19:00 - Start 
of transaction 
(previous 
day).
18:15 - End of 
transaction.

7:46 - Start of 
transaction.
16:15 - End of 
transaction.
16:20 - 
Transfer of 
balances from 
DALÍ cash 
accounts to 
SPEI 
accounts.

8:30 - Start of 
transaction.
15:15 - End of 
transaction.
16:05 - 
Settlement of 
balance from 
SIDV control 
accounts in 
the SIAC.

Operating 
HoursRates / FeesParticipantsDescription

The SPEI started operations on August 13, 2004.
It is the main mean whereby banks pay off transac-
tions among themselves and among their clients.
It allows making transfers of funds among its 
participants. It includes information to indicate whether 
a client instructed the payment and, as the case may 
be, to identify the client. It may also contain informa-
tion to instruct the receiving participant to accredit the 
payment to one of its clients.  

This system manages current accounts of participants 
maintained with Banco de México. Although it allows 
definitive transfers of funds among participants’ 
accounts, with no restriction as to the amount, more 
than a payment system, it represents the mean 
whereby the Central Bank provides liquidity to the 
participants in the payment system.

It is a system for the electronic record in accounts of 
shares of stock and government and private debt 
securities. The system pays off the cash portion of 
transactions  through cash accounts management 
service provided by the Banco de México to the 
Indeval. The money used to settle transactions is held 
at Banco de México and the DALÍ participants may 
transfer funds from their cash accounts to their 
accounts in the SPEI and SIAC payment systems. At 
the end of transactions, DALÍ transfers the balances of 
cash accounts of depositors to their SPEI accounts or 
to the bank accounts specified by them.

It is a system to make payments (own and of third 
parties) between banks. The system may transfer 
payment capacity (positive balance or available credit) 
among accounts of a same participant to the SIAC 
and/or the SIDV. At the end of the day, the system 
transfers the balance of its accounts to the current 
accounts maintained by the participants with the SIAC. 
The SPEUA only accepts payments higher than or 
equal to 50 thousand pesos.

This system is operated by the Securities Depository 
Institution (INDEVAL, for its acronym in Spanish) and 
is a record system in accounts of the transfer of 
securities resulting from the daily operation of the 
money market and the capital market under a Delivery 
Versus Payment scheme. Participants may transfer 
positive balances from their cash accounts to the 
SIAC. At the end of the operation, the balance from 
their cash accounts is transferred to SIAC current 
accounts.
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The Interbank Electronic Payment System (SPEI) is a 
transfer system promoted by the Banco de México, as it 
is more efficient, safer and cheaper than checks. Its main 
characteristics include the following:

•	 More	 secure:	 It	 includes	 a	 mechanism	 to	 identify	 the	
issuer of the transaction.

•	 Lower	cost:	Banks	were	coordinated	to	establish	a	cap	
of $11 pesos to the SPEI fee for transactions of less 
than 100,000 pesos. Also, the annual participation fee 
in the SPEI was eliminated.

•	 Greater	 usage:	 The	 lower	 limit	 ($50	 mil	 pesos)	 was	
eliminated from the amount that could be sent via SPEI.

•	 More	 participants:	 The	 direct	 participation	 of	 non-
banking institutions was allowed. Currently, there are 
21 non-bank participants. 

This has contributed in transforming the SPEI from a high 
value means of payment with few transactions to a means of 
payment used to send electronic payments among individuals. 
Since the issuance of the first Financial Services Transparency 
and Regulation Law in 2004, which promotes a more efficient 
usage of means of payment, the Banco de México has also 
become involved in the operation of low value systems.

In December 2013, the Banco de México, for purposes of 
continuing extending the options that foster the usage of 
secure, expeditious and low cost means of payment, resolved 
to adjust the regulation applicable to electronic funds transfers 
in order to facilitate the usage of mobile devices to process 
transactions through  SPEI; such rules shall become effective 
in 2015 (Circular 2/2013).

In addition, on December 6, 2013, Circular 3/2013 
was also published in the Federal Official Gazette; this 
circular established the terms and conditions applicable 
to the functioning and operation of the clearing houses 
whose purpose is to process electronic funds transfers 
to accounts identified through the last ten digits of a mobile 
telephone line. Moreover, the requirements to be fulfilled 
by such houses were established, as well as the procedure 
to be followed for their incorporation and operation in such 
capacity, so as to strengthen the competition among financial 
entities that supply such service to their clients.

Low value payment systems in Mexico are constituted 
by checks, electronic funds transfers, electronic payment 
by direct debits and bank cards. Table 2.3.3 shows their 
characteristics.
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1.  Cecoban, S.A. de C.V. is a Mexican company specialized in transactions of the Financial System and 
in Information Technology Services; it is the only company authorized by the Banco de México to provide 
National Electronic Clearing House services for Checking transactions -including Image Exchange-, Cash-
In Transfers (EFT), Cash-Out Transfers (Electronic Payment by Direct Debits) and Cash Clearance.

Source: Banco de México, December 2013.

Table 2.3.3 Low Value Payment Systems

System

Electronic Clearing 
House

Checks

Electronic Funds 
Transfers

Electronic Payment 
by Direct Debit

Cards

Description

It carries out the clearance of low value payment systems, except for credit cards. 
Cecoban1 operates the record and clearance system of checks, electronic funds 
transfers and electronic payment by direct debit, and the Banco de México pays them off 
in the SIAC.

It clears the documents submitted by banks for their collection. Through their banks, 
users may deposit in their accounts checks from other banks with a later date of applica-
tion (one business day), in any amount.

This service allows carrying out payments among clients from different banks by means 
of electronic funds transfers. Through their banks, users may instruct transfers of funds 
to third parties having an account with any bank, with a later date of application (one or  
two business days), in any amount. This system is mainly used to pay payrolls and 
invoices to suppliers.

This service is used to carry out, previously authorized, debit transactions through 
electronic funds transfers among banking institutions. The client originating the debits 
instructs its bank to start charging third party accounts with any bank participating in the 
service.

There are two types of cards, credit and debit cards. In the case of credit cards, the client 
has a debit account with the issuing bank, while in the case of debit cards the client has 
a creditor account, usually a sight deposit account. In both cases, the client uses his/her 
card as means of payment at businesses having point of sale terminals, as well as to 
inquire balances and withdraw cash at ATMs. There are two card transaction proces-
sors: PROSA and E-Global, which are interconnected. PROSA carries out the clearance 
of transactions and the settlement is carried out by a commercial bank.
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Directo México

Another low value system is the Directo México (Direct Mexico) program. In October 2004, the United States 
Federal Reserve Banks and the Banco de México connected the payment systems of both countries. Using such 
connection, payments may be sent from a bank account of any commercial bank in the United States subscribed to 
the service supplied by the Federal Reserve Banks to any person having a bank account with any bank; also cash 
from payments may be collected cash at any branch of TELECOMM-TELÉGRAFOS in Mexico. The characteristics 
of this program are as follows:

•	 Currently,	payments	may	only	be	sent	from	the	United	States	to	Mexico.

•	 It	is	required	that	the	person	sending	the	payment	has	a	bank	account,	but	this	is	not	indispensable	for	the	
beneficiary in Mexico.

•	 Payments	are	originated	in	dollars	and	payment	to	the	beneficiary	in	Mexico	is	in	Mexican	pesos.

•	 The	 most	 competitive	 exchange	 rate	 for	 this	 type	 of	 transfers	 is	 applied,	 which	 takes	 as	 reference	 the	
interbank exchange rate determined and published by the Banco de México on the date when the funds are 
deposited in the beneficiary’s account in Mexico, less a fee of 0.21%.

•	 In	order	 to	send	payments	 to	a	bank	account	 in	Mexico,	 the	originator	 requires	 the	CLABE	 (Standardized	
bank code) account number (18 digits) or debit card number (16 digits) maintained by the beneficiary with any 
bank in Mexico.

•	 For	remittances	to	be	collected	in	cash	at	any	TELECOMM-TELÉGRAFOS	branch,	the	sender	only	needs	to	
provide the beneficiary’s data. For the beneficiary to collect the funds, he/she needs to submit an official ID in 
effect and the transfer number (16 digits) provided by the person sending the money from the United States.

•	 The	client	sending	the	money	from	the	United	States	shall	pay	the	service	fee.	No	deduction	whatsoever	shall	
be applied to the beneficiary in Mexico.

The service is ideal for recurring payments that may be scheduled, such as payment of pensions and annuities.

Source: Banco de México
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Banco de México pursues the security and efficiency of payment systems. An important activity is to identify and reduce the 
main risks faced by participants in payment systems, including liquidity, credit, principal, legal, operating and systemic risks 
(see Table 2.3.4). 
 

Table 2.3.4 Risks of Payment Systems

New Provisions Applicable to Means of Withdrawal Networks

Means of withdrawal refer to debit and credit cards, checks and transfers, i.e., those elements used to carry out financial 
transactions. Thus, Means of Withdrawal Networks (RMD, for its abbreviation in Spanish) are those agreements, protocols, 
instruments, interfaces, procedures, rules, programs, systems, infrastructure and other elements related to the use of means 
of withdrawal (see Diagram 2.3.5).

Source: CNBV.

Type of risk

Liquidity

Credit

Principal

Legal

Operating

Systemic

Description

Possible lack of full payment of an obligation by a participant on the relevant date. This 
event does not imply that such participant is insolvent, as he/she may settle his/her 
obligation on a later date.

Possible lack of full payment  of an obligation by a participant.

Possibility that a participant, being a counterparty in a transaction involving securities or 
foreign currencies, complies with his/her obligations but does not receive the 
compensation. In such an event, the participant may lose the total value of a transaction.

Possible loss due to an unexpected application of a law or regulation, or due to an 
agreement whose compliance may not be legally demanded.

Possible deficiencies in information systems or internal controls resulting in unexpected 
losses.

Possible breach of obligations by a participant in a transfer system (or in financial 
markets in general) causing other participants or financial institutions to be unable to 
perform their obligations. Such breach may cause severe liquidity or credit problems, 
thus threatening the stability of financial markets.
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Diagram 2.3.5 Operating Structure of RMD

Payment cards are the second major means of payment in 
Mexico after cash. This means of payment provides several 
benefits to society, the main ones being: the facility of making 
remote payments; security with respect to cash against theft 
or loss;  greater access to financial services for the population 
and the promotion of formal economy.

In regards to the above, and in compliance with the provisions 
of the Financial Services Transparency and Regulation Law 
(LTOSF, for its acronym in Spanish), the Banco de México, 
with the opinion of the National Banking and Securities 
Commission (CNBV), issued the Card Payment Rules 
Applicable to Clearing Houses; additionally, the Banco de 
México and the CNBV, jointly, issued the General Provisions 
Applicable to RMD, both published in the Federal Official 
Gazette on March 11, 2014.

The main purpose of the Applicable Rules to Clearing 
Houses for Card Payment (Circular 4/2014) is to promote 
the competition among clearing houses, in order to foster 
the development of the card payment market and, therefore, 

Source: CNBV.

create a greater social welfare. The objectives of these rules 
are as follows: 

•	 To	 avoid	 entry	 barriers	 and	 reduce	 information	 issues	
that result in discriminatory conditions for potential 
competitors, by: i) promoting the clear and effective 
operating rules and procedures; and, ii) defining the 
terms to connect clearing houses for card payments.

•	 To	 avoid	 price	 distortions	 by	 banning	 unfair	 collection	
practices, such as forced bundling of products or 
discounts depending on individual features of clients, 
and by requiring such collections to be reported to the 
authorities. 

•	 To	 facilitate	 innovation,	 by	 eliminating	 development	
barriers that complicate improving the infrastructure 
and operations. 

•	 To	strengthen	the	security	and	risk	management	of	the	
network by means of guidelines applicable to schemes 
related to business continuity and stakeholders’ 
security. 

Receives and replies to 
payment authorization 
requests from the Acquirer.
E.g.: Commercial banks, such as 
Santander and Banorte.

Grants licenses for the use of 
its card trademark to Issuers 
and Acquirers.
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American Express.
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drugstores.
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Aggregators.
E.g.: Commercial banks, such as 
BBVA Bancomer and Banamex.

Uses a processing mechanism to 
exchange payment 
information among Issuers and 
Acquirers.
E.g.: E-Global y Prosa.

Supplies Card Payment 
acceptance service to Payment 
Recipients.
E.g.: Paypal and Amazon 
Payments.
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On the other hand, the General Provisions Applicable to Means 
of Withdrawal Networks govern the terms and conditions to 
provide services in such networks, for purposes of promoting 
the competition; extending the infrastructure; reducing costs 
and fees; allowing free and non-discriminatory access, and 
preserving the interests of final users (see Table 2.3.6). To 
this end, the following statutes are set forth by means of such 
provisions: 

•	 Discriminatory	 policies	 related	 to	 access	 to	 the	
card network, as well as exclusivity clauses in the 
agreements, are forbidden.

•	 The	 inclusion	 of	 a	 greater	 number	 of	 stakeholders	 in	
determining the network pricing is promoted.

•	 Full	 information	to	the	users	 in	regards	to	the	services	
received by them is ensured.

Table 2.3.6 Consequences of regulations on RMD

Source: CNBV.

Topic

Participants

Transparency

Pricing

Technology and 
operation

Supply and 
innovation

Purpose of 
the regulationIssue New rules

Presence of few participants other than 
commercial banking institutions in the issuance 
and acquisition.
Banks hold 94% of the issuing market and 89% 
of the acquiring market. 

Lack of transparency due to an agreement that 
sets forth the entry requirements, defined by the 
banks that belong to the Mexican Banks 
Association.

Pricing policies per volume benefit the larger 
banks, making it difficult for smaller banks and 
other financial intermediaries to compete.

Lack of service homologation, service levels 
may differ depending on the size or type of 
intermediary.
Lack of standards that allow the interoperability 
of the technological infrastructure.

Limited supply of products.
Lack of innovation in the current network, in 
view that the network development is controlled 
by a few participants.

To eliminate 
potential entry 
barriers.

To promote the 
dissemination of 
conditions and 
pricing.

To monitor 
compliance with 
the guidelines of 
the LTOSF.

To foster the 
proper operation 
and development 
of the RMD.

To promote best 
practices and 
innovation.

The CNBV and the Banco de México may order 
changes to: agreements, operating and 
technological terms and conditions.
It is acknowledged that any legal entity may be 
the acquirer, issuer or aggregator.

To publish the operating and access conditions, 
fees, agreements and disputes.
To provide access to the network information to 
whoever may require it.

Registration before the applied collection 
authorities.
To submit cause to justify the respective 
collection.
The authorities may order amendments in case 
of failure to comply with the principles.
Cross sales, volume discounts and bundling are 
forbidden.

Principles are determined for different 
participants.
Conditions are defined to guarantee 
interoperability.
Obligations are determined for all participants, 
including new players.
Security measures are established to guarantee 
the card payment network integrity.

To promote the creation of working groups so as 
to determine the adoption of new technologies 
or best practices, create more efficient 
standards or any other activity that promotes the 
growth of the card payment network.

Regulation of M
eans

 of W
ithdrawal

 Networks
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Core Transaction Indicators

In order to carry out comparisons and studies on transactions, the core indicators of cash withdrawals at ATMs, payments at 
businesses, electronic funds transfers and income from remittances are taken into consideration (see Table 2.3.7), which are 
presented along this section.

Table 2.3.7 Definition of Core Transaction Indicators

International Comparison

According to the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), in 2012, in Mexico, 13 card transactions were carried out per 
inhabitant, eight of which were made with debit cards, and five with credit cards; such level is below Brazil, Turkey or Russia. 
Also, an average amount per transaction of US$43 dollars per card is reported for Mexico, with an average amount of US$30 
dollars using debit cards and US$53 dollars using credit cards. It is worth highlighting that the average amount per transaction 
using cards, Mexico is above Brazil (see Graph 2.3.8).
 

Source: Banco de México and CNBV.

Cash withdrawals at ATMs

Payments at businesses

Electronic funds transfers

Income from remittances

Withdrawals carried out with bank cards at ATMs per 10,000 adults.

Number of payments with bank cards (credit and debit) through POS 
terminals of businesses per 10,000 adults.

Money transfers sent from a bank account to other bank accounts, at 
the same bank or at different banks (interbank transfers through the 
SPEI, scheduled transfers and payment of credit cards of other banks) 
per 10,000 adults.

This refers to the money coming from abroad, originated by a sender 
abroad, to be delivered to a beneficiary inside national territory, per 
10,000 adults.
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Graph 2.3.8 International Comparison: Usage of Payment Instruments

Source: Red Book, Bank for International Settlements (BIS), 2012.
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Transactions at ATMs

In 2013, 1,471 million transactions were carried out through 
ATMs, which represents 17.3 withdrawals in one year per 
adult (see Graph 2.3.9). We may observe that as time goes by, 
users use less credit cards than debit cards to perform cash 
transactions using this channel, probably due to the cost of 
the credit that withdrawing money from such instrument could 
imply. From 2010 to 2013, it can be observed a higher growth 
rate in the amount of the transactions than in the number of 
transactions. This means that a greater amount of money in 
cash is increasingly withdrawn from ATMs, as it is the most 
common transaction carried out at an ATM. So, in 2010, the 
amount of the average transaction was $1,425 pesos, while in 

2013, this figure raised to $1,627 pesos. However, the actual 
growth rate1 is only 0.75%.

On the other hand, we also find that for the same period, the 
number of interbank transactions, i.e., those cash withdrawals 
made at an ATM belonging to a different bank  than the one 
issuing the card, go downwards (-14.1%), while withdrawals 
at the same bank show a growth rate of 4.0%. This shows the 
users’ sensitivity to fees charged for withdrawing cash at an 
ATM belonging to a bank other than the one providing their 
cards2.
 

Graph 2.3.9 Evolution of Transactions at ATMs

Source: Banco de México, December 2013.

  1. Inflation (11.80%) from December 2010 through December 2013 reported by the INEGI was taken into consideration.
  2. In May and June 2010, on order to achieve a greater transparency in the collection of fees charged to users for using  
ATMs, the Banco de México: i) prohibited issuing banks from collecting fees to clients for using their own ATMs; ii) allowed 
owners of ATMs to charge fees for their use to clients alien to the bank; iii) made more transparent the fees charged to users 
for using ATMs.
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Number of transactions carried out at ATMs (millions) Average amount of transactions at ATMs per type of card (pesos)
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1,428
1,533 1,574

1,632

1,264 1,294 1,330
1,396

2010 2011 2012 2013
Debit (pesos) Credit (pesos)

4.6%

3.4%

Date

Transactions using 
debit cards 

Transactions using 
credit cards 

Total transactions 
at ATMs 

Number 
(millions)

Number 
(millions)

Amount
 (thousand 

million 
pesos)

Amount 
(thousand 

million
 pesos)

Number 
(millions)

Amount 
(thousand

 million
 pesos)

(Per every 
adult)

Indicator

 2010 1,332 1,901 24 31 1,356 1,932 17.4
 2011 1,347 2,065 26 33 1,373 2,098 17.2
 2012 1,396 2,198 26 35 1,422 2,233 17.1
 2013 1,445 2,359 25 36 1,471 2,394 17.3
CAGR (2010/2013) 2.8% 7.5% 1.8% 5.2% 2.7% 7.4% -0.1%
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Transactions at POS Terminals

During 2013, 1,676 million payments and purchases were carried out at point of sale terminals (see Graph 2.3.10). This number 
has grown significantly at an annual growth rate of 19.3% during the past 3 years. This level of transactions corresponds to 
19.8 annual transactions per adult. Unlike the behavior shown at ATMs, at POS terminals the growth rate both of transactions 
(19.3%) and of amounts (18.6%) is similar, thus, the average payment amount has not changed significantly from 2010 to 2013. 
In fact, the average payment amount at a POS terminal in 2010 was $623 pesos, while in 2013 it was $613 pesos; however, 
the actual growth rate was -4.17%.

Although the number of transactions at POS terminals has grown significantly during the past years, when comparing the 
number of cards available (129 million) with the number of POS terminals (627 thousand), it becomes evident that it is 
necessary to promote the installation of POS terminals at businesses to facilitate the usage of cards as means of payment.

Contrary to what we find with ATMs, interbank transactions at POS terminals are higher than those carried out in the same 
bank, since, for a client the charge is indistinct if made at a POS terminal of his/her issuing bank or at a POS terminal of another 
bank.  This is due to the operating model of POS terminals, where fees charged by the banks are transferred to businesses 
using them and not directly to the user, in contrast with ATMs, where fees are directly charged to the cardholder.

Graph 2.3.10 Evolution of Transactions at POS Terminals

Source: Banco de México, December 2013.
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Amount 
(thousand 
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Number 
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Amount 
(thousand 

million 
pesos)

(Per every 
adult)

Indicator

 2010 594 288 393 327 987 615 12.7
 2011 737 354 471 397 1,208 752 15.1
 2012 914 427 561 480 1,475 907 17.7
 2013 1,064 499 613 528 1,676 1,027 19.8
 CAGR 21.4% 20.1% 16.0% 17.3% 19.3% 18.6% 16.0%
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When comparing both channels, it is interesting to note that the number of transactions carried out at POS terminals is higher 
than those carried out at ATMs. We observe that users use cards more often as  means of payment than as a means of cash 
withdrawal. However, payment amounts at POS terminals continue being lower than cash withdrawals at ATMs (see Graph 
2.3.11), which indicates that the population is still using cash in a significant manner.
 

Graph 2.3.11 Comparison of Usage at ATMs and POS Terminals

Source: Banco de México, December 2013.

Electronic Funds Transfers (EFT)

As mentioned above, electronic funds transfers allow sending money using electronic means to a checking account or debit 
card of banking institutions located within the national territory. Some institutions offer the possibility of making scheduled 
payments and deposits, using Internet banking. Transfers may be carried out using the Internet; at some ATMs that allow this 
transaction; directly at the bank branch, or using mobile devices.

During 2013, the payment system processed a total of 1,129 million electronic transfers, which is equal to 13.3 transfers per 
adult (see Table 2.3.12) and the average transfer amount was $235 thousand pesos. Even though most transactions are 
carried out within the same bank, worth noticing are the large amounts and rapid growth shown by the number of interbank 
transactions, which may be explained given the efficiency and low cost of the SPEI.
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Payments by the Federal Treasury Office

The Federal Treasury Office (Tesofe, for its acronym in Spanish) makes electronic payments to beneficiaries of government 
programs using the SPEI. The Tesofe also has an automated process to pay for the federal payroll on a centralized basis 
using the Single Treasury Account (CUT, for its acronym in Spanish). This process is important because when the payment is 
centralized, the consumer acquires a significant power vis-à-vis the bank, since under this scenario, the employee may select 
the bank of his/her choice and banks must implement better strategies to attract more clients.

Given the similarity between payroll payment and payment to pensioners of both, the Mexican Institute of Social Security 
(IMSS, for its acronym in Spanish) and the Institute for Social Security and Services for State Workers (ISSSTE, for its acronym 
in Spanish), it was determined that the Tesofe would also be in charge of centralizing and distributing such payments.

Core Government Payment Indicators

Three core payment indicators are used: government, centralized payroll and centralized pension indicators (see Diagram 
2.3.13). During 2013, the number of total payments processed using the SPEI by Tesofe raised to 71 million (see Figure 
2.3.14), which represents around 8.4 payments per 10 adults. Likewise, 42.6 million centralized pension payments and 17 
million centralized payroll payments were distributed to government officials. The average payment amounts both of pensions 
and payroll was around 22 thousand pesos.

Table 2.3.12 Evolution of EFT

Source: Banco de México, December 2013.

Date

Same bank 
transactions

Interbank
 transactions

Total electronic 
transfers

Number 
(millions)

Number 
(millions)

Amount 
(thousand
 million 
pesos)

Amount 
(thousand
 million 
pesos)

Number 
(millions)

Amount 
(thousand
 million 
pesos)

(Per every 
adult)

Indicator

 2010 735 48,817 118 153,881 853 202,698 10.9
 2011 805 51,967 145 179,771 951 231,738 11.9
 2012 835 56,316 210 200,118 1,045 256,434 12.5
 2013 872 56,661 258 208,491 1,129 265,152 13.3
 CAGR 5.9% 5.1% 29.8% 10.7% 9.8% 9.4% 6.8%
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Diagram 2.3.13 Core Government Payment Indicators

Source: Tesofe and CNBV.

Figure 2.3.14 Payments Made by Tesofe

Source: Federal Treasury Office, December 2013.
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legally made by the Federal Government.

Remunerations and compensations paid to employees of the Public 
Federal Administration, provided that the payment is made by the 
Tesofe directly to the bank accounts of the employees.

Pensions and other social security concepts, provided that the payment 
is made by the Tesofe directly to the bank accounts of pensioners.
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Remittances

Remittances are amounts in Mexican or domestic currency 
coming from abroad, transferred by several means, either by 
family members or acquaintances, through bank transfers 
or companies specialized in this type of transactions. 
Remittances are originated by a sender (individual residing 
abroad who transfers economic resources to his/her family in 
Mexico) to be delivered in national territory to a beneficiary 
(individual residing in Mexico who receives the resources 
transferred by the sender).

Mexico-United States migration is a predominantly economic 
phenomenon caused by several reasons, where economic 
and wage disparities stand out among the major causes3. 
In 2013, 11.6 million persons born in Mexico were living in 
the United States. If we add to such figure the population of 
Mexican origin born in the United States, the number raises 
to 34.6 million4. 

The Institute for Mexicans Abroad (IME, for its acronym in 
Spanish) reports that, until the late 1980s, Mexican immigrants 
stayed for short periods in the United States to later return 
to their places of origin. However, this temporary nature of 
Mexican immigration has been gradually fading, probably due 
to the fact that immigration costs have increased or because 
immigrants prefer to definitely settle in such country and not 
take risks in crossing the border again. The IME reports that 
some of the characteristics of this new immigration pattern5  
include the following:

•	 A	 constant	 increase	 in	 the	magnitude	 and	 intensity	 of	
Mexican immigration to the United States. 

•	 An	 increased	 involvement	 of	 women	 in	 immigration	
flows.

•	 An	 increased	 diversification	 of	 places	 of	 origin	 and	
destination of Mexican immigrants. The states of 
Alabama, North Carolina, Georgia and Florida currently 
represent new points of arrival for Mexican immigrants.

•	 An	increasingly	evident	presence	of	immigrants	coming	
from cities and urban centers (over 15 thousand 
inhabitants).

•	 Increased	risks	and	costs	of	undocumented	migration,	
causing a reduction in such type of immigration. 

•	 A	 growing	 occupational	 and	 sector	 diversification	 of	
Mexican immigrants in the United States. We observe 
a lower involvement of Mexican workers in activities of 
the agricultural sector and mostly in the manufacturing 
industry, while it has increased in the services and 
construction sectors. 

•	 Concentration	 of	 Mexican	 workers	 in	 poorly	 qualified,	
low wage jobs, mostly lacking any labor benefits.

•	 More	strict	regulatory	measures	to	avoid	sending	money	
coming from illegal sources.

All these implications have a direct impact on the economy 
and financial stability of recipients of remittances and, 
therefore, they affect the country’s economy.

The Banco de México defines remittances as the amount in 
Mexican or foreign currency coming from abroad, transferred 
through companies, originated by a sender (individual 
residing abroad who transfers economic resources to his/
her family in Mexico) to be delivered in national territory to 
a beneficiary (individual residing in Mexico who receives the 
resources transferred by the sender).

In 2013, income from remittances from abroad to Latin 
America and the Caribbean reached $61.3 million dollars 6. 
The study concluded that the variations found in growth rates 
of remittances to Central America and the Caribbean have 
been positive, compensating the negative rates for Mexico and 
South American countries. In Figure 2.3.15 we show income 
from remittances coming mostly from the United States to the 
region. Mexico is the main recipient of remittances (35.2% of 
the total income from remittances to Latin America).

3.  “2010 Mexico-US Indexes of Immigration Intensity: The Status of Immigration” (Índices de intensidad migratoria México 
Estados Unidos 2010: El estado de la migración), National Council of Population.
4. Statistics of the Census Bureau of the United States.
5. To further know about immigration circuits, i.e., the places of origin and destination of immigrants per state of the country, we 
suggest visiting the web page http://www.ime.gob.mx/es/estadisticas-de-mexicanos-en-estados-unidos.
6. “Remittances to Latin America and the Caribbean in 2013” (Las remesas a América Latina y el Caribe en 2013), Multilateral 
Investment Fund (FOMIN, for its acronym in Spanish), 2014.
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Figure 2.3.15 Total Amount of Remittances Received in 
Latin America and the Caribbean

At an international level, Mexico is the fourth recipient economy of remittances in world 7, after India, China and Philippines (see 
Graph 2.3.16). Such income from abroad has multiple positive effects on the Mexican economy, but it is particularly important 
to note its impact on financing the expense or demand of millions of families in several states of the country.  However, so far, 
the potential impact of remittances on developing financial inclusion has not been fully exploited, which seems to be the case 
in most economies recipients of remittances.
 

Figures in million dollars.
1. This figure differs somewhat from the one reported by the Banco de México (21.892 million dollars).
Source: FOMIN, “Remittances to Latin America and the Caribbean in 2013” (Las remesas a América 
Latina y el Caribe en 2013), 2013

7.  Center for Latin American Monetary Studies (CEMLA, for its acronym in Spanish).
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Graph 2.3.16 Main Emerging Economies Recipients of Remittances in 2013
(million dollars)

 

Almost all remittances received by Mexico come from the United States. Thus, the economic crisis that affected that country 
during 2008-2009 caused a major drop on remittances sent to Mexico. After, there was a short recovery period with some 
temporary ups and downs associated with the fluctuations of the peso/dollar exchange rate. However, in 2012 and especially 
during the second half of such year, income from remittances showed a negative annual growth rate, trend which persisted 
during the first months of 2013.

The reduction of remittance flows received by Mexico immediately after the crisis was consistent with the decrease of Mexican 
immigrants in the United States. Notwithstanding, after such fall, the population of Mexican immigrants in the United States has 
been relatively constant (see Graph 2.3.17).

During 2013, Mexico’s currency was appreciated by 2.9%. This reduced the amount in local currency of resources received by 
recipients of remittances, adversely affecting their purchasing power. Total income during this year was 21.9 million dollars, 
representing an indicator of 258 dollars per adult at a national level.

Source: CEMLA, December 2013.
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Although the total amount of income from remittances in Mexico was 21,892 million dollars in 2013, and it is estimated that in 
2014 it will exceed 23 thousand million dollars, with respect to the size of the Mexican economy, income from remittances is 
not high, as it only represented 1.74 percentage points of the GDP during 2013 (see Graph 2.3.18). Remittances also have a 
significant impact on external accounts considering that their amount exceeds the income from foreign travelers in the country 
(tourism plus cross-border transactions) and such amount is more than twice the surplus balance of the oil sector trade balance 
(see Graph 2.3.19). 
 

Graph 2.3.17 Evolution of Income from Remittances in Mexico

Source: Banco de México, December 2013.

Graph 2.3.18 Remittances as Percentage of the GDP of the Country

Source: CEMLA, December 2013.
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According to the CEMLA, remittances are basically transfers among persons having a family relationship; hence, they finance 
household expenses, including those aimed at housing improvement or acquisition, and to the investment in family businesses. 
The information resulting from surveys in Mexico indicates that the main family members to whom the resources are sent are 
the immigrant’s parents, followed, based on the frequency, to the partner, siblings, grandparents, children and other family 
members. One of the characteristics of remittances is that such high income is derived from a very large number of shipments: 
75 million low value transfers (average amount of 292 dollars) in 2013.
 

Graph 2.3.19 Family Remittances as Percentage of Selected Variables from 
the Foreign Sector in 2013

Source: CEMLA, December 2013.

Family remittances constitute a source of expense financing for millions of Mexican families. There are no accurate statistics 
on the number of recipient families, but figures of the Census Bureau of the United States indicate that in 2013 there were 
4,388,917 households of Mexican immigrants in said country, and a significant number of such households send remittances 
to more than one household in Mexico.

Graph 2.3.20 Immigrant Population and Employed Workers of 
Mexican Origin in the United States

(Number of persons)

Source: CEMLA, December 2013.
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Graph 2.3.21 Mexican Immigrant Workers Employed in the United States per Gender
(number of persons)

In 2013, the level of annual income earned in the United States by Mexican immigrant workers at full-time jobs was 33,985 
dollars in the case of men and 26,976 dollars in the case of women (see Graph 2.3.22). Such income levels are significant 
when compared to average income earned in Mexico, but are lower than those reached by other immigration groups in the 
United States, which may be due, among other things, to educational disadvantages; the previous has been said, taking into 
consideration that the Mexican immigration group in general is one of the groups with the lowest education levels.
 

Source: CEMLA, December 2013.

Graph 2.3.22 Average Income in the United States of Mexican Immigrant Workers at 
Full-Time Jobs per Gender

(dollars per year)

Source: CEMLA, December 2013.

Remittances are originated from the work effort of millions of Mexicans who have migrated to the United States and who send 
resources to their families in Mexico. In 2013, there were 11,584,977 Mexican immigrants in the United States (see Graph 
2.3.20), 7,078,223 of which were employed. An important aspect of the evolution of employment of Mexican immigrants is 
that, from 2007 -when income from remittances reached its peak- to 2013 the level of employment of male Mexican workers 
decreased by almost 330 thousand employments, while that of women increased by 256 thousand employments (see Graph 
2.3.21). 
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The contribution of remittances to the economic development of Mexico would significantly increase if these two are linked to 
the financial inclusion of beneficiaries through the bancarization of the resources. In the case of Mexico, 97% of remittances 
are received by electronic transfers and, although there is no accurate information, it is acknowledged that most of them are 
paid by banks or banking agents, which opens a possibility to bancarize these resources;to design suitable financial products 
and services for such clients, and to link remittances to savings, credit and investment. Intermediaries are able to quantify 
the frequency and amounts of remittances of every recipient, which facilitates identifying the products that may be supplied 
to them. Potential benefits that may arise from all the foregoing are important, considering that certain indicators of financial 
services provision in the Mexican states and mainly of access points (ATMs, POS terminals and banking agents) show lower 
levels at those indicators having a greater quotient of remittances in regards to the GDP (see Graphs 2.3.23, 2.3.24 and 
2.3.25).

Graph 2.3.23 Remittances as Percentage of the State GDP vs. 
ATMs per 10,000 adults

Graph 2.3.24 Remittances as Percentage of the State GDP vs. 
POS terminals per 10,000 adults

Source: CEMLA, December 2013.

Source: CEMLA, December 2013.
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Graph 2.3.25 Remittances as Percentage of the State GDP vs. 
Banking Agents per 10,000 adults

The remittance service sector has been evolving, thus, the options for shipment and reception of this money income have 
increased, as in the case of electronic transfers, which represent almost all transactions (97%); however, money orders8 and 
remittances in cash and in kind are still used to a lesser extent (see Graph 2.3.26). Even the average amount per remittance in 
cash and in kind turn out to be higher than those sent by electronic transfers, although the latter service is safer.

Source: CEMLA, December 2013.

Graph 2.3.26 Evolution of Family Remittances per Type of Channel
(thousands of transactions)

  8. Payment order for a specific amount of money, its main characteristic is that it requires the funds to be prepaid in the 
amount showed in the order; this mechanism is more reliable than a check, as there is no possibility of lacking sufficient funds 
for its collection.
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At a state level (see Graph 2.3.27), the states that receive more income for 10,000 adults are Michoacán ($638 dollars per 
adult), Zacatecas ($581) and Guerrero ($502), with income equal to almost three times the national indicator ($258).
 
 

Source: Banco de México, December 2013.

Source: Banco de México, December 2013.

Graph 2.3.27 Remittance Indicator at a State Level
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Source: CEMLA, December 2013.

Graph 2.3.28 Federal States with Higher Income 
from Remittances as Percentage of the GDP

Income originated by remittances from abroad as percentage of the GDP is considerable in a large number of states in the 
country. In fact, in 2013 nine federal states received over one thousand million dollars and even the amounts corresponding 
to the states of Michoacán and Guanajuato exceeded remittances received by countries such as Haiti, Bolivia, Nicaragua, 
Costa Rica and Paraguay. Likewise, in three states the remittances exceeded the five percentage points of the GDP (see 
Graph 2.3.28). One outstanding aspect is that remittances in regards to GDP tend to be higher in those federal states having a 
lower product per capita. This means that they do not only contribute in lessening income differentials among families, but also 
among the country’s states. In addition, remittances in regards to GDP have a greater relevance in those states with higher 
poverty and educational lag rates.
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The insurance activity allows mitigating economic losses 
caused by unforeseen negative events. The role of insurance 
companies in their capacity as recipients of risks leads to a 
reduction in the uncertainty and volatility of the individuals’ 
income1. Therefore, insurance contributes to the stability of 
the economic performance through its role in risk coverage 
and compensation. In addition, it constitutes a source of 
internal savings in the medium and long terms, which allows 
financing productive activities under its role as institutional 
investor. In other words, insurance allows developing 
productive activities and sectors, benefitting the economic 
performance of the country in general. 

Main Insurance Products 

For purposes of the General Mutual Insurance and Insurance 
Companies Law, an active insurance transaction is 
considered to be carried out when, should there be a future 
and unforeseen event anticipated by the parties, one person 
agrees, against payment of an amount of money, to indemnify 
directly or indirectly another person for damages or to pay a 
sum of money.

Authorizations by the National Insurance and Surety Bonds 
Commission to incorporate and operate as insurance 
institutions are granted to carry out and engage in one or 
more of the following insurance transactions and sectors:

I. Life;
II. Accidents and illnesses;

a) Personal accidents;

b) Medical expenses;
c) Health.

III. Property
a) Civil liability and occupational risks;
b) Maritime and transportation;
c) Fire;
d) Agricultural and animal;
e) Cars;
f) Credit;
h) Housing credit;
i) Financial guarantee;
k) Other;
j) Earthquake and other catastrophic risks.

Core Insurance Indicators (Penetration, Density 
and Distribution Channels)

In general, the insurance sector in Mexico has grown as it 
appears from the level of issued direct premium, the number 
of market participants and the different products that have 
been developed. However, it is required to increase the 
participation of this sector in the financial system so that a 
larger population may have access to this type of products. 
Following are the core indicators used to measure the 
performance of the insurance sector in the country.
 

1.  Haiss, Peter & Sümegi, Kjell (2008). The Relationship of Insurance and Economic Growth – A Theoretical and Empirical 
Analysis. Europeinstitute, University of Economics and Business Administration Vienna.

Section 4: Insurance
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The ratio between the direct premium and the GDP per every insurance transaction and the global market at a federal state 
level allows us knowing the level of insurance penetration in the economy of each federal state.
 
The average insurance expense per person is calculated based on the direct premium-population ratio.

The main results of core performance indicators of the insurance sector may be observed in Table 2.4.2.
 

Table 2.4.1 Core Performance Indicators of the Insurance Sector 

International Comparison of Insurance Penetration

In the international context, Mexico is the fourteenth economy in the classification per Gross Domestic Product (GDP). In 
regards to the share of premiums in the GDP in 2010, Mexico was ranked 64th and, in 2013, it moved to the 56th position out 
of a total of 88 countries. The activity of the insurance sector in México at the end of 2013 represented approximately 2.1% of 
the GDP, while in countries such as Colombia it corresponded to 2.7%, Brazil 4%, Chile 4.2%; in the United States it represents 
7.5%, while in Spain it corresponds to 5.3%. In regards to Latin American countries, insurance penetration in Mexico is lower 
than the penetration of the region as a whole, which is 3.2%2. The above shows that insurance coverage in Mexico is low 
regarding the size of its economy, and there is a broad market that could be served.

 

Table 2.4.2 Main Results of Core Performance Indicators of 
the Insurance Sector

2.  Swiss Re Sigma (2014), World Insurance in 2013: The Road to Recovery (El seguro mundial en 2013: camino a la 
recuperación).

Penetration

Density

Distribution channels per 
10,000 adults 

Direct premium as proportion of the annual GDP.

Annual direct premium per capita per person.

Main distribution channels per product per 
10,000 adults.

At the end of December 2013, the direct premium of the insurance sector 
corresponded to  2.1% of the GDP.

The premium per capita raised to 2,414 pesos per person at the end of 
2012.
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Graph 2.4.3 Insurance Penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Source: CNSF and Swiss Re Sigma, December 2013.

Structure of the Insurance Portfolio

Statistics of the number of insurance in diverse transactions allow us to view the national outlook in terms of the amount of 
insurance policies in effect in the country. 

In the insurance portfolio structure life insurance stands out with 47.8% of the number of insurance policies in effect at a 
national level; accident and illnesses insurance shows 39.3%, and property damage insurance shows 13.0%.

Graph 2.4.4 Structure of the Insurance Portfolio

Source: CNSF, December 2012
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Graph 2.4.5 Products of the Insurance Sector

In building the statistics of the number of insurance policies, the policies in effect of individual life insurance and group life 
insurance certificates in effect, as well as insureds holding personal accident, medical expenses and health insurance policies 
in effect and property damage insurance policies were taken into consideration. 

In general, the different products of the insurance sector have grown in the past years, except for property damage insurance, 
which shows a reduction of 3.0%, as it may be observed in Graph 2.4.5.

Source: CNSF, December 2012

Insurance Penetration in the Economy per Product

The Mexican insurance market continues having a territorial distribution although to a lesser extent than in 2010, since, in such 
year, 63.7% of the issued premium of the insurance market was concentrated in five federal states and, at the end of 2012, 
63% of the issued premium of the total insurance market was distributed in 13 federal states. 

We may observe that penetration per State of the direct issued premium as proportion of the GDP is different per insurance 
sector. The Federal District3 shows the highest concentration for all insurance transactions. Without taking the Federal District 
into account, life insurance showed more penetration in the states of Guerrero and Morelos with 0.9%, and Jalisco, Nayarit, 
Nuevo León and Sinaloa with 0.8%. Accident and illnesses insurance had a greater penetration in Nuevo León with 0.5% and 
Jalisco, Chihuahua and Querétaro with 0.3%. Finally, property damage insurance had a greater penetration in Guerrero with 
1.2%, Quintana Roo and Querétaro with 1.1%, and Colima, Nuevo León and Yucatán con 0.9% (see Graphs 2.4.6).

3. Due to the administrative and operational centralization of insurance, an over estimation of the concentration of the 
premium per capita in the Federal District could be generated.
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Graphs 2.4.6 Penetration of Insurance Products per State (Premiums/GDP)
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Property Damage Insurance

This indicator allows highlighting the relevance of the Federal District, both at a market level and in the different insurance 
transactions. At a level of total insurance market, the states with better results in terms of insurance penetration in their 
economies were the Federal District, Nuevo León, Guerrero, Jalisco and Querétaro. It is important to note that the state with 
the lesser penetration for all insurance transactions is Campeche.

Insurance Density per Product: Premium/Population

The average insurance expense per person and per type of insurance was calculated using the ratio between the direct issued 
premium and the population of each federal state, creating an indicator of state insurance density that allows comparing the 
premium per capita of each federal state and the national referent. 
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Graphs 2.4.7 Density of Insurance Products per State (Premiums/Population)
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At a level of total insurance market, the states with greater 
average insurance expense per person are some of the most 
populated in the country, such as the Federal District and 
Nuevo León. Also outstanding were the results of Querétaro 
and Quintana Roo, which, in the national context, have shown 
a high demographic growth rate during the past years.   

A special case is Baja California Sur, which in 2012 stood 
out for its number of premiums per capita at a level of total 
insurance market, showing a considerable recovery, in 
comparison to what was reported in 2011; this is explained 
due to the expense in life and property damage insurance.
 
The most populated state in the country, the State of Mexico, 
ranks at low levels of premiums per capita in the national 
context, like other states in the country characterized for their 
lower lever of economic development, such as Chiapas and 
Oaxaca. 

Distribution Channels per Insurance Product

The issued premium in main insurance transactions (life, 
accidents and illnesses and property) or sectors (cars) 
classified per distribution channels at a federal state level 

Property Damage Insurance

allows us to observe the participation of diverse intermediaries 
in the insurance market of the country. This information is 
useful to understand the dynamics of insurance supply in 
the country and analyze access to insurance products in the 
national territory. 

The issued premium per distribution channel takes into 
consideration the following forms of insurance intermediation:
 

•	 Agent,	 refers	 to	 an	 individual	 who,	 by	 means	 of	 an	
agreement with the insurance company, acts as 
intermediary for the underwriting and management of 
insurance agreements; 

•	 Broker,	 refers	 to	 a	 business	 entity	 which,	 by	 means	
of an agreement with the insurance company, acts as 
intermediary for the underwriting and management of 
insurance agreements; 

•	 Direct	channel,	when	the	insurance	company	distributes	
the insurance products through its own employees; 

•	 Banks,	when	the	underwriting	of	insurance	agreements	
is supplied through bank executives or cashier desks; 

•	 Mass	sale,	refers	to	standardized	and	simple	insurance	
policies, voluntarily acquired and traded through direct 
sales using a channel other than banks; and 
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•	 Other,	 this	 concept	 records	 insurance	 sales	 not	
classified in the foregoing categories. 

The main and more traditional intermediation channel in the 
country is insurance agents, whose participation has been 
constant in comparison to what was reported in 2011. In 
second place brokers stand out, and in third place the mass 
sales channel stands out, which in 2012 gained further 
significance as it replaced the distribution through banks, in 
comparison to data reported in 2011. 

The main intermediation channel per insurance transaction 
at a national level for life insurance is still agents. However, 
worth noticing are the greater relevance acquired by the direct 
channel and the lesser participation of banks, which could be 
related to a reduced credit activity in the country that had an 
impact on the sales of life insurance policies through bank 
branches. Mass sales of life insurance policies gained further 
significance in 2012, in comparison to what was recorded in 
2011. 

In regards to accidents and illnesses insurance transaction, 
mass sales gained further relevance and agents and brokers 
continued ranking first. In property insurance, without 
including car insurance, the concept of broker stood out as 
intermediation channel; in second place agents and direct 
sales channel, and in third place banks were ranked.

In car insurance, the main distribution channels in order of 
relevance for 2012 were: agents, brokers, banks and direct 
channel, thus, the same structure of the previous year was 
maintained. For this last year, insurance sale by direct 
channel increased its participation.

Insurance Distribution per Gender

In regard to the concentration of insurance per type of 
population, the statistical data corresponding to the percentage 
distribution of the number of insurance companies per gender 
per federal state is shown in such manner that the insurance 
information may be analyzed from a gender perspective. 

According to the data reported, 61% of insurance in the 
country belongs to men, while the remaining 39% corresponds 
to insurance covering women (see Graph 2.4.8). Please 
note that some states, where the State of Mexico - the most 
populated state in the country - stands out, show even more 
unequal insurance distribution per gender, in view that 77% of 
insurance in such state belongs to men and 23% to women. 
Colima is the only state in the country where insurance 
coverage for women is greater than for men, with 52% and 
48%, respectively.
 

Graph 2.4.8 Insurance Distribution per Gender

Source: CNSF, December 2012
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Microinsurance 

Microinsurance is defined as the financial protection 
mechanism for low-income persons against specific risks, in 
exchange of the regular payment of a reduced premium or cost 
for the insurance. It is divided in three types of transactions: 
life, accidents and illnesses, and property. This product is 
considered to be the main financial inclusion mechanism of 
the insurance sector in the country. 

Following are the quantitative limits of microinsurance in 
Mexico:

•	Individual	insurance
−	 Individual:	 maximum	 insured	 amount	 of	 4	 times	 the	

daily minimum wage in effect4 in the Federal District 
(SMGDF, for its acronym in Spanish), annualized.

−	 Group	or	collective:	insured	amount	of	each	member	of	
3 times the SMGDF, annualized.

•	Property	damage	insurance
−	 Maximum	monthly	premium	of	1.5	days	of	SMGDF.

According to the 2012 National Survey on Household Income 
and Expense (ENIGH, for its acronym in Spanish) and data 
from the National Council for the Assessment of Social 

Development Policy (CONEVAL, for its acronym in Spanish), 
the population placed in the low-income stratum represents 
38.4% of households, 14.4% of households were placed in 
food poverty, and the remaining 47.2% of households were 
placed in medium to high income.

With data estimated by the CNSF, based on the National 
Survey on Household Income and Expense (ENIGH, for its 
acronym in Spanish, INEGI, 2012), compared to the poverty 
lines defined by the CONEVAL, we find that the target 
population of microinsurance in Mexico is placed within 
the income range from 2 to 5 minimum general wages and 
represents 48.5 million persons, which allows showing a 
notorious capacity of market potential for microinsurance in 
the country. 

The marketing of these products is carried out through non-
traditional distribution channels with low transaction costs. 
These are banking networks, microfinance institutions 
networks or commercial networks. The above helps reducing 
the cost of this type of products.

There is a high market potential to sell this type of products. 
According to the CNSF, insurance companies that supply 
microinsurance are represented in Table 2.4.9.

4. The National Commission of Minimum Wages is in charge of publishing the Table of general minimum wages per 
geographic area. http://www.conasami.gob.mx/pdf/salario_minimo/sal_min_gral_area_geo.pdf

Table 2.4.9 Insurance Companies that Supply Microinsurance in Mexico

Source: CNSF

Cardif México Seguros de Vida, S.A. de C.V.
Chubb de México, Compañía de Seguros, S.A. de C.V.
General de Seguros, Compañía de Seguros,  S.A.
HIR Compañía de Seguros, S.A. de C.V.
Insignia Life, S.A de C.V.
Mapfre Tepeyac, S.A.
Seguros de Vida Sura México, S.A. de C.V.
Seguros Argos, S.A. de C.V.
Seguros Atlas, S.A.
Seguros Azteca, S.A. de C.V.
Seguros Priza, S.A. de C.V.
Zurich Vida, Compañía de Seguros, S.A.
Alcanza Seguros, S.A. de C.V.
Cardif México Seguros de Vida, S.A. de C.V.
Seguros Azteca, S.A. de C.V.
Cardif México Seguros Generales, S.A. de C.V.
Grupo Nacional Provincial, S.A.B.
Zurich, Compañía de Seguros, S.A.

Insurance Company Life Accidents and 
illnesses 

Property
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Institutions reported information related to life, accidents and illnesses or property insurance products under the following 
criteria:

•	 Products	registered	with	the	CNSF	as	microinsurance.	
•	 Products	that	despite	not	being	registered	as	microinsurance	have	been	designed	by	such	institution	featuring	special	

characteristics, such as insured small amounts, simplified transaction schemes, massive marketing channels, among 
others, and whose purpose is to supply insurance coverage exclusively to low-income persons.

In 2013, there were 9.1 million persons insured by microinsurance; during the 2007-2013 term, the number of insureds with 
microinsurance grew by 92.9%. 

Graph 2.4.10 Number of Insureds per Microinsurance Product (Persons) 

If we compare the population insured by microinsurance, it represents 7.7% of the national population. 

The evolution of these insurance products may also be analyzed using the average actual growth rates of the issued premium 
and the amounts insured during the period where this type of insurance has operated: 2007-2013. 

Source: CNSF

Graph 2.4.11 Issued Premium and Insured Amount of Microinsurance  

Source: CNSF
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Basic Insurance

Insurance companies working in Mexico by operation of law5, as from June 2008, must supply standardized basic insurance, 
which must have the same model contract with simple conditions and requirements for the filing of claims and payment of 
casualties. This insurance must also allow the public to easily compare the rates set by different institutions. 

These products are very useful to bring the insurance benefits closer to persons who currently lack such kind of protection, as 
well as to promote the culture of prevention and, with this, increase the penetration of insurance in the Mexican society.

There are six types of insurance that cover basic risks faced by the population: 
•	 life;
•	 personal	accidents;
•	 medical	expenses;
•	 health;
•	 dental	health;	and
•	 civil	liability	in	case	of	cars.

Basic coverage for this insurance is the following:

5. Article 39, General Mutual Insurance and Insurance Companies Law, published on June 20, 2008 in the DOF.

Table 2.4.12 Coverage of Basic Insurance

Fuente: CONDUSEF.

The rules issued by the National Insurance and Surety Bonds Commission set forth that insurance companies must facilitate 
both the signing up of insurance policies and the claims of benefits.  

Insurance Coverage

Life

Personal accidents

Medical expenses

Health

Dental health

Car

There are three options for the insured amount: $100, $200 or $300 
thousand pesos (maximum amount per person).

The insured amount is $100 or $200 thousand pesos per person.

The insured amount varies depending on the coverage, which may be: daily 
hospitalization fee, indemnity for frequent illnesses or indemnity for severe 
illnesses.

The insured amount varies depending on the event and type of insurance 
(age of insured and whether it is preventive or corrective healthcare).

The insured amount varies depending on the age of the insured and the 
coverage for one year of preventive or corrective dental treatments.

Civil liability coverage of up to $250 thousand pesos to face injuries or 
damages caused to persons or property.
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Main Regulatory Reforms of the Insurance Sector 
in Mexico

The regulatory and supervisory framework of the Mexican 
insurance market was assessed in 2011 by the International 
Monetary Fund within the Financial Stability Assessment 
Program (FSAP) whose results allowed demonstrating that 
Mexico is abiding by best international practices.

However, it was deemed necessary to strengthen the 
regulatory framework of the insurance sector with the passing 
of the new Insurance Institutions and Surety Companies Law 
(LISF, for its acronym in Spanish), on April 4, 2013, which 
shall become effective as from April 2015 and it is intended to 
advance four main objectives6:

•	 To	 modernize	 the	 solvency	 regime	 for	 insurance	
transactions in order to strengthen the position of 
insurance companies and, thus, protect the interests of 
the user public;

•	 To	 promote	 the	 sound	 development	 of	 the	 insurance	
activity for purposes of aid in the expansion of these 
financial services’ coverage to most of the population;

•	 To	 motivate	 a	 greater	 competitiveness	 for	 stimulating	
innovation and efficiency in the insurance market, to the 
benefit of users, and

•	 To	strengthen	 the	protection	 regime	 for	users	of	 these	
financial services, by having more transparency and 
disclosure of information from the insurance entities, as 
well as improving the market discipline.

The purpose of the new law is to contribute to strengthening 
the legal framework of the insurance sector in regards to 
solvency, stability and security. The main change is to the 
manner how the capital requirement for insurance institutions 
is determined, so as to take into consideration all risks each 
institution is exposed to. Also, it seeks to strengthen the 
corporate governance of insurance companies, determining 
the responsibilities of the board of management, to guarantee 
a sound and prudent management. 

A series of strict and specific guidelines that took as reference 
framework the European scheme named Solvency II were 
implemented; these guidelines define the levels of mandatory 
capital depending on the risks assumed by the respective 
institution, as well as the most modern existing procedures to 
identify, measure, report, mitigate and follow up the risks that 
any institution may be exposed to.

6.   Calderón de las Heras, Manuel Agustín (2013), Regulatory Modernization of the Insurance Sector in Mexico 
(La modernización regulatoria del sector asegurador en México).

Life Insurance for Women Heads of Households 
(SVJF, for its acronym in Spanish) 

Program of the Ministry of Social Development 
(SEDESOL, for its acronym in Spanish)

The Life Insurance for Women Heads of Households program 
started in 2013, due to the lack of access to social security 
of approximately 3,761,125 women heads of households in 
Mexico (potential population). This situation has a negative 
effect on those women who are more exposed to potential 
risks, such as severe illnesses and accidents. It also affects 
the children who, in case of death of the woman head of 
household are forced to abandon school.

According to the assessment of the design of the 2013 Life 
Insurance for Women Heads of Households program, the 
creation of this program is justified in view that:

1) One in three women is engaged in the informal sector, 
which shows the lack of access to labor benefits for 
these women;

2) Only 15% of women heads of households voluntarily 
acquire an insurance for the case of disability or death, 
and

3) The savings percentage in households led by women is 
low, which does not help them in the best of ways when 
facing catastrophic situations.

The purpose of the program is to contribute to expanding 
the social security system, using an insurance scheme for 
mothers heads of households from 12 to 68 years old who 
have shortages due to lack of access to social security.

In order to become pre-registered in such program, women 
heads of households must submit proof of the following:

•		 Not	having	any	guaranteed	rights	 in	regards	to	health,	
medical assistance or protection of livelihood.

•		 Not	 being	 voluntarily	 registered	 with	 the	 IMSS	 nor	
belong to any Retirement Savings Fund System 
(SAR, for its acronym in Spanish) or Pension Funds 
Administrator (Afore, for its acronym in Spanish).

•		 Not	having	any	retirement	fund	or	pension.
•		 Not	 being	 beneficiary	 of	 a	 pension	 social	 program,	 in	

case of elderly women from 65 to 68 years old.

The pre-registration process takes one day when the women 
heads of households visit a help desk and submit the required 
documents.
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The delivery of economic subsidies is made on a bimonthly 
fashion, at the help desks of each district office of the federal 
states.

The design of the SVJF is special, since the served population 
(orphan girls, boys, teenagers and young people up to 23 
years old) does not derive from its target population (women 
heads of households having shortages due to lack of access 
to social security). In view that this is a newly-created program 
(March 2013), we still may not observe the evolution of the 
populations and the progress of its coverage, however, the 
program closed the year 2013 with 3,013,657 pre-registered 
women heads of households, whose school-age children will 
be taken care of in case of the woman’s death, by means of 
a life insurance that will allow them to continue in or become 
part of the education system.

Selection Process of Beneficiaries as from the 
Dissemination and/or Reception of Applications until the 
Inclusion of Beneficiaries:

1)  The state district offices shall inform the date, time and 
place where the help desks shall receive applications 
from women heads of households.

2)  Women heads of households between 12 and 68 years 
old who are interested in pre-registering for the Program 
shall visit the help desks.

3)  The help desk promoter shall compile the documents to 
be included in the file of the woman head of household 
and shall deliver to her the original pre-registration form.

4)  The woman head of household shall receive the original 
pre-registration.

5) Girls, boys, teenagers and young persons up to 23 years 
old who have lost their mother may deliver at any time 
an application to become included as beneficiaries of 
the SVJF program, at the help desks.

6) If the applicant complies with the requirements, the 
promoter shall compile the documents, fill out the 
socioeconomic information questionnaire and verbally 
inform that the results shall be notified to the applicant 
90 business days after receiving the documents.

7) If the application has a favorable response, the person 
shall be included in the list of active beneficiaries, 
thus, the promoter of the help desk shall deliver to 
the beneficiary the acceptance form and inform such 
person the means whereby he/she shall receive the 
monetary aid.

SVJF Program Strengths:

•	 The	 SVJF	 addresses	 a	 public	 issue	 consisting	 of	
the vulnerability of the children of women heads of 
households with no access to social security in case 
of death.

•		 The	 program	 has	 economic	 indicators	 that	 may	 be	
monitored, such as: “mothers pre-registered with the 
SVJF” and “persons of up to 23 years old supported in 
case of death of the woman head of household”.

•		 The	registration	process	with	 the	program	 is	easy	and	
practical.

Opportunities of the SVJF Program:

•		 The	 SVJF	 program	 does	 not	 have	 any	 mechanisms	
to verify the information submitted, thus, there may 
be cases where the responses to women heads of 
households could not reflect their actual situation in 
regards to access to social security; therefore, the 
program entails the risk of pre-registering women who 
actually have social security. In order to avoid this 
situation, the information provided by the women heads 
of households to the lists of institutions granting social 
security must be reviewed.

•		 The	 program	 could	 exclude	 those	 women	 heads	 of	
households who, for any reason, such as terminal 
illness, may not visit in person the desk to apply for the 
program’s subsidy. Due to the above, mechanisms that 
allow relatives or persons close to such woman carry 
out the respective process must be considered.

•		 Those	 cases	where	women	heads	of	 households	only	
speak indigenous languages are not considered, thus, 
strategies for the program to serve these women must 
be designed.

 Education level Monthly amount

From birth through preschool
Elementary school
Secondary school
Middle school
Higher Education

$300.00
$500.00
$700.00
$900.00
$1000.00 and up to $1,850.00 in those exceptions 
determined by a Technical Committee

The SVJF stimulates income and/or school attendance of children up to 23 years old of pre-registered deceased mothers, by 
means of a direct monthly monetary aid of up to 850 pesos per child as from the effective date of the program, having national 
coverage and reach: 32 federal states and all municipalities in the country.

The amount of the monthly monetary aid is defined according to the education level, as follows:
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Section 5: Retirement 
Savings

At the end of the 1980, the Pension System in Mexico was under the exclusive responsibility of the Mexican Institute of Social 
Security (IMSS, for its acronym in Spanish). It was a distribution and defined benefit scheme, where a substantial part of the 
pensions of retired workers was covered by contributions of active workers.

However, the population change (see Graph 2.5.1) that occurred in the subsequent decades has considerably affected the 
Pension System. The increase of life expectancy and the reduction of the birth rate led to a notable reduction in the active 
workers - retired workers ratio, affecting the funds available to cover for the payment of pensions.

Graph 2.5.1 Demographic change

Source: INEGI, 1970 IX Population and Housing Census and 2010 Population and Housing 
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The financial situation of the IMSS was affected due to the 
changes in the structure of the population, but also due to 
the fact that economic surpluses that existed at first (when 
income from contributions was greater than disbursements 
for pensions) were used to cover infrastructure expenses and 
finance part of the medical services for the affiliates.

In order to establish an efficient and financially sustainable 
pension scheme, on July 1, 1997, the Retirement Fund 
System Law was published; with this, the new pension 
scheme started with an individual account system, whereby 
authorized workers deposit their social security contributions 
and their pensions are financed with funds accrued in such 
account upon their retirement. This system allows the 
participation of the private financial sector, by means of 
the Pension Fund Administrators (Afores, for its acronym 
in Spanish) that are responsible for managing the funds of 
individual accounts. Likewise, the Investment Companies 
Specialized in Retirement Funds (Siefores, for its acronym 
in Spanish) were created, which are the instruments whereby 
the Afores invest the workers’ funds. Such Law reformed the 
Mexican Institute of Social Security (IMSS) Law. 

Ten years later, in 2007, the Institute for Social Security and 
Services for State Workers (ISSSTE) Law was also reformed, 
incorporating government employees to this new scheme.

It is considered to be one of the major structural reforms in 
regards to social security in the history of Mexico. It went 
from a distribution and defined benefit regime to a defined 
contribution regime, based on the capitalization of individual 
accounts where the contributions of the workers, employers 
and government itself are held. This reform was designed to 
provide sustainability to the Retirement Savings Fund System 
and furnish the workers with a secure and reliable means 
to obtain a pension. The new system has contributed to 
expanding savings, has promoted the dynamic development 
of financial markets and has become a permanent source of 
long-term capital.

Retirement Savings Fund System (SAR)

The Retirement Savings Fund System (SAR, for its acronym 
in Spanish) manages the retirement savings accounts of 
workers who pay social security dues to the IMSS and 
ISSSTE, as well as of independent employees. 

It is worth mentioning that the SAR is one of the few Pension 
Systems in the world that comprise both the retirement 
savings account and the housing sub-account, in order to 

allow employees to access more easily to a mortgage loan 
and have a significant net worth at the end of their working 
life.

Collection in the SAR is the process whereby monetary 
resources are deposited in the workers’ individual accounts. 
Such resources come from dues on account of retirement, 
advanced age unemployment and old-age (RCV, for its 
acronym in Spanish), and voluntary contributions, which 
are paid by the employee him/herself, by the employer or 
by the federal government (as the case may be). Please 
note that workers also receive contributions in the housing 
sub-account; however, these funds are not managed by 
the AFORES, but by the Institute for the National Fund for 
Employee Housing (INFONAVIT, for its acronym in Spanish) 
or the ISSSTE Workers’ Housing Fund (FOVISSSTE, for its 
acronym in Spanish), as the case may be. Individual accounts 
are managed by Afores through Siefores.

Pension Fund Administrators (Afores)

Afores are financial entities engaged in managing individual 
retirement savings accounts of the employees. Afores must 
be authorized by the Ministry of Treasury and Public Credit 
and are subject to the regulation and supervision of the 
National Commission for the Pension System (CONSAR, for 
its acronym in Spanish). The purposes of the Afores are as 
follows:

•	 To	 promote	 a	 fair,	 equitable	 and	 financially	 feasible	
pension system.

•	 To	 preserve	 the	 rights	 acquired	 by	 the	 workers	 who	
started paying their dues prior to the 1997 reform.

•	 To	 promote	 the	 active	 participation	 of	 the	 worker,	
guaranteeing his/her full ownership of and control over 
their savings, and allowing the free choice of the Afore 
that shall manage the resources of his/her individual 
account.

•	 To	ensure	the	transparent	management	of	the	workers’	
resources.

At the end of 2013, the SAR was comprised by more than 
50 million individual accounts (see Graph 2.5.2), with assets 
equivalent to more than $2.1 trillion pesos managed by 
twelve Afores. It is worth highlighting that XXI Banorte is the 
largest Afore, given that it merged with Siglo XXI, which held 
all accounts belonging to IMSS employees.
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Investment Companies Specialized in Retirement Funds 
(Siefores)

The resources of retirement savings accounts or Afore 
accounts are invested through the Siefores. Siefores are 
financial entities managed and operated by the Afores and 
authorized by the CONSAR. Their purpose is to invest savings 
from the individual accounts and are legally independent 
from Afores, thus, the resources of the employees are totally 
separated from the assets of the Afores. The main duties of 
Siefores are as follows:

•	 To	invest	in	financial	markets,	subject	to	an	investment	
regime.

•	 To	receive	the	yields	produced	by	the	investment.
•	 To	 inform	 the	 value	 of	 the	 investments	 to	 the	 Afore,	

so that it may update the balance of the individual 
retirement savings account.

All Afores supply four Basic Siefores. In compliance with the 
regulations, the resources of individual accounts are invested 
in the Siefore corresponding to each worker, depending on 
his/her age (see Graph 2.5.3). Siefores maintain a diversified 
investment portfolio, formed mainly by government securities 
(fixed-income), variable-income instruments (domestic and 
international stock markets), securities financing infrastructure 
projects at a national level and private companies bonds.
 

Graph 2.5.2 Share of SAR Afores

 Source: CONSAR, December 2013.
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The structure of financial assets within each Siefore is 
designed in accordance with the profile of employees 
registered. So, for example, Basic Siefore 1 (BS1) is focused 
on maintaining the value of pension funds of the persons 
closest to retirement through low-risk investments, while 
Basic Siefore 4 that corresponds to younger workers is much 
more diversified and contains assets with a higher profitability 
potential, but also with a higher risk. It is important to note 
that workers may switch to a Siefore with a more or less 
conservative investment profile, if so they wish.

Profits accrued by the Retirement Savings Fund System are 
substantial. According to the CONSAR, almost 40% of the 

Source: Amafore, December 2012.

total resources accrued in Afores is constituted by returns 
generated since July 1997.

At a national level, net assets invested in Siefores have 
grown on a sustained basis for over more than a decade and, 
at the end of 2013, they represented 12.9% of GDP. This 
growth is due primarily to the System’s effort to register all 
workers already paying dues to the IMSS and ISSSTE and, 
after, incorporating new Mexicans to the labor market (see 
Graph 2.5.4).

 

Graph 2.5.3 Classification of Siefores by Age
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Core Retirement Savings Indicators

It should be mentioned that some considerations that define 
access and usage within retirement savings differ from the 
definitions made for the other financial products, such as 
deposits, credit and insurance (see Table 2.5.5):

a) Access to an individual retirement savings account 
with an Afore is not optional or subject to choice for a 
salaried employee in the formal sector, since, by law, 
all employees must pay dues to the IMSS or ISSSTE 
and must open an account with an Afore. Therefore, 
all formal employees have automatic access to an 
individual retirement savings account for the time when 
they shall retire.

Graph 2.5.4 Net assets of Siefores

Source: CONSAR, December 2013.
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d) Another relevant aspect of the usage of individual 
accounts is voluntary savings, whereby an account 
holder with an Afore may make contributions in addition 
to those mandatory contributions by their own choice, 
either personally or through the employer discounted 
from their salary. This data is a good indicator of the 
value given to this financial product by a person. 

It is worth highlighting that individual accounts are formed by 
three large sub-accounts: retirement, unemployment and old-
age; housing; and voluntary contributions. On the other hand, 
solidarity savings is exclusive for ISSSTE employees and, for 
each peso contributed by the holder, the government agency 
agrees to contribute $3.25 pesos; in this case, the employee 
may allocate up to 2% of his/her base salary to such savings.
New employees with formal jobs upon receiving their first 

salary (first payment of social security dues) are automatically 
incorporated to the Retirement Savings System (SAR) by 
designating their individual account to a service named 
“Service Provider” in charge of managing such accounts until 
these are designated to or registered with an Afore.

Accounts designated to the Service Provider or an Afore 
are secure, and their resources are invested to generate 
interest in time. The workers’ funds designated to the Service 
Provider are managed and invested in Banco de México, 
while workers’ funds designated to or registered with an Afore 
are managed and invested in the Siefore.

Independent employees that have not paid any dues to a 
social security institution may also register with an Afore and 
make voluntary contributions. 

Table 2.5.5 Definition of core retirement savings account indicators

Individual accounts per 10,000 
adults managed by Afores

Independent accounts per 10,000 
adults

Accounts with solidarity or voluntary 
savings per 10,000 adults

Registered accounts per 10,000 
adults

Designated accounts per 10,000 
adults

Individual accounts per 10,000 adults that belong to employees not paying dues to the IMSS or 
ISSSTE upon registration of the account, but who had the opportunity of voluntarily opening a 
retirement savings account with an Afore.

Both voluntary and solidarity savings are contributions in addition to mandatory contributions. 
The first one is not subject to minimum or maximum amounts. Solidarity savings is for workers 
paying ISSSTE dues.

Number of accounts per 10,000 adults belonging to workers registered with an Afore. It includes 
accounts of those employees who, even of their accounts were once designated, signed a 
registration agreement with an administrator.

Individual accounts per 10,000 adults that correspond to employees who, in view that they were 
not registered with an Afore, were designated by the CONSAR in compliance with the 
regulations in effect.

Number of unique and personal accounts from each worker managed by Afores per 10,000 
adults.
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In 2013, retirement savings accounts were 50.8 millions in total, 66.7% of which corresponded to registered accounts and the 
remaining 33.3% corresponded to designated accounts (see Diagram 2.5.6). In terms of the demographic indicator, six out of 
ten adults have a retirement savings account and only four of them know which Afore are they registered with. Please note 
that even though there are only 258.6 thousand independent accounts, their growth rate is higher (12.7%) than the rest of the 
accounts, which indicates a greater interest on the part of independent employees to pay for their expenses or create a future 
net worth (see Graph 2.5.7), as well as a greater degree of trust in the SAR.

Diagram 2.5.6 Structure of Savings Accounts

* Only applicable to ISSSTE workers.
Source: CONSAR and CNBV.

Graph 2.5.7 Core retirement savings indicators

Source: CONSAR, December 2013.
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Registered accounts

For some persons, registered accounts or individual retirement savings accounts are the only methods to have access to the 
financial system and/or the main means to save money. According to the National Survey on the perception and knowledge of 
the Retirement Savings System carried out by the CONSAR in 2013, 3.4% of the surveyees stated they usually save money 
in their Afore (see Graph 2.5.8).
 

Even comparing deposit products of commercial banks to registered accounts of the SAR, the relevance of this retirement 
savings product is notorious, both due to the number of accounts per 10,000 adults, as well as to the amount of resources 
managed by Afores (see Graph 2.5.9).

Graph 2.5.8 Mechanisms commonly used by persons to save money

Source: CONSAR, 2013 National Survey on the perception of the Retirement Savings System.

Graph 2.5.9 Importance of retirement savings accounts

NA: Not available
Source: CNBV, December 2013.
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Of the total registered accounts, 95.9% corresponds to IMSS 
employees and their indicator corresponds to 3,837 accounts 
per 10,000 adults. In contrast, ISSSTE employees’ accounts 
represent 3.3% of the total accounts and their indicator is 
132 per 10,000 adults. These indicators may also serve 
as indirect metrics of the level of formal employees in the 
country, although we need to consider those accounts that 
have not been yet registered and are included in the universe 
of designated accounts. The remaining 258,664 (0.8%) 
correspond to independent employees’ accounts and their 
indicator is barely 31 accounts per 10,000 adults.

IMSS accounts grew 6.2% in regards to the previous year 
and ISSSTE accounts showed an increase of 8.8% during the 
same period.

Afores with the highest market share are XXI Banorte (8.4 
million accounts), which holds most of the IMSS employees’ 
accounts due to the merger between Siglo XXI (which 
managed IMSS accounts) and Banorte; it is followed by 
Banamex, with 6.4 million accounts and Bancoppel with 5.0 
million accounts (see Graph 2.5.10).

In regards to gender, it is worth highlighting that of the total 
accounts managed, 41% corresponds to men and only 
26% to women; however, there is a remaining 34% with no 
classification, due to lack of the employee’s complete file. Per 
age range, it is worth noticing that 46% of the total accounts 
managed corresponds to persons with the most productive 
age, i.e., from 25 to 39 years old (see Graph 2.5.11).

 

Source: CONSAR, December 2013.

Graph 2.5.10 Distribution of accounts per Afore
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Graph 2.5.11 Distribution of accounts per gender and age range

Fees

Afores charge a fee on the balance of employees registered with them (see Table 2.5.12). Fee forecasts are published 
each month at the CONSAR1 website and, for each month of forecast, between 36 and 60 months of history are taken into 
consideration to determine the estimate.

Source: CONSAR, December 2013.

Table 2.5.12 2013 Fees per Afore

Source: CONSAR, December 2013.

1. www.consar.gob.mx/compara_afore/ compara_afore.aspx
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To this regard, several legal reforms have been launched tending to reduce fees in favor of the employees. The legal reform 
of January 2009 set forth that the CONSAR could shift designated accounts to the administrator having a greater net yield, 
which caused a reduction in the fees that led the average level of fees of the SAR from 1.94% in 2008 to 1.29% at the end of 
December 2013 (see Graph 2.5.13). In December 2013 the fees that would be charged by Afores in 2014 were authorized. The 
average of such fees was 1.20% of the balance, which figure represents a reduction of nine basis points compared with the 
average charged during 2013. With this reduction, for the first time since 2009, fees turned lower than what assets grew, and 
it is considered that employees will save 1,639 million pesos by 2014.
 

Graph 2.5.13 Evolution of SAR average fees

Source: CONSAR.

In order to compare Afores, the Net Yield Indicator (IRN, for its acronym in Spanish) is taken as basis, which is the simple 
subtraction of the yield supplied by the Afore (profits, interest) less the fee charged (for managing, protecting and investing 
the resources). For persons older than 37 years old (Basic Siefores 1, 2 and 3), the administrator reporting the highest IRN is 
PensionISSSTE. Other administrators that have shown a good level of IRN are Sura and Banamex (see Table 2.5.14)
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Table 2.5.14 Comparative analysis of IRN

One of the foundations of the management of individual accounts is the transparency and clarity when informing the employees 
of the status of their accounts. For this purpose, Afores send a statement of account to their registered employees with 
information that allows identifying, for each sub-account comprising the individual account, the balance at the beginning of the 
period, contributions made and yields obtained. The base salary for computing social security dues is also shown, used by the 
employer to make the contributions, as well as the days counted for the period, so that the registered employee may verify that 
such contributions correspond to the income received by him/her. It was planned that, by 2014, a summary of movements would 
be incorporated, itemizing in a detailed manner all employer-employee and government contributions, voluntary contributions 
and any withdrawal of funds made from in the individual account.

Source: CONSAR, December 2013.
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Yield

Net Yield of BS1
(60 years and older)

 PensionISSSTE 8.75%
 Invercap 8.16%
 Profuturo GNP 7.74%
 SURA 7.54%
 Banamex 7.30%
 XXI-Banorte 6.96%
 MetLife 6.92%
 Principal 6.69%
 Azteca 6.04%
 Coppel 5.50%
 Inbursa 5.08%
 Afirme Bajío 5.05%
 Simple Average 6.81%
 Weighted Average * 7.39%

Basic 
Siefore 2

Yield

 PensionISSSTE 9.98%
 SURA 9.70%
 Banamex 9.04%
 Profuturo GNP 9.01%
 XXI-Banorte 8.82%
 Invercap 8.61%
 MetLife 8.51%
 Principal 8.10%
 Azteca 7.48%
 Coppel 6.62%
 Afirme Bajío 5.69%
 Inbursa 5.45%
 Simple Average 8.08%
 Weighted Average * 8.71%
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Yield

Net Yield of BS3
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 PensionISSSTE 11.01%
 SURA 10.81%
 Banamex 9.89%
 Invercap 9.61%
 XXI-Banorte 9.52%
 Profuturo GNP 9.49%
 MetLife 9.37%
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 Azteca 8.16%
 Coppel 6.98%
 Afirme Bajío 6.35%
 Inbursa 6.02%
 Simple Average 8.84%
 Weighted Average * 9.51%
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Yield

 SURA 12.05%
 Banamex 11.22%
 PensionISSSTE 11.08%
 Profuturo GNP 10.91%
 Invercap 10.77%
 MetLife 10.39%
 XXI-Banorte 10.38%
 Principal 10.00%
 Azteca 8.35%
 Coppel 7.24%
 Inbursa 6.46%
 Afirme Bajío 6.38%
 Simple Average 9.60%
 Weighted Average * 10.44%

Net Yield of BS4
(36 years and younger)
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Coverage

All Pension Fund Administrators have points of service 
distributed throughout the Republic, supplying several 
services to the employees, including, among others:

•	 Registration	with	an	Afore.
•	 Transfer	of	accounts	to	another	administrator.
•	 Separation	and	consolidation	of	accounts.
•	 Selection	of	a	Siefore.
•	 Issuance	of	 certificate	of	 voluntary	 contributions	 to	be	

transferred to another Afore.

Of the total access points (5,159), the Federal District (654), 
the State of Mexico (606) and Veracruz (359) are the states 
with more access points; however, when taking into account 

the demographic indicator, the Federal District, Colima and 
Sonora are the states with greater presence of contact 
modules of the CONSAR (see Graph 2.5.15).

In regards to the distribution of accounts managed by Afores, 
worth highlighting is the scarce distribution in states such as 
Chiapas (2,698 accounts per 10,000 adults), Oaxaca (3,031) 
and the State of Mexico (3,490), with much lower levels 
than the national average (6,073). That is, in such states, 
only three out of ten employees have access to a retirement 
savings account. The reason why the Federal District has an 
indicator of 1.22 retirement savings accounts per adult may 
be due to the fact that some adults work and are registered 
as inhabitants of the Federal District, without them actually 
residing there.

Graph 2.5.15 Distribution of branches and accounts per State
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Source: CONSAR, December 2013. 

Voluntary savings (AV)

The workers’ pension shall depend on the resources accrued in their retirement savings account. At the end of 2013, workers 
had, in average, a saved amount in their individual account of $41,200 pesos and upon withdrawal they shall receive only 32% 
of the average salary used to pay their social security dues during the past 10 years.

Voluntary savings (AV, for its acronym in Spanish) are additional to mandatory contributions (both employer and government). 
The increase of AV depends to a large extent on tax incentives and subsidies, both from the government and the private 
sector, the degree of financial education and particularly, the degree of knowledge and expectations of future needs. Currently, 
voluntary savings deposited in the SAR represent less than one percent of funds managed by the Afores. 

Following are some statistics on the structure of voluntary savings contributions (flow) made during 20132.

2.  For this estimate only voluntary contributions at counter and over $50.00 are taken into account. No contributions made by 
employees registered with PensionISSSTE are considered.

b) Distribution of accounts per 10,000 adults per State
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Graph 2.5.16 Distribution of voluntary contributions

Source: CONSAR, December 2013.

 
The Federal District concentrates most voluntary savings, which could be due to the fact that there is more information in this 
regard, as well as more points of contact for persons to inquire their statements of account and make contributions (see Graph 
2.5.17). At a national level, only 38 per 10,000 adults make some voluntary contribution to their retirement savings account.

 Graph 2.5.17 Distribution of voluntary savings accounts 
per 10,000 adults per State

Source: CONSAR, December 20113.
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Mechanisms to foster a greater Financial 
Inclusion

In some cases, employees do not make any voluntary 
contributions because they are not aware of this system or 
the process may be complicated and is different for each 
Afore. Thus, the CONSAR is working in promoting measures 
so that workers may have mechanisms to make voluntary 
contributions in a simple and easily accessible manner.

The first effort aims at increasing voluntary savings by 
expanding the coverage of the Afores’ services to all 
employees, therefore, during 2014 work will be carried out in 
the following projects:

•	 Afores	will	use	commercial	and	service	networks,	e.g.,	
convenience stores, so that the employee may make 
voluntary contributions to his/her individual account 
through more access points. A scheme similar to that 
of agent banks is being developed, which is currently 
using the banking sector and Popular Savings and 
Credit Institutions.

•	 By	means	 of	 the	 e-SAR	website	 a	 site	 shall	 be	made	
available to employees so that they may submit a pre-
application for voluntary contribution to their Afore with 
charge to their debit card with a defined frequency 
(electronic payment by direct debit).

These actions shall be upheld by a solid regulatory framework 
and control measures that allow providing an efficient 
and timely service, while protecting the resources of the 
employees.

Voluntary contribution at commercial networks

The scheme of voluntary contributions at commercial 
networks (see Diagram 2.5.18) shall operate as follows:

1. The employee requests the voluntary contribution 
service from its Afore and provides the following 
information to the cashier of the commercial network:

	 •	 CURP	 (Resident	 Registration	 Number)	 (in	
subsequent stages the mobile telephone number shall 
be used)

	 •	 Amount	of	the	deposit

2. The cashier carries out the transaction and shall provide 
to the employee a receipt that is also the deposit 
voucher (in subsequent stages an SMS or email shall 
be immediately sent conforming the contribution).

3. The SAR processing system shall centralize transactions 
between Afores and commercial networks.

Diagram 2.5.18 Operation scheme of voluntary savings at 
commercial networks

Source: CONSAR.
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Voluntary contributions through electronic 
payment by direct debit

The scheme of voluntary contributions through electronic 
payment by direct debit shall operate as follows:

1. The employee submits a pre-application for electronic 
payment by direct debit of voluntary contributions at 
the website www.e-SAR.com.mx, with charge to his/her 
debit card; the employee shall indicate the amount and 
frequency of his/her contributions.

2. The SAR processing system validates the data provided 
by the employee.

3. The SAR processing system notifies the employee 
whether the pre-application was registered and notifies 

the Afore that the application may be served. Each 
Afore shall formalize the electronic payment by direct 
debit of the employee’s contribution.

Finally, there are different tax incentives and benefits planned 
to be provided in order to promote the success of the project:

•	 Tax	benefit:	For	every	contribution	in	the	amount	$300	
pesos a benefit of $60 pesos shall be granted.

•	 Instant	benefits:	purchases	of	airtime	and	free	SMS	with	
each contribution.

•	 Guild	promotions:	with	the	approval	folio,	the	employee	
may participate in raffles that will be televised, where 
he/she may win exciting prizes.
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Consumer 
Protection

Consumer 
Protection

Financial products and services should 
be embodied with a regulatory framework 
that guarantees information transparency, 
fair treatment, users’ data safeguard and 
mechanisms for complaints attention and 
advisory of customers against unfair and 
abusive practices.
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National Commission for the Protection and 
Defense of Financial Users
 
Throughout the years, the National Commission for the 
Protection and Defense of Financial Users (CONDUSEF, 
for its acronym in Spanish) has promoted and disseminated 
financial education and transparency  in order to enable the 
user to take informed decisions based on the benefits, costs 
and risks of products and services supplied by the Mexican 
financial system; it has protected their interests by supervising 
and regulating financial institutions; and has provided 
advisory and support services to aid them in defending their 
rights. CONDUSEF’s efforts focus on two main aspects:

•	 Preventive	actions	(user	protection),	and	
•	 Corrective	actions	(user	defense).

Preventive actions refer to the creation and establishment 
of financial education programs that support and benefit 
Mexican families with the acquisition of knowledge, skills 
and capabilities that allow them to make better decisions in 
regards to the management of their resources, make informed 
judgments, maintain a sound financial situation, create the 
means to face unforeseen events and build assets.

Being better informed and prepared to use financial products 
and services is of the essence in the current environment, 
since, nowadays there is a greater supply both of financial 
products and suppliers, as well as means for their usage. 

On the other hand, the CONDUSEF urges financial 
institutions to comply with the legal provisions related to 
financial transparency, so that there may be clear contracts, 
understandable statements of account and sufficient 
information on interest rates, fees, related insurance, among 
other elements, for the user to be able to analyze the product 
or service intended to be signed up, in advance and under 
better conditions. 

Transparency is also related to the purpose of fostering a 
greater financial education, by making people aware of the 
rights and obligations they are acquiring, as well as promoting 
a healthy and more open competition.

Corrective actions, in turn, refer to service to the public 
(users and non-users of financial services) who turn to the 
CONDUSEF to receive guidance and advice on financial 
issues and/or receive help to solve disagreements with 
financial institutions, impartially arbitrate their differences and 
promote a level playing field in the relationships among them, 
thus contributing to the healthy development of the Mexican 
financial system.

The concern for defending the users’ rights is evident in more 
advanced financial systems, where prudential and efficient 
regulations are put in place to take into consideration the 
situations shown in Diagram 3.1:

Diagram 3.1 Situations of Concern in the Protection of the 
Financial Service User

 

Source: CONDUSEF.
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Financial Reform for the Benefit of the Consumer 
of Financial Products and Services

The purpose of the Financial Reform published in the Federal 
Official Gazette on January 10, 2014 is to make the financial 
sector contribute to a greater extent to the economic growth 
of the country. This Reform is based on four pillars: increase 
competition in the financial sector; foster credit through 
state-owned banking; expand credit through private financial 
institutions; and maintain a sound and prudent financial 
system.

For the first pillar, a greater competition is sought by 
expanding the supply of credits and improve the signing 
up conditions in terms of costs and transparency; as well 
as inhibit anticompetitive practices, in order to promote a 
responsible financial inclusion that allows Mexican families to 
raise their living conditions and build family assets.

In order to achieve the above, one of the measures that has 
been adopted is strengthening the CONDUSEF authority.

Prior to the Reform, the CONDUSEF carried out 65 powers 
provided in several legal regulations, which now are 129 
in total. At the same time, 3,428 financial entities and five 
sectors were supervised, as provided in the Financial 
Services Transparency and Regulation Law (LTOSF) 
and now, a total of 4,314 institutions shall be subject to 
supervision, which represents an increase by 26%, and the 
addition of 16 sectors. Previously, there were 58 assumptions 
of penalization to institutions, which now amount to 73.

Among the most important actions ordered by the Reform, 
worth highlighting are the following:

•	 To	 boost	 the	 cooperation	 of	 institutions	 in	 financial	
education activities in favor of the population.

•	 To	 create	 and	 manage	 the	 Financial	 Entities	 Bureau	
(BEF, for its acronym in Spanish) to provide information 
to the general public about the performance of financial 
entities regards the provision of products and services, 
for a better decision making.

•	 To	eliminate	abusive	sections	in	contracts,	which	cause	
an unbalance in terms  of the rights and obligations of 
the parties, in prejudice of the users.

•	 To	 regulate	 the	 treatment	 and	 correct	 activities	 that	
deviate from sound practices and usages related to 
the supply and marketing of financial transactions and 
services of all sectors.

•	 To	 regulate	 practices	 by	 collection	 firms	 in	 order	 to	
eliminate abuse and mistreatment.

•	 To	sanction	tied	sales,	to	forbid	conditioning	the	signing	
up of financial transactions or services to the contracting 
of other transaction or service. For bundled products, 
the client shall be entitled to sign them up with a third 
party.

•	 To	incorporate	new	sectors	to	the	record	of	fees	charged	
by financial institutions for the contracting and usage of 
financial products and services (popular savings and 
credit sector institutions and credit unions) managed by 
the CONDUSEF.

•	 To	ensure	that	Sofoms	have	a	registration	in	effect	with	
the CONDUSEF in order to operate.

•	 To	 establish	 a	 procedure	 that	 allows	 the	 “mobility	 of	
active and passive accounts” through the recipient 
banking institution.

Likewise, the Reform empowers the CONDUSEF to defend 
the users through:

•	 Specialized	Units	(UNES,	for	its	acronym	in	Spanish)
•	 Opinion	report	
•	 Enforcement	order,	and	
•	 Arbitration	System	for	Financial	Issues

In regards to Specialized Units (UNES), the CONDUSEF may 
supervise them. In addition, it is determined that UNES shall 
have regional responsible parties in each federal state where 
the institution has branches or offices. At the same time, they 
shall facilitate to their clients the submission of claims or 
clarifications by any means, and submit to the CONDUSEF a 
quarterly report on cases handled. Using this information, we 
may know the total universe of claims and the manner how 
they are conducted.

Furthermore, the scope of rulings issued by the CONDUSEF 
is strengthened when the CONDUSEF considers it has 
sufficient elements that allow assuming the admissibility of 
the claim, by means of:

•	 Opinion	 report:	 specialized	 opinion	 supported	 by	 a	
technical-legal assessment of the elements found in 
the record and that, in the opinion of the CONDUSEF, 
allows assuming the admissibility of the claim.

•	 Enforcement	order:	when	 the	opinion	 report	 is	a	valid,	
true, enforceable and liquid contractual obligation, it 
shall turn into an enforcement order and the user may 
request its performance by means of enforcement 
proceedings, which imply less requirements and time 
than ordinary proceedings. Amounts are limited up to 
100 thousand UDIS in case of insurance and Afores, 
and up to 50 thousand UDIS in case of other sectors. 
Also, the term for bringing the enforcement action is 
limited to one year.
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This will allow the CONDUSEF to issue more opinion reports 
for the benefit of the users. 

The Reform also authorizes the CONDUSEF to take all 
necessary steps for the setup, operation and promotion of 
the Arbitration System for Financial Issues. Through the 
Arbitration System, financial institutions may give the users 
the possibility of voluntarily settling, by means of arbitration, 
any future disputes related to transactions and services 
previously determined. 

The Arbitration System shall guarantee impartiality in view 
that there is an arbitration committee formed by the SHCP, 
Supervisory Commissions and the CONDUSEF, or, at the 
request of the institution, with the participation of independent 
arbitrators. Also, there shall be a public bid registry (three 
financial products); the institution that joins the system 
shall be publicly recognized and a register of independent 
arbitrators shall be established.

With the Reform, the powers of the CONDUSEF are 
significantly strengthened; until now, the CONDUSEF had 
been unable, due to regulatory reasons, to expand its range 
of action as an advocate of the rights of financial service 
consumers.

The proper defense of the users will allow the financial 
system to be more competitive, by eliminating unsound 

Diagram 3.2 Financial Sectors of the Financial Entities Bureau

practices caused by the high concentration of markets. Once 
such harmful practices are eliminated, financial entities shall 
compete based on the quality of the services they provide 
and the range of products they supply. 
 
Financial Entities Bureau

The Financial Entities Bureau (BEF) is an inquiry and 
dissemination tool that allows users to have information on 
products supplied by financial institutions, their fees and 
rates, user claims, unsound practices incurred by them, 
administrative sanctions imposed on them, abusive sections 
of their contracts and relevant additional information, so that 
users may have more elements to compare and select the 
institution that best suits their interests and needs. 

The information contained in the BEF shall be disseminated 
through the Internet web site www.buro.gob.mx, and the web 
page www.condusef.gob.mx. In turn, institutions shall be 
bound to make such information public at their web pages 
and branches.

The CONDUSEF shall gradually incorporate information of 
financial sectors to the Bureau (see Diagram 3.2) and, on 
December 15, 2014, information from all sectors comprising 
the Mexican Financial System shall be available. 
 

Source: CONDUSEF.
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The CONDUSEF shall update the information contained in the 
Bureau within thirty business days following the expiration of 
each quarter, in order to provide to the users and the general 
public updated and accurate information that may facilitate 
a responsible management of the financial products and 
services by being aware of their characteristics.

Considering that each sector has its own submission and 
evaluation methodology, depending on the availability of its 
information, the BEF shall report the following information of 
financial entities:

•	 ID	data;	
•	 Characteristics	 of	 financial	 products	 and	 services	

supplied by them;
•	 Activities	that	deviate	from	sound	practices;
•	 Number	and	amount	of	sanctions	imposed;
•	 Inquiries,	claims	and	disputes;
•	 Recommendations;
•	 Abusive	sections	in	Adhesion	Contracts;
•	 Opinions	from	the	Governing	Board;

•	 General	provisions	and	regulations;
•	 Public	bids	of	the	Arbitration	System;
•	 Compliance	with	records	managed	by	the	CONDUSEF;
•	 Results	of	the	supervision	powers	of	the	CONDUSEF;
•	 Financial	Education	Programs;
•	 Relevant	 information	 from	competent	authorities	 to	be	

provided to the user.

In addition, the evaluation carried out by the CONDUSEF per 
product, such as credit card, payroll loan, mortgage loan and 
savings account, among others, may be consulted in detail 
in the BEF (see Diagram 3.3). The user may find a data file 
with the description, characteristics and requirements of the 
products of each entity, as well as the fees charged and the 
score assigned to it by the CONDUSEF. Also, the user may 
use the CONDUSEF simulator to calculate and compare 
payments in case of a credit product or the yield in case of 
a savings account. It is intended to provide to the user the 
required elements so that he/she may decide which product 
and entity are the most suitable for him/her.

Diagram 3.3 Evaluation per Product in the Financial Entities Bureau

Source: CONDUSEF.

 
With the creation of the BEF, the CONDUSEF reaffirms its commitment to protecting and defending financial service users, as 
well as implementing the Financial Reform to foster competition and transparency in the financial system and thus boost the 
development of the financial and economic sectors of the country.
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Core Consumer Protection Indicator

Based on the indicators set forth in the Financial Inclusion Report, the measurement of defense actions per 10,000 adults has 
been defined as one of the main metrics for consumer protection. Also, the coverage of points of service to users has been 
defined by means of three indicators: municipalities with points of service to users, adult population with possible access to a 
point of service, and number of points of service per 10,000 adults (see Table 3.4).

Defense actions carried out by the CONDUSEF result from inquiries or claims submitted by the users who have acquired or 
intend to acquire a financial product or service with diverse financial institutions authorized to be incorporated and operate 
in such capacity, as well as those institutions that do not require authorization to be incorporated and are considered to be 
financial intermediaries, as in the case of Sofom E.N.R.

Table 3.5 shows the universe of institutions served by the CONDUSEF, effective as of the end of 2013.

Table 3.4 Core Consumer Protection Indicators

Source: CONDUSEF and CNBV.

Table 3.5 Financial Institutions 

 (*) Includes Sofoms incorporated with no information sent.
 Source: CONDUSEF, December 2013.

Defense actions

Points of service to users

Coverage of points 
of service to users

Adult population with possible access to one 
point of service to users

Defense actions carried out by the CONDUSEF per 10,000 adults.

Number of points of service to users per 10,000 adults.

Number or percentage of municipalities with at least one point of service to users.

Number or percentage of adults living in municipalities with at least one point of service 
to users.

Number of Financial Institutions
51 Commercial and state-owned banks
3 Credit Information Companies (SICs)
102 Insurance companies
13 Afores (Pension Fund Administrators ) and ProceSAR
15 Surety companies
33 Brokerage firms
3,797 Sofom (Multiple Purpose Financial Institution)*
583 Mutual funds
114 Credit unions
140 Popular savings and credit entities
184 Other
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In order to achieve an efficient and quality service, as well as to solve in a clearer and more expedite manner the questions or 
disputes arising as a consequence of the interaction between the user and the financial institution, the CONDUSEF has put in 
place a process for service to users defined in stages, which together embody the universe of defense actions carried out and 
that will serve as basis for the structure of the indicator (see Table 3.6).

 

Table 3.6 Structure of Core Consumer Protection Indicator

Source: CONDUSEF.

Defense actions 

Serving the users is the fundamental purpose of the 
CONDUSEF, and it is essential for users to know who to turn 
to in order to defend their rights and protect their assets. For 
this purpose, several actions have been developed which 
facilitate the people’ access to guidance and to solve disputes 
that may arise in a more efficient manner and in less time.
 
The CONDUSEF currently has 37 regional offices at a national 
level, which provide a standardized and comprehensive 
service: 32 of them are distributed throughout the states, four 
of them are located in the Federal District, and one of them is 
a Virtual Regional Office.

Likewise, the CONDUSEF has put in place user service 
modules and a Support Call Center (CAT, for its acronym in 
Spanish) with first contact advisors who work from Monday 

to Friday, from 8:30 to 18:00 hours, to solve any doubts, 
clarifications or inquiries from the general public. There is 
also a web page (www.condusef.gob.mx) that shows a broad 
content of topics related to the financial sector, as well as the 
main financial products and services operated in the Mexican 
market. In 2013, more than 5.8 million visits were registered.

Today, the CONDUSEF is well known by the population and 
recognized as an organization that provides protection and 
defense services. 

During 2013, slightly over 1.3 million defense actions were 
brought by users residing in 2,229 municipalities in the 
country.

Of the total defense actions, 83.1%, i.e. 1,082,835 actions 
were related to advisory and inquiries.

Advice
Conciliation Opinion report Arbitration

Claims

Legal defense

Disputes
Regular and 

electronic processing
Helps the user  
understanding the 
type of product or 
service acquired by 
him/her, its 
characteristics, 
operation and the 
commitment 
undertaken by the 
parties. Also provides 
legal guidance, if 
necessary.

If the user has any 
disagreement with any 
financial institution, the 
case is managed to 
reach a quick solution; 
in this stage, no 
lawyers are involved, 
the purpose is to try to 
reach an agreement to 
the best interest of both 
parties, in an amicable 
manner.  

The CONDUSEF is 
authorized to act as 
conciliator between 
financial institutions 
and users, so as to 
protect the interests 
of the users.

If the parties fail to 
reach an agreement to 
the best of their 
interest, the 
CONDUSEF may issue 
an Opinion Report 
consisting of a 
specialized opinion 
according to a 
technical-legal 
evaluation of the case, 
for purpose of 
enforcing such case 
before the competent 
courts.

If there no agreement 
is reached during the 
conciliation stage, the 
parties may mutually 
select the CONDUSEF 
or any third party as 
arbitrator of the 
dispute. With this, the 
ruling concluding the 
case is issued, setting 
forth who is the 
prevailing party.

If the arbitrator  is 
rejected by any of the 
parties, a lawyer may 
be requested for free, 
so that he/she may 
process the case 
before any court, 
provided, however, that 
the lawyer has 
sufficient elements and 
is in need of economic 
aid.

Defense actions by CONDUSEF
 per 10,000 adults
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The main reasons to seek advice are:

•	 Request	for	issuance	of	special	credit	report	(37.5%).
•	 Operation	of	financial	products	or	services	(19.0%).
•	 Inquiry	on	social	security	number	(7.9%).
•	 Information	 on	 services	 provided	 by	 CONDUSEF	

(7.3%). 
•	 Guidance	 on	 authorities	 and	 several	 entities,	 such	

as BANXICO, CNBV, CNSF, CONSAR, SHCP, IMSS, 
ISSSTE, PENSIONISSSTE, business corporations that 
grant loans, and collection firms (4.9%).

16.4% of the actions (213,260) were related to disputes and 
conciliations. The main causes for these were:

•	 Unrecognized	charges	in	credit	or	debit	card	(13.8%).
•	 Disagreement	 with	 entries	 contained	 in	 special	 credit	

report (11.1%).

•	 Breach	of	insurance	contracts	(4.5%).
•	 Collection	 management	 without	 being	 the	 debtor	

(4.4%).
•	 Outdated	credit	score	(4.3%).

The remaining defense actions by the CONDUSEF (7,236) 
represent 0.6% of the total actions. This number should 
not be disregarded, as it implies the preparation of opinion 
reports and includes Free Legal Defense at court, which in 
both cases usually represent cases that due to their amounts 
and complexity require a deeper evaluation (moreover when 
48.3% of the defense actions correspond to problems of older 
adults ) (see Graph 3.7). 
 
 

Graph 3.7 Proportion of Defense Actions per Type 

Source: CONDUSEF, December 2013.

The majority of defense actions (34.6%) involve Credit 
Information Companies (SIC’s, for its acronym in Spanish), 
where 451,162 actions correspond to users who ask for advice 
on the issuance of their special credit report. The banking 
sector shows 406,258 actions (31.2%) with cases related 
mainly to cards (credit or debit) and inquiries to the National 
SAR Database (BDNSAR, for its acronym in Spanish) with 
89,790 actions (6.9%) by users who require knowing which 
Afore manages their retirement savings accounts resources. 

The remaining actions correspond to Insurance Companies 
with 61,192 actions (4.7%); Afores 56,156 (4.3%), regulated 
and non-regulated Sofoms 38,837 (3.0%) and others 199,936 
(15.3%), which includes the stock market sector, surety 
bonds sector, Popular Savings and Credit Entities (EACPs, 
for its acronym in Spanish), Auxiliary Credit Organizations 
and Activities (OAAC, for its acronym in Spanish) and state-
owned banks (see Graph 3.8).

OtherDisputes
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Other
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Indicator at a National Level

In regards to the number of defense actions by the CONDUSEF, we find that, between 2012 and 2013, there was an increase 
by 5.2% in the number of actions, going from 1,239,368 to 1,303,331 (see Graph 3.9). This increase is due, first, by a greater 
financial inclusion in México, and second, to the fact that more financial service users recognize the CONDUSEF as the 
institution in charge of protecting their rights as consumers of financial products and turn to it to receive financial advice and/
or request support with their conflicts or disagreements vis-à-vis financial institutions.

Also, the demographic indicator increased (3.4%) at the end of 4Q13, reaching 154 defense actions per 10,000 adults, a growth 
rate of 4.9% with respect to 4Q09. 

Indicator at a National Level
Colima showed the highest demographic indicator (442 defense actions per 10,000 adults), followed by Aguascalientes (307) 

Graph 3.8 Proportion of Defense Actions per Sector

Source: CONDUSEF, December 2013.

Graph 3.9 Historical Evolution of Defense Actions by the CONDUSEF

Source: CONDUSEF, December 2013.
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Indicator to State Level

Colima showed the highest demographic indicator (442 defense actions per 10000 adults), followed Aguascalientes (307), and 
the Federal District (336), as we may observe in Diagram 3.10. In turn, the indicator with the lowest value belongs to Veracruz 
(77), followed by Michoacán (81) and Guanajuato (83). 
 

Source: CONDUSEF, December 2013.

Diagram 3.10 Demographic Indicator of Defense Actions per Federal State

 
Points of Service to Users (PAU)

Whenever a consumer faces a problem or requires a 
clarification related to the financial product or service he/
she acquired, he/she is entitled to be served at the following 
points:

•	 Directly	at	the	financial	 institution,	through	the	head	of	
the User Service Specialized Unit (UNE, for its acronym 
in Spanish) or at the UNE regional offices.

•	 At	the	CONDUSEF,	through	its	state	regional	offices	or	
user service modules. 

At the end of 2013, in Mexico there were 11,986 points of 
service to users (see Graph 3.11).
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Graph 3.11 Number of Points of Service to Users in Mexico
per Type of Point of Service 

Source: CONDUSEF, December 2013.

Nationwide, the indicator for points of service per 10,000 adults for 2013 was 1.4 points. The Federal District, Colima and Baja 
California Sur are the states with more number of points of service per 10,000 adults (3.3, 2.7 and 2.6, respectively). On the 
other hand, the State of Mexico (0.7), Guerrero (0.8), Hidalgo (1.0) and Veracruz (1.0) showed the lowest indicator (see Graph 
3.12).
   

Graph 3.12 Number of Points of Service to Users per 10,000 adults

Source: CONDUSEF, December 2013.
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Municipalities referred to as metropolis and semi-metropolis are covered in full by points of service (see Graph 3.14); urban 
municipalities have 87% coverage. In contrast, there is a low presence of points of service in municipalities deemed to be in 
transition (10%) and rural (1%).

Coverage per Municipality

Considering all the points of service to users (11,986), at the end of 2013, 28% of municipalities in the country (680) had at 
least one point of service (see Graph 3.13).

Only four of the 32 states comprising the Mexican Republic have presence of points of service in all their municipalities: Baja 
California, Baja California Sur, Federal District and Sinaloa. The states with lesser municipal coverage are Oaxaca, Puebla and 
Yucatán (8%, 16% and 17%, respectively). 

Graph 3.13 Percentage of Municipalities with at Least One Point of 
Service to Users per Federal State

      Source: CONDUSEF, December 2013.

Graph 3.14 Coverage Percentage in Municipalities with Points of Service to 
Users per Type of Population*

* The classification of municipalities is used according to the range of inhabitants in the 2010 Census. 
INEGI Source: CONDUSEF, December 2013.
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Graph 3.15 Adult Population* with Possible Access to at Least One Point of 
Service to Users per Type of Population

 (*) 2010 Census. INEGI
Source: CONDUSEF, December 2013.

Coverage per Adult Population

In regards to population coverage per type of municipality (see Graph 3.15), in absolute numbers, we find that:

•	 All	the	adults	living	(37.1	millions)	in	municipalities	referred	to	as	metropolis	and	semi-metropolis	have	the	possibility	to	
access a point of service; 

•	 22.8	out	of	24.7	million	inhabitants	(92.3%)	in	urban	municipalities;
•	 4.8	out	of	12.8	million	inhabitants	(37.5%)	in	semi-urban	municipalities;
•	 439	thousand	out	of	3.9	million	inhabitants	(11.2%)	in	municipalities	in	transition;
•	 19	thousand	out	of	1.1	million	inhabitants	(1.7%)	in	rural	municipalities;

 

 
Claims with Monetary Impact from Clients of 
Commercial Banking in Mexico

Another way to protect and defend users of financial services 
by the CONDUSEF has been being aware of the claims directly 
filed by clients before the financial institutions themselves.

The CONDUSEF carried out an analysis of claims filed by 
clients of commercial banking institutions during 2013.

In order to prepare the analysis, the CONDUSEF requested 
from the CNBV, based on the cooperation agreement signed 
between both Commissions, the records of claims provided 
quarterly by the commercial banking institutions according to 
Regulatory Report R27. 

Such records contain valuable information on monetary 
claims disaggregated per products, channels and causes of 

action that may affect the clients’ assets, as well as amounts 
claimed and refunded, as the case may be, to the client.
 
Monetary claim is understood as the transaction implying an 
amount that is not recognized by the client and that has been 
directly informed to the Specialized Unit (UNE) or a branch 
or other cashier desk of the bank, or indirectly through the 
CONDUSEF.

According to the data reported, in 2013 there were over 4.3 
million monetary claims against 30 banks, 2.2% more than in 
2012. Between 2011 and 2012, the annual growth rate of the 
number of claims was 1.22% (see Graph 3.16).
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Graph 3.16 Historical Evolution of Monetary Claims 
Against Banks

 Source: CONDUSEF with data of CNBV, December 2013.

Graph 3.17 Distribution of Monetary Claims per Financial Product
 

Source: CONDUSEF with data of CNBV, December 2013.

Claimed Financial Products

The products with the highest number of claims are credit cards with 2,735,629 claims (63.1%), followed by debit cards with 
1,161,504 (26.8%), and sight deposit accounts with 426,446 (9.8%). The remaining claims amount to 10,627 (0.2%), which 
include prepaid cards and securities and investment instruments (see Graph 3.17).
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Graph 3.18 Channels Used to Carry Out the Transactions that 
Caused the Claim 

Source: CONDUSEF with data of CNBV, December 2013. 

Claimed Transactional Channels 

Regarding the transactional channel whereby the transaction 
subject matter of the reported claim was carried out, the 
point of sales terminal reported the highest number of claims 
with 2,112,819 (48.7%), which represents 2.3% less than 
the previous year, followed by banking transactions, which 
includes charges for fees, annuities, past due charges, 
payment of interest and electronic payment by direct debits 
with 771,956 (17.8%), which decreased 18.8%; there were 
578,881 claims (13.4%) at ATMs with an increase of 4.4% 
compared to 2012. These channels are the most claimed 
since they are most used by the users (see Graph 3.18).

Therefore, the CONDUSEF encourages banks and 
businesses to establish preventive and more secure actions 
for the proper use of POS terminals by employees, given the 
incidence of claims filed in regards to the use of this channel. It 
also promotes the modernization of ATMs and POS terminals 
to increase the security of transactions. At the same time, 
the CONDUSEF issues recommendations so that the users 
may take steps to prevent any claims from the usage of these 
channels.

The transactional channels with less numbers of claims are: 
telephone banking with 454 (0.01%), 52.3% more than in 
2012; other banks with 2,754 (0.06%), with an increase of 
18.8%; and mobile banking with 3,420 (0.08%), which grew 
127.7% in comparison to the previous year. 

It is important to highlight the increased number of claims 
using remote channels, since, despite of having less claims 
are the ones showing a greater growth, which derives from 
the increased usage of electronic and mobile means in 
transactions carried out by financial service users.

Thus, the CONDUSEF has issued recommendations for 
users and financial institutions to prevent complaints due 
to the usage of these channels, such as memorizing the 
passwords and not keeping them in the mobile phone, 
changing access codes at least every three months, verifying 
that the Internet site is secure, reporting to the bank the loss 
or theft of the mobile phone to cancel the service, limiting the 
number of attempted access to the transactions section of the 
institutions’ web pages, among others.

Variation 
(in comparison to 2012)

100,390 (2.3%)

454 (0.01%)

2,754 (0.06%)

3,420 (0.08%)

3,661 (0.08%)
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To be defined

Telephone banking

Other banks

Mobile banking

Payments through mobile phone

Internet transactions business entities

Banking agents

Internet transactions individuals

Branches

Telephone commerce

Internet commerce

ATMs

Movement generated by the bank

Point of sales terminal

216.8%

52.3%

18.8%

127.7%

448.1%

-0.4%

95.0%

21.6%

-6.2%

74.2%

54.3%

4.4%

-18.8%

-2.3%
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Grounds for Claim 

The most frequent grounds for claim are “Unrecognized 
charge for purchases not made” with 2,535,151 claims 
(58.5%), which are directly linked to the usage of bank 
cards at POS terminals (credit, debit and prepaid) and are 
in addition the channel and products with a higher number of 
claims (see Graph 3.19).

In second term, “Unrecognized withdrawal” reported 310,118 
claims (7.2%), and “Failure to deliver the requested amount” 
282,643 claims (6.5%), which refer to differences between 
the amount requested and the amount delivered at ATMs, 
branches or banking agents. 

The grounds for less claims was “Disagreement with paid 
yields or capital” with 994 claims (0.02%).

Graph 3.19 Grounds for Claim 

Source: CONDUSEF, with data of CNBV, December 2013.

The results showed above reduces the degree of confidence 
of the users, as they could consider that making payments with 
cards through POS terminals is not secure enough, in view 
that they could face unrecognized charges, thus negatively 
affecting the signing up for cards and, as a consequence, 
failure to reach a higher level of financial inclusion. 

The CONDUSEF acknowledges the issues and highlights 
the importance of consumer protection to foster financial 
inclusion; therefore, it is deeply engaged in actions promoting 
financial education, so that more users may feel confident 
when hiring and using financial products and services and 
may know what to do and who to turn to in case of any 
disagreement.
 

Unrecognized transfer

Disagreement for alteration of promissory notes

Refund not applied

Unrecognized charge for cash withdrawal fees

Disagreement with paid yields or capital

To be defined

Transaction error of the client

Mishandled checks

Unrecognized product

Transaction error of the bank

Non-credited payment

Non-credited deposit

Unrecognized charge for account handling fee

Automatic payment wrongfully applied, in whole 
or in part (electronic payments by direct debit)

Unrecognized charge of regular and/or 
past due interest

Unrecognized charges for other concepts

Failure to deliver the requested amount

Unrecognized withdrawal

Unrecognized charge for purchases not made

18,280 (0.4%)

14,299 (0.3%)

11,240 (0.3%)

10,800 (0.2%)

994 (0.02%)

124,203 (2.9%)

27,536 (0.6%)

34,087 (0.8%)

37,114 (0.9%)

37,815 (0.9%)

42,724 (1.0%)

71,008 (1.6%)

142,756 (3.3%)

149,354 (3.4%)

218,794 (5.0%)

265,290 (6.1%)

282,643 (6.5%)

310,118 (7.2%)

2,535,151 (58.5%)
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Graph 3.20 Results of Concluded Claims* 

*The period from January 2013 through March 2014 was taken as basis for purpose of 
having a greater number of concluded claims and thus showing a closer result to 100% 
conclusion.
Source: CONDUSEF, with data of CNBV.

Table 3.21 Reasons for Resolution

* The institution issues a resolution based on legal aspects, operating aspects, business relationship or any other decision 
of the institution.
Source: CONDUSEF, with data of CNBV.

Results of Claims and Average Response Time

Of the 4.30 million claims recorded during 2013, 4.29 million were concluded (99%), while the remaining claims were still in 
process (1%). 75.0% of concluded claims were favorable for the client, lower than the one reported in 2012 (77.5%), although 
these figures are not fully comparable, in view that there are actions still pending resolution (see Graph 3.20). The average 
favorable response time in 2013 was reduced to 12 business days, one day less than in 2012 (13 days). 

The remaining responses (25.0% and 22.5% for 2013 and 2012, respectively), were unfavorable for the client, with an average 
response time was 14 business days in 2013, like in the previous year.

The main reason to determine favorable results for the client is the evidence found in favor of the client. Likewise, the 
unfavorable result for the client usually is due to evidence found in favor of the bank (see Table 3.21).

Favorable for the client Unfavorable for the client

79.0% 77.5% 75.0%

21.0% 22.5% 25.0%

2011 2012 2013

When the response is 
favorable for the client

When the response is 
unfavorable for the client

 Evidence in favor of the client 70% Evidence in favor of the bank 86%
   Lack of documents from the client 8%
 Internal policy* 29% Internal policy* 3%
   The client dismissed the claim 2%
 Expired term for the bank 1% Expired term for the client 1%
   Claim reported more than once 0.30%
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Amount Claimed and Amount Credited to the Client

Of the claims brought during 2013, clients claimed an amount of $12,349 million pesos, while in 2012 they claimed $11,986 
million pesos. In those cases where resolutions were favorable for the client, the amount equivalent to $6,261 million pesos was 
credited in 2013, and $6,107 million pesos were credited in 2012, i.e., 50.7% and 51.0% of the amount claimed, respectively 
(see Graph 3.22).

Claims Attributable to a Possible Credit and Debit Card Fraud.

During 2013, 2,856,974 claims were reported as a possible 
credit or debit card fraud, out of a total of 3.8 million monetary 
claims received by financial institutions that issue cards. 
There was a 5% increase to what was reported in 2012, i.e., 
129,922 additional claims (see Graph 3.23).

The remaining credit and debit card claims (1,040,159) 
were identified as operational, in view that they derive from 
disagreements with fees, interest, failures from the bank or 
the client.

Claims attributable to a possible credit and debit card fraud 
are those admissible claims due to:

•	 Card	theft	or	loss
•	 Magnetic	strip	cloning
•	 Remote	purchases	(telephone	and	Internet	sales)
•	 Unrecognized	electronic	transfers
•	 Identity	theft	or	personal	data	counterfeiting
•	 Deceitful	practices	to	obtain	data	at	ATMs

 

Graph 3.22 Amount Credited to the Client of the Total Amount Claimed*

*In regards to conclusion figures, the period from January 2013 through March 2014 
was taken as basis for purpose of having a greater number of concluded claims and 
thus showing a closer result to 100% conclusion.
Source: CONDUSEF, with data of CNBV.

Admissible Inadmissible

53.4% 51.0% 50.7%

46.6% 49.0% 49.3%

10,943 11,986 12,350

2011 2012 2013
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In 2013, credit cards had 2,025,269 claims deriving from a possible fraud, which represented 71% of the total share, 4.3% 
more than in 2012, while debit cards increased by 5.9% in comparison to the previous year and recorded 831,705 claims, i.e., 
the remaining 29% (see Graph 3.24).

Graph 3.23 Credit and Debit Card Claims

 Source: CONDUSEF with data of CNBV, December 2013. 

Graph 3.24 Claims Attributable to a Possible Fraud per Type of Card

   Source: CONDUSEF, with data of CNBV, December 2013.

In regards to amounts claimed and recovered during 2013, the amount claimed in credit cards was $3,401 million pesos and 
$3,527 millions in 2012, where $2,447 million pesos were credited in 2013 and $2,607 million pesos in 2012; this means almost 
72% and 74% was credited in 2013 and 2012, respectively.

Operational claims Claims attributable to possible fraud

29% 29% 27%

71% 71% 73%

3,887,090 3,814,924 3,897,133

2011 2012 2013

Debit card

29%

Credit card

71%
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Regarding debit cards, the amount claimed was $1,374 
million pesos during 2013 and $1,356 million pesos in 2012, 
out of which $825 million pesos (60%) were credited in 2013 
and $887 million pesos in 2012 (65%).

Due to the increased number of claims attributable to a possible 
fraud, the CONDUSEF issued certain recommendations to 
avoid these credit and debit card claims:

•	 Not	 disclosing	 to	 any	 person	 the	Personal	 ID	Number	
(PIN).

•	 Not	losing	sight	of	the	card	when	paying	for	any	service	
or purchasing any goods.

•	 When	making	a	payment,	not	losing	sight	of	the	POS	
terminal, in order to avoid any duplicated charges or 
the card being cloned.

•	 Using	 the	 card	 at	 commercial	 businesses	 duly	
established. 

•	 When	making	 Internet	 purchases,	 verifying	 they	 are	
made at secure and responsible websites.

•	 Keeping	 vouchers	 for	 possible	 clarifications	 for	
unrecognized charges.

Within the scope of its competence, the CONDUSEF 
carries out several preventive and corrective actions to 
reduce claims from users, particularly with those products 
showing most disagreements. Thus, the CONDUSEF 
evaluates and supervises financial products supplied by 
financial institutions and, as the case may be, orders the 
suspension of deceitful advertising, as well as changes to 
the adhesion contracts and statements of account that fail 

to comply with the regulations or that contain information 
leading the user to error. Also, it detects abusive sections 
in adhesion contracts. In addition, with the new powers 
granted to it by the Financial Reform, the CONDUSEF may 
order such sections to be eliminated from the contracts. 
Therefore, should a bank wish to amend any section, it 
shall previously submit the same to consideration of the 
CONDUSEF.

In case of any breach of the institutions, the CONDUSEF 
may sanction them under the applicable laws. In addition, 
the CONDUSEF has issued recommendations to the 
financial institutions that contribute to protecting the users’ 
interests, such as:

•	 Changing	to	smart	cards	all	credit	and	debit	cards	that	
still have no chip.

•	 Cooperating	 with	 businesses	 to	 avoid	 the	 misuse	 of	
cards, by identifying the client and his/her signature 
with an official [ID] document.

•	 Using	 state-of-the-art	 technology	 to	 avoid	 any	
intromissions by any agents alien to their systems.

On the other hand, the CONDUSEF issues recommendations 
to the users for the proper usage of financial products 
and designs tools so that the users are well informed on 
the characteristics of the products contracted or to be 
contracted by them, regarding interest rates and fees 
charged, sections of contracts and unsound practices, so 
that the users are prevented from filing inadmissible claims.
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Financial education refers to actions carried 
out so that the population may acquire skills, 
abilities and knowledge in order to correctly 
manage and plan their finances, evaluate the 
supply of financial products, make decisions 
according to their interests and understand the 
rights and obligations related to the contracting 
of such products. 

Financial 
Education

Financial 
Education
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In recent years, financial education has taken on great 
importance around the world, mainly due to the benefit it 
provides to the population by having an optimum level of 
financial capabilities, and thus, making them manage their 
economic resources more efficiently, as well as avoiding 
overindebtedness and the negative effects it causes both on 
family economy and on the stability and development of the 
countries.

Financial education is a valuable instrument that may 
contribute to diverse purposes, including, among others, 
aid in maintaining the trust in the financial system, facilitate 
the population to become aware and use financial products 
and services in their favor, foster a better management of 
household resources, mitigate overindebtedness risks and 
disseminate the rights of financial service users.

It is so important that financial education has been classified 
as one of the required elements in the development strategy 
of the country, which is laid down in the National Development 
Plan (2013-2018). 

National Development Plan and National 
Development Financing Program 

During 2013, the 2013-2018 National Development Plan 
(PND, for its acronym in Spanish) was published, which 
contains three specific lines of action to foster financial 
education:

•	 Strengthening	 the	 inclusion	 of	 financial	 education	 in	
elementary and middle school programs.

•	 Promoting	 the	 responsible	 access	 to	 and	 usage	 of	
financial products and services.

•	 Strengthening	financial	education	of	women	to	achieve	
their proper integration into the financial system.

Based on this Plan, the Ministry of Treasury and Public 
Credit (SHCP, for its acronym in Spanish) designed the 
National Development Financing Program (PRONAFIDE, 
for its acronym in Spanish), which sets forth as one of its 
purposes to “Promote the inclusion, education, competition 
and transparency of the financial, insurance and pensions 
systems in order to increase their penetration and coverage, 
while maintaining their soundness and security.” The strategy 
to “Develop greater financial capabilities to make a better 
usage of financial products and services and promote the 
user protection” relates to this purpose. In order to fulfill this 
strategy, the following lines of action were established:

•	 Promoting	 the	 responsible	 access	 to	 and	 usage	 of	
financial products and services, based on international 
best practices.

•	 Strengthening	 the	 inclusion	 of	 financial	 education	 in	
elementary and middle school programs.

•	 Strengthening	financial	education	of	women	to	achieve	
their proper integration into the financial system.

•	 Designing	 and	 implementing	 information,	 assessment,	
follow-up and dissemination mechanisms regarding the 
performance of financial institutions.

•	 Promoting	 the	 disclosure	 of	 timely	 and	 quality	
information, so that users may make informed decisions.

•	 Boosting	 regulatory	 compliance	 among	 financial	
institutions and these providing quality services to the 
users.

•	 Developing	a	financial	education	program	that	includes	
the needs of the population and of the institutions, in 
order to efficiently use the financial system.

Financial Reform in Regards to Financial 
Education

As a reflection of the relevance of financial education, 
the Financial Reform approved by the Union Congress 
in November 2013 and published on January 10, 2014, 
established by law1 the Financial Education Committee (CEF, 
for its acronym in Spanish) and the National Council for 
Financial Inclusion (CONAIF, for its acronym in Spanish).

The purpose of the CEF is to coordinate all financial inclusion 
efforts, actions and programs with their stakeholders, in order 
to reach a National Strategy on Financial Education, so as 
to avoid duplicating efforts and promote the maximization of 
resources. 

The members of the CEF are those set forth in its operating 
regulations; the CEF is presided by the SHCP. It is worth 
mentioning that the duties of the CONAIF include the 
coordination with the CEF of all financial education actions 
and efforts. The main duties of the CEF are as follows:

•	 To	develop	the	National	Strategy	on	Financial	Education.
•	 To	 determine	 the	 priorities	 of	 the	 Financial	 Education	

Policy.
•	 To	develop	the	Financial	Education	Policy	guidelines.
•	 To	 identify	 new	work	 areas	 and	 propose	 new	 actions,	

efforts and programs in regards to financial education.
•	 To	 make	 an	 inventory	 of	 all	 materials	 concerning	

financial education and related studies, and make the 
relevant information available for the population.

1.   Law to Regulate Financial Groups.
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•	 To	 determine	 measurement	 methods	 and	 indicators	
related to financial education and to the financial 
capabilities of the population.

•	 To	plan	activities	for	the	National	Financial	Education	Week.

In connection with the law that gave rise to the CONDUSEF 
(Law to Protect and Defend Users of Financial Services), 
Article 5 sets forth that: “The National Commission shall 
procure the establishment of educational and other types of 
programs regarding financial literacy and, for such purpose, 
it shall develop such programs and submit them to the 
competent authorities.”

The Financial Reform included the following paragraph: 
“Financial institutions, either directly or through their 
representative organizations shall cooperate with the 
CONDUSEF in developing the educational programs referred 
to in the preceding paragraph.”

With this amendment to Article 5 of the CONDUSEF Law, 
it is ensured that financial institutions become jointly liable 
in promoting financial education, that the participation of 
guilds provides a greater support to the actions determined 
to be carried out, and that a responsible and better informed 
financial inclusion is promoted for the benefit of the users.

On the other hand, Article 8° Bis was included, setting forth 
that the CONDUSEF “shall establish and maintain a Financial 
Entities Bureau (BEF, for its acronym in Spanish) with the 
information obtained from financial institutions and users in 
exercising its authority, as well as the information provided by 
the competent authorities...”

As described in Chapter 3, the purpose of the BEF2 is to 
inform and diffuse to the general public, in a simple, clear and 
permanent manner, the performance of financial entities, so 
as to contribute to the better decision making of users.

With the BEF, Mexico takes the lead with a unique tool that 
allows the user and the general public to have elements that 
allow them to select the financial entity showing the best 
behavior and the best financial products and services. One 
of the major financial issues faced by a person interested in 
any product is the lack of information that may help him/her 
make better decisions; the BEF is the solution to such issue 
and the chance of having a more dynamic competition among 
financial entities.

The BEF is a one of a kind catalogue that will allow users 
of financial services to become aware (with information 
from the financial entities themselves) of all the supply of 
financial products and services and their most distinctive 
characteristics. In addition, using this tool, an inventory may 

be obtained of the domestic supply of financial education 
programs developed by financial entities, which will allow 
their identification, classification and better utilization. 

Participation in International Forums 

Mexico continues taking part in the International Network on 
Financial Education (INFE) of the Organisation for Economic 
Co-Operation and Development (OECD), were guidelines 
are been developed to implement National Strategies on 
Financial Education, financial education for immigrants and 
their families, and codes of conduct for financial providers.

Likewise, the following actions of the INFE were endorsed by 
the G20 leaders in September 2013, including Mexico:

•	 The	 development	 of	 measurement	 tools	 for	 financial	
education and assessment of financial education 
programs.

•	 The	 measurement	 of	 financial	 education	 in	 young	
persons.

•	 A	 study	 carried	out	 jointly	with	 the	World	Bank	on	 the	
financial education needs of women and girls, which 
gave rise to public policy recommendations. 

By means of these international efforts, Mexico has become 
an active member at a global level in the design of public 
policies that foster a greater financial education for the 
population. 

Studies. 

Until a few years ago, Mexico did not have indicators to 
measure the financial capabilities of the population. Today, 
the National Survey for Financial Inclusion (ENIF, for its 
acronym in Spanish) is in place as a measurement tool.

However, in order to study in greater depth the status of 
the Retirement Savings System (SAR, for its acronym in 
Spanish), in 2013, the National Commission for the Pension 
System (CONSAR, for its acronym in Spanish)3 conducted 
a survey for purpose of identifying and measuring the 
knowledge, perception and degree of trust in the SAR, the 
Afores and their processes. The results showed that 66% 
of the surveyees lack the habit of saving, and 51% has not 
considered how they will earn a living when they are old.
Also, in 2014, Educación Banamex with the cooperation the 
National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM, for its 
acronym in Spanish), conducted a survey4 aimed at becoming 
familiar with the financial literacy of young persons from 15 to 
29 years old in Mexico, for the purpose of creating knowledge 
to contribute in the design of the educational offering, 

2.   For further details on the Financial Entities Bureau see Chapter 3.
3.   National Survey on the Knowledge and Perception of the Retirement Savings System, August 2013.
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programs, strategies and public policies that allow them to 
develop tools to participate in building the conditions for their 
personal, family and community wellbeing. The following 
results stand out from the study:

•	 More	than	half	of	young	persons	fail	to	have	any	kind	of	
record related to their financial management (54%).

•	 The	 practice	 of	 keeping	 a	 record	 of	 their	 budget	 is	
higher among women (60%) than among men (40%).

•	 Building	assets,	such	as	acquiring	a	house,	represents	
the major target of young persons, although 19% 
aspires to concluding their studies, and 13% hopes to 
establish a business.

•	 Regarding	 savings	habits,	 52%	stated	 they	 save	on	a	
regular basis. 

The higher the socioeconomic level, the higher the savings 
trend is, since, in AB socioeconomic levels, 77% affirm they 
save part of their income on a regular basis, while in the E 
segment only 34% stated to do so.

These figures along with those of the ENIF confirm the need 
to make a radical change in the Mexican financial system, 
in such manner that it becomes a system that fosters the 
financial inclusion and education of the population, which is 
one of the purposes of the Financial Reform.

Strengthening of Financial Literacy

In Mexico, public and private institutions have looked after 
developing informative and didactic materials, workshops, 
courses, among others, aimed at providing financial literacy. 
It is necessary to emphasize that these efforts are quite 
praiseworthy and that they have undoubtedly contributed 
in advancing the awareness and creation of financial 
capabilities of a large portion of the population. However, it 

is necessary to reinforce these actions in an orderly fashion, 
as the challenge is for such knowledge to reach the entire 
population.

One of the core aspects in this effort to study in depth and 
strengthen financial literacy in the population is the inclusion 
of financial education, both at elementary and middle school, 
as well as the permanent training of the teaching staff. At 
elementary school, children must be taught basic concepts 
related to the value of money, savings, personal budget and 
responsible consumption. 

It is required to teach those same contents at middle school, 
with a more advanced level; contents could be integrated 
into several subjects on a cross curricular manner, so that 
the students may acquire the knowledge, understanding 
and capabilities needed to be prepared when they start their 
college and working life. In this field, the role of the Ministry 
of Education is crucial, as it has already happened in other 
Latin American countries.

According to the surveys, there is a need to reach a greater 
degree of financial education, in view that the results 
show: low budget planning; little understanding on financial 
products and services; scarce economic planning in regards 
to retirement savings; lack of knowledge of mechanisms to 
solve complaints; and low level of knowledge of interest rates 
and fees charged for financial products, among others.

Participation by CONDUSEF

The CONDUSEF has developed several initiatives whose 
purpose is to disseminate financial education contents and 
guidance on the usage of financial products and services to 
the entire population. Following, we show the results achieved 
during 2013:

4.   Financial Literacy of Young Persons in Mexico, 2014.
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Cuadro 4.1 CONDUSEF’s Initiatives

Source: CONDUSEF

Initiatives

“Protect your money” magazine 

Financial education in your Enterprise 

Traveling exhibition 
”Finance and wellbeing: lifecycle”

Electronic newsletter “Tips for your money”

Comparative tables

Simulators and financial calculators 

Financial records

Financial Education guides

Notebooks with financial education topics: Budget, 
savings, investment, insurance, retirement and 
remittances 

National Week on Financial Inclusion 

Financial Education week in USA and Canada 

2013 Results

 540,000 printed copies.
 954,646 web page downloads.

 35 public institutions and .private participants.
 Around 724,810 persons were reached.

Three expositions were made with a total of 29,808 registered visitors:
 Bicentenario Guanajuato Park, Silao, Guanajuato.
 Central headquarters of the National Week on Financial Inclusion, Iztapalapa’s 

esplanade.
 El Rehilete museum, Pachuca, Hidalgo.

 Elaboration of 57 electronic newsletters.
• 10,184,296 electronic newsletters delivered.

 97,910 visits.

 956,845 entries (32.9%  mortgage credit, 20.9% car credit, 19.0% credit card , 
10.1% personal and payroll credit, 6.6% savings and insurance, 4.3% car 
insurance, 3.8% investment fund, 1.7% family planner  y 0.7% Remesamex).

 331,031 entries (69.9% Record System of Financial Services Providers 
“SIPRES”, 19.2 Adhesion Contracts Registration “RECA”, 6.0% Basic Insurance 
Fee Registration “RESBA” y 5.0% Fees Registration “RECO”).

 424,991 web page downloads.

   5,860. web page downloads.

 
  3,704  activities were done.
• 215,348  persons were directly reached.
• 1,496,440 materials were distributed nationwide.

 58,665 Persons were attended 
• More than 1,500 workshops and seminars were performed.
• Information on the following matters was given:
     o Tools to strengthen welfare. 
     o How to have a greater access to the financial services .
     o How to achieve a better income distribution.
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Importance of the National Week on Financial 
Inclusion 

The National Week on Financial Inclusion (SNEF by its 
acronym in Spanish) was created in 2008, with the purpose 
of providing the fundamental concepts on financial education 
to the population and to raise awareness about these matters 
to the citizenship. 

With the first SNEF celebrated, an invitation was made for 
all those actors, or people interested on financial education 
matters, who used to make independent efforts, so that they 
may now converge to the same objective, which is to foster 
financial education nationwide, regardless of their nature 
(private, public, social or academic). In this sense, it is 
necessary to highlight that the activities taking place during 
the SNEF are not oriented to a specialized public, but to all 
the Mexicans that are or could be users of financial products 
and services.  

The activities performed are made in accordance to a 
specific thematic axis; each of which addresses concepts 
related to budget, savings, credit, investment, insurance 
and retirement. A diversity of support materials are used to 
enhance learning, with a focus aimed at achieving healthy 
personal finances. During the SNEF many activities take 
place, such as games, contests related to personal finances, 
‘mobile classrooms’, ‘mobile cinema’, stands, theatre plays, 
workshops, conferences, among others. 

From its beginning, one characteristic has distinguished the 
SNEF: the constant pursuit of improvements. For example, 
in the 2013 edition, for the first time a central headquarter 
was implemented; it was located in the Iztapalapa Delegation 
esplanade. 

In this context, the development of the National Week 
on Financial Inclusion (SNEF) seeks three fundamental 
objectives. 

•	 To	raise	awareness	among	society	about	the	adequate	
and responsible usage of financial products and 

services, by getting to know and comparing them in 
order to choose the most appropriate according to their 
needs. 

•	 Achieve	 a	 collaboration	 and	 coordination	 with	 the	
financial institutions of all kind; including authorities 
related to the matter, and learning centers, universities 
and other organizations linked with this topic, to fulfill its 
development.

 
•	 Extend	permanently	activities	to	all	the	national	territory	

for the benefit of the different segments of the population 
who demand it, particularly the vulnerable groups. 

From September 23rd to 29th 2013, the Sixth National 
Week on Financial Inclusion took place; it was organized by 
CONDUSEF. Several different activities were performed in 
it nationwide. It had the participation of financial education 
promoter institutions, which joined efforts to accomplish an 
impact in a great number of persons during the week. The 
total amount of activities carried out, such as workshops; 
conferences, ludic activities, theatre plays, ‘mobile cinema’, 
informative stands, among others, increased to 3,704, 
which benefited 215,348 persons. It is worth mentioning 
that the Financial Education Committee participated in 
the organization of the Sixth National Week on Financial 
Inclusion. 

Input of diverse organisms regarding financial 
education

Many organisms (public, private, social and educative) have 
performed diverse and valuable contributions to Financial 
Education. 

A sample of financial education programs is shown below; 
these projects are initiatives from private financial institutions, 
and can be consulted at the Financial Entities Bureau, which 
is managed by CONDUSEF. 
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Cuadro 4.2 Initiatives from diverse financial institutions

Source: CONDUSEF

Financial 
Institution

Program’s 
name

BBVA Bancomer

Banamex

Banorte

Compartamos Banco

Actinver

Scotiabank Inverlat

BanBajio

Banco Inbursa

Description

It is a social initiative that aims to, empower the users with a basic 
financial knowledge, in order to use the financial services on its 
favor. This program offers personal finance workshops through 
on-site, mobile and internet classrooms.  

This initiative is performed by Banamex in alliance of several 
educational institutions. It offers to the community, for free, courses 
that foster the development of financial knowledge, skills and 
attitudes that allow them to increase their life standards, through 
responsible decision making. 

Banorte-IXE allocates its resources and efforts to programs focused 
on the wellbeing of diverse interest groups. 

It is a project aimed at fostering the development of financial abilities 
through programs intended for collaborators, clients and all the 
community. These programs contribute to informed decision making, 
to better resource administration, and to a responsible use of 
financial services. 

It has a real time simulator that offers adequate tools to teach 
university students all possible ways to invest their money through 
the Mexican financial market. Also, it offers conferences to university 
students, either public or private, about financial education topics 
(derivatives, how to invest), which are given at the Actinver offices 
for free. 

This project seeks people who seize to the fullest the possibilities 
and opportunities to achieve their goals, by investing in the most 
important thing: ‘themselves’; thus, a wellbeing can be reached 
through four strategies. 
1. Save and invest from today
2. Save and invest periodically   
3. Retain your investment 
4. Diversify your investement 

Provides the participants with information and tools that help them to 
have an efficient plan on their familiar finances, also, it orientates 
them over the principles of protection, administration and growth of 
their welfare.
 

Fosters the generation of virtual teaching and learning, which 
contributes to the individual's education, by developing financial 
knowledge and sound personal finances.

Adelante con tu futuro

Saber cuenta

Apoyo a la Comunidad

Modelo de Educación Financiera

Burs@net

Invierte en ti

Finanzas Familiares

Educación Financiera
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In addition, some initiatives conducted by the public sector 
are highlited. 

Mexican Central Bank

During 2013, Banco de Mexico performed the following 
actions on financial education: 

•	 Lectures	 about	 the	 objectives	 and	 functions	 of	 the	
institution were offered; they were given to medium-
high education schools and took place at the Bank’s 
facilities. 

•	 The	Mexican	Central	Bank	offered	lectures,	composed	
by 10 sessions, to the following universities: Tec de 
Monterrey campus Guadalajara; Universidad de las 
Américas, Puebla; UNAM, and Universidad Autónoma 
de Baja California.

•	 Also,	5	workshops	were	imparted	to	the	general	public	
at the MIDE about diverse topics related to central 
Banks. 

•	 There	was	an	active	participation	at	the	SNEF,	both	at	
the headquarters located in Iztapalapa and inside the 
country. 

•	 The	 fifth	 edition	 of	 the	 prize	 ‘Cont@cto	 Banxico’	 took	
place in 2013, with the topic ‘The autonomy of the 
Central Bank’. 

•	 Also,	 the	 Bank	 participated	 at	 the	 V	 Conference	 of	
Economic and Financial Education in Latin America and 
the Caribbean, which was organized by the CEMLA, 
Central Bank of Bolivia and the INFE. 

National Commission for the Pensions System. (CONSAR) 

Under the financial education framework strategy ‘How to 
understand your savings for the future’ implemented by 
CONSAR, during 2014, several actions were performed in 
order to contribute to informed decision making that helps 
to improve the future pensions.  Some of the informative 
materials and tools are the following: 

•	 A	blog	with	relevant	matters	related	to	the	system	and	
prevention was created. Se creó un  blog con temas 
relevantes relacionados al sistema y a la prevención. 

•	 A	 free	 app	 for	 mobile	 phones	 was	 created:	 APP	
CONSAR, which operates as an additional effort to link 
the savers from SAR with their Afore accounts. With 
this app it is possible to consult a variety of interesting 
topics for the savers like in which Afore are they 
registered (the main question asked by the users of the 
system to the CONSAR). This tool also allows savers to 
perform pension calculations on the SAR’s calculator; 
to discover the Afore that offers the greatest return, 

and to learn the steps needed to carry out voluntary 
submissions, among others. 

•	 Improvements	to	the	account	statements	formats	were	
applied. This statements represent the main link that 
workers have with their Afore. 

•	 Formats	 for	 registering	 and	 transferring	 Afores	 were	
designed, in order to raise awareness on the importance 
of saving money with the administrator that grants the 
best returns. 

•	 For	 the	 first	 time,	 savers	 from	 SAR	 received	 in	 their	
account statement, a personalized estimation of the 
impact that the voluntary submission would have in their 
pension. The document pretends to raise awareness 
among the savers from Afores about the importance-
and urgency-of making voluntary submissions, given 
the low submission levels that persevere nowadays. 

•	 Two	 new	 tools	 called	 “Savings	 Calculators”	 were	
designed. Aimed for workers affiliated to IMSS, and 
independent laborers. These tools will help to estimate 
in an easy way the pension amount that the worker will 
have at the end of his working life and the impact that 
the voluntary submission would have in his pension.

•	 Two	 new	 contact	 points	 were	 created	 to	 offer	
personalized attention to workers, like the SAR’s 
chat, which offers online orientation. Several activities 
were intensified in many states of the country like the 
programs on communication through Afores’s fairs in 
several states, and informative lectures to enterprises, 
universities and government agencies. 

•	 As	 part	 of	 the	 of	 human	 resources	 area	 training,	 the	
program “CurSAR” was implemented. It was imparted 
to more than 30 federal government agencies. 

•	 The	 program	 “Saving	 in	 your	 Afore	 has	 never	 been	
that easy” initiated. Through this project, more than 
35 million savers from SAR may perform voluntary 
submissions in any of the 1,780 subsidiaries of the 
7-eleven stores nationwide, from $50 pesos. 

•	 On	a	par	with	 the	 former,	 the	Project	 “Direct	voluntary	
submissions to the Afore account through a debit card” 
was launched. This program enables the 11 Afores to 
receive electronic deposits from $100 to $50 thousand 
pesos from SAR savers in an automatic and safely way. 
Given the above, the democratization (implementing 
simplicity and accessibility) of the voluntary submission 
is being sought, in order to increase the balances of 
the Afore accounts and enhance the future pensions. 
With these actions, the priority of Mexican Government 
will be to generate the best conditions and greater 
incentives to increase Mexican savings, given that  
voluntary saving can make a great difference in the life 
a women or men that are about to retire. 
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•	 300	 thousand	 informative	 guides	 were	 printed	 and	
distributed to enterprises and people in the events 
where CONSAR organizes and actively participates. 
Likewise, a variety of infographic videos about the most 
important processes of the SAR. 

Institute for Mexicans Abroad

One of the main lines of action of this Institute is to Foster 
the financial education of Mexicans abroad. To do so, the 
following activities have been performed: 

•	 Throughout	the	initiative	“Consulate	Banks	Agreement”	
Banking institutions perform informative workshops and 
orientation of banking services in the consulates. The 
model “Memorandum of Understanding” was updated 
to promote the high security consular registration 
as an official ID for the opening of bank accounts. 
Nowadays, there are 155 signed agreements in 39 
Mexican consulates in the US with 46 different financial 
institutions, among which stand: Wells Fargo, Bank of 
America Neighborhood Credit Union, Mitchell Bank, 
First National Bank, Shore Bank, Latino Community 
Credit Union, JP Morgan Chase Bank, BBVA Bancomer, 
Chase Bank, Brotherhood Bank, U.S. Bank and 
Citibank, among others.  

•	 The	 98th	 Informative	 Session	 of	 the	 Institute	 for	
Mexicans Abroad (IME, for its acronym in Spanish) 
“Financial Education, Remittances and Development” 
took place. It had the participation of 25 representatives 
from Banks, credit unions, non-governmental 
organizations and public institutions from Mexico and 
US which collaborated with the Chancellery and the 
Mexican Consulates network. 

•	 Within	 the	 framework	 of	 the	 “Money	 Smart	 Week”,	
through the General Mexican Consulate in Chicago, 
the Institute participated in the “Financial Literacy and 
Education Summit 2013: Improving Women’s Financial 
Literacy & Capabilities Globally”, organized by the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago and Visa, Inc. 

•	 It	 The	 Financial	 Education	 Week	 in	 US	 and	 Canada	
(SEF 2014)took place, for third year in a row, with 
the objective to address the needs of Mexicans living 
outside the country regarding an adequate usage of 
the financial products and services available abroad 
and in Mexico. 83,378 Mexicans were directly reached, 
506 local institutions supported the initiative and 18 
executives from 6 Mexican institutions visited 18 cities 
in the US.

•	 In	 the	 2014	 SEF	 framework,	 the	 first	 Twitter-Chat	
with the community took place, and the first financial 
consultancy attention counter in New York was 
launched.  

•	 Likewise,	 IME	and	CONDUSEF	 launched	 the	 “Mailbox	
for Mexicans living abroad” which allows Mexicans 
living outside the country to receive consultancy from 
CONDUSEF in any problem or doubt with respect to 
financial services and remittances topics. 

•	 The	 program	 “who	 is	 who	 in	 the	 remittances	 sent”	
(program belonging to the Federal Consumers 
Prosecutor (PROFECO) who spreads information 
through its internet site to  consumers so they may 
compare services and prices) registered, from January 
to June 2014,  42,800 visits and 26 updates were made 
in which 1,634 prices were reported. The program 
already operates in nine cities of the US: Chicago, 
Dallas, Houston, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Miami, 
Nueva York, Sacramento y San José. 
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Final 
comments

Final 
Comments

The Financial Inclusion Report is the principal public 
dissemination instrument of the Working Group on 
Measurement, Analysis and Public Dissemination of the 
National Council for Financial Inclusion and therefore 
represents an inter-institutional effort to measure the 
advance and challenges in financial inclusion. The 
RIF analyzes the statistical information on access 
to financial services gathered from the regulatory 
reports presented by the financial institutions to the 
National Banking and Securities Commission. Also, 
in collaboration with the main Mexican supervisory 
authorities, information is included on deposit 
insurance, transactions, insurance, savings for 
retirement, protection of the user of financial services 
and financial education.
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This sixth edition of the Report gives continuity to the 
indicators presented in previous editions of the Report 
and, specifically, relevant topics on financial inclusion are 
highlighted, such as: the incorporation of niche banks, as 
a legal figure, to the financial system, which are dedicated 
to the provision of financial services to those excluded from 
the formal financial system; the evolution in the authorization 
process of the savings and loan cooperatives, in relation 
to the reformed regulatory framework that strengthen this 
sector; the advancement and challenges that bank agents 
and mobile banking face as access mechanisms, particularly 
in rural areas; the most recent payment system regulation 
to promote the use of point of sale terminals by commercial 
entities, such as convenience stores, and to increase 
electronic transactions; and the description of the Buró de 
Entidades Financieras, which is the basic tool to compare the 
various financial institutions and to promote greater protection 
of the user of financial services. 

Expansion of the financial infrastructure

In the analysis of developments to increase access to financial 
services, the growth of financial infrastructure is evaluated. It 
is important to note that during 2013 five new banks initiated 
operations, three of which are niche, or specialized banks. As 
a result, there is a greater canvass of financial institutions, 
especially for the under-attended sector, which tend to be the 
target population of these banks, such as: micro, small and 
medium sized companies, the agricultural sector and the rural 
population. Nevertheless, niche banks have a small market 
penetration (represent less than 1% of the assets of the 
banking sector, credit portfolio and total deposits) in relation 
to commercial banks. Given its potential to increase financial 
inclusion, it is necessary to evaluate if niche banks should be 
subjected to the same prudential regulation as commercial 
banks. The current situation implies a disadvantage for niche 
banks since it is more difficult for them to comply with the 
regulatory framework and to cover operating expenses due to 
their size and their shorter operating period.

At the same time, it is important to point out that financial 
infrastructure is expanding: between 2010 and 2013 branches 
and ATMs increased in 5.6% and 4.5%, respectively, and in 
the same period the number of bank agents and point of 
sale terminals expanded by 40.7% and 9.1%, respectively. 
However, there continues to be a shortage of infrastructure in 
rural areas, especially in the case of banks. This is due to the 
fact that the main supermarket chains, which have been the 
main source of the growth of bank agents, are concentrated in 
urban areas, where, in general terms, there is a bank branch. 
Thus, notwithstanding the progress in terms of coverage by 
financial intermediaries, 81% of rural municipalities (up to 
5,000 inhabitants) and 41% of municipalities in transition 
(from 5,001 to 15,000 inhabitants) still do not have a branch, 

or a banking agent. Also, there are eight urban municipalities 
(50,001 to 30,000 inhabitants) where more than 30,000 adults 
reside that do not have a branch from any financial institution.

On the other hand, in regard to the offer of financial services, 
banking agents are mainly specialized in receiving credit 
and services payments, as well as deposits, which reduces 
and decentralizes the operational tasks in bank branches. 
However, if bank agents are going to increase financial 
inclusion, it is necessary that they carry out financial 
operations that substitute traditional branch transactions, 
such as opening an account, so that they can truly replace 
bank branches and not only complement branch transactions 
to reduce the operation task of the branches or as a 
convenience option for the included population.

Also, bank agents in Mexico have the particularity of being 
interoperable, a benefit that will not have the desired effect 
as long as they do not offer cash withdrawals, a fundamental 
need of the users of the financial system. Therefore, it is 
necessary to provide an incentive scheme so these operations 
are profitable for the banks and supermarket and convenience 
stores, otherwise the expansion in financial infrastructure will 
not translate into direct benefits to the users of the financial 
system, mainly for the excluded, for whom the bank agent 
legal figure was created.

Electronic financial services

In the case of electronic channels, 46% of the municipalities 
do not have an ATM machine. ATMs are mainly found in 
municipalities with more than 50,000 inhabitants, in which 
they cover 99% of the population. However, only 8% of rural 
and 41% of transition municipalities have commercial bank´s 
ATMs. Even though ATMs of cooperatives increased by 54% 
during the last three years, commercial banks provide 98% 
of ATMs.

Regarding to transactions carried out in ATMs between 
2010 and 2013, the number of transactions with other banks 
decreased by 14.1%, while transaction with the same bank 
increased by 4.0%, which is a reflection of the awareness by 
the users of ATMs of the commissions charged for withdrawing 
cash from a different bank than the one that issued the card. 
The commissions charged for using an ATM are relevant in 
those zones where the inhabitants receive governmental 
transfers, given the amount and the frequency with which 
they receive their resources. This points to the need for 
commercial and development banks to reach alliances so that 
the beneficiaries of governmental transfers use this channel 
at no cost or at a lower one.

On another point, in Mexico there are 74 ATMs per 10,000 
adults, operating in 61% of the municipalities of the country. 
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During 2013, 1.7 billion payments and purchases were made 
using a point of sale terminal, with an annual growth rate of 
19.3% during the past three years. It is worthwhile to take 
notice of the high value of transfers and the high growth in the 
number of transactions between different banks, due to the 
efficiency and low cost of the Electronic Interbank Payment 
System, which was created to make few transaction of high 
value, specially by enterprises, but given its characteristics 
and low cost, it became a successful way to transfer funds 
among persons.

However, it is important to notice that at the end of 2013 only 
478,000 establishments had a TPV in which the consumer 
could pay for the services and goods purchased. Therefore, 
it is necessary to foster programs to increase the number 
of commercial establishments that have TPVs so that the 
efforts aimed at increasing the number of people that have 
savings or credit cards result in a greater use of this payment 
means. With regard to mobile banking, the number of deposit 
accounts that have associated a mobile banking service 
increased by an average growth rate of 230% from the fourth 
quarter of 2011 to the fourth quarter of 2013, to total 2.7 
million contracts. Even though the growth rate is high, it is 
still necessary to keep promoting mobile banking, since it is 
below its potential taking into account the number of mobile 
telephony subscribers.

Mobile banking in Mexico protects the user of financial 
services by associating the product to a deposit account 
and also validates anti-money laundering requirements. It 
should be mentioned that the penetration of mobile banking 
in Mexico will be slower than in other countries whose mobile 
banking models differ from the Mexican case in that they 
permit money issuers independent of banks, and where the 
relationship between money issuers and telecommunication 
companies is important since they cooperate to provide the 
service, leaving aside the protection of the user of financial 
services and anti-money laundering considerations.

Use of the main financial services

In the case of deposit products, at the end of 2013, there 
were 166.4 million contracts, of which only 60% were active. 
This is equivalent to a demographic indicator of 11,783 active 
contracts per 10,000 adults. At that same date, at least one 
deposit product was available in 2,450 municipalities, (99.7% 
of the total): banks account for the major part of deposit 
products (90% of the contracts) and the most used are 
traditional transaction accounts, that represent 86% of active 
deposit contracts, while the simplified record only accounts 
for 11% of the contracts. Even though the deposit contracts of 
the savings and loans sector represent 10% of the total, they 
have played an important role in promoting access to and 

use of financial products in excluded areas or underserved by 
the banking sector, since the cooperatives and micro-finance 
institutions account for 60% of deposit contracts in rural 
areas. In this respect, it is hoped that the recent regulation 
issued by the CNBV that permits this sector to open simplified 
record accounts will foster the opening of new accounts in 
remote areas where there a no bank branches.

Credit products increased 11% between 2011 and 2013, 
going from 5,407 credit products per 10,000 adults to 6,024, 
which represent a total of 51.1 million credit contracts in the 
country. Bank credit products represent 94% (48.2 million 
contracts) of all credit products with individuals, while those 
with the savings and loan cooperatives (EACP) represent 
the remaining 6% (2.9 million contracts). In relation to the 
number of credits to enterprises, only about 4 credits per 10 
enterprises (4,268 credits contracts per 10,000 enterprises). 
With the Financial Reform it is expected that credits to 
enterprises will grow in a substantial way, especially for 
micro, small and medium size companies, which account for 
52% of GNP and 70% of formal jobs.

In the insurance sector, while the premium per capita was 
2,414 pesos at the end of 2012, the penetration of the 
Mexican insurance sector represented 2.1% of the GNP up 
to December of 2013, which is low in relation to other Latin-
American countries, like Brazil (4%) and Chile (4.2%). Life 
insurance stands out in the insurance portfolio with 47.8% of 
current policies, followed by accidents and health insurance 
with 39.3% and damage insurance with 13.0%. From 2007 to 
2013 the population with a micro-insurance product increased 
by 92.9% to 9.1 million persons in December of 2013. It is 
important to take notice that the new Insurance and Bonding 
Act was approved to strengthen the regulatory insurance 
framework in relation to liquidity, stability and solvency, which 
will translate into better customer service due to greater 
transparency and information requisites and strengthened 
market discipline.

Another important point is that according to the data reported, 
61% of insurance policies belong to men and the remaining 
39% to women, demonstrating the need to design micro-
insurance products focused on gender so that women can 
acquire protection for themselves and their families through 
insurance products, such as life, education or for the 
protection of their dwellings or business.

Finally, in reference to savings for retirement, in demographic 
terms, 6 of 10 adults have a savings for retirement account, 
but 2 of those 6 do not know in which Afore they have their 
individual account. Therefore, it is imperative to improve the 
relationship with account holders so that they receive, in 
time and in due form, their statements and make use of the 
services to which they have a right to.
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Of all the registered individual accounts, 95.9% belong to 
those that are affiliated to IMSS and its indicator is 3,837 
individual accounts per 10,000 adults. On the other hand, 
those affiliated to ISSSTE represent 3.3% of the total accounts 
and its indicator is 132 individual accounts per 10,000 adults. 
Even though there are only 258,600 independent individual 
accounts, they have increased at a rate of 12.7%, which 
indicates that independent workers are more interested in 
building future assets and also that there is more confidence 
in the System for Retirement Savings.

However, it is necessary to promote this option because 
not all of the population is aware that even if they have 
an informal job or receive variable salaries, they can open 
a savings for retirement account. Also there is a need to 
increase the number of customer attention points, as well as 
mass information, so that the population comprehends the 
benefits of this scheme for their future, especially when their 
age will not allow then to be independent workers.

In relation to voluntary contributions in the savings for 
retirement system, only 38 per 10,000 adults make 
voluntary contributions. The Federal District concentrates 
voluntary contributions, perhaps because more information 
is available, as well as more contact points where the 
population may consult their account statements and make 
voluntary contributions. It is in this framework that the efforts 
by CONSAR so that voluntary contributions can be made at 
convince stores, or through automatic charges to debit cards, 
are valuable.

Protection and financial education of the user of 
financial services

Important efforts have been made to increase the protection 
and financial education of the user of financial services. In 
this respect, the Financial Reform strengthened the legal 
attributes of CONDUSEF. Among the most important is 
the establishment of the Buro of Financial Entities whose 

purpose is to make available, to the users, information on 
the performance of financial entities. It is expected that the 
tool will be of great use to the user of financial services by 
providing access to relevant information in order to compare 
the supply of financial products and choose the financial 
entity that best meets the demands of the user.

The Protection and Defense of the User of Financial Services 
Act (Ley de Protección y Defensa al Usuario de Servicios 
Financieros) was amended in November of 2013 so that 
financial entities are co-responsible, with CONDUSEF, for the 
promotion of financial education and they should work with 
CONDUSEF in establishing financial education programs. 
In this sense, various entities have made contributions on 
financial education.

In conclusion, with the information published in RIF 6, in 
general terms, one can observe an increase in the indicators 
of access to, and usage of, the financial sector, which is 
indicative of the progress made in expanding financial 
infrastructure, in the access to, and usage of electronic 
financial channels and of the main financial products. 
However, important challenges are identified for increasing 
financial inclusion in less populated areas where the offer of 
financial services is still insufficient. It is expected that with 
the different actions fostered by the Financial Reform, as well 
as the diverse initiatives of the public and the private sectors 
summarized in this report, an important level of financial 
inclusion will be achieved in the next years.
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The present report is the second dissemination document developed by the Measurement, Diagnostic 
and Disclosure Working Group from the National Council for Financial Inclusion. In this fifth edition of 
the Financial Inclusion Report (RIF 5, for its abbreviation in Spanish), we follow up on the information 
presented in the previous report (RIF 4), which comes from different data sources managed by the 
institutions that integrate this working group. Additionally, this edition is enhanced by the results of 
the National Survey for Financial Inclusion (ENIF 2012, for its abbreviation in Spanish), and provides 
relevant data on the demand-side- of financial products and services in order to complement the 
information presented on the supply-side. The RIF 5 thus offers a wider overview of the four pillars of 
financial inclusion: access, usage, consumer protection and financial literacy. 


